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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, December 9, 1921.
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Jack O'Brien, serving time for
HURLED AT WORKERS
HAS BEEN PREPARED
a pool hall robbery, was the insti
j
gator of the attempted jailbreak.
Mob of Approximately 500 IIo and Barry overpowered Torlblo Four-Pow- er
Plan to PrePS.
Washington Reports That
Thi3
cell house keeper, Eteal-InPersons Forms Near One Sanchez,
in the Pacific
him an ho stood at a
Peace
serve
upon
a Rough Sketch of the
i
in the corner of tho corridor,
of the Packing Plants; desk
Is Discussed at a ConferFour-Pow- er
O'Brien attacking him with an
Agreement
Women Reported Active, iron bar which he had obtained in
ence of "Big Four,"
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soma unknown manner. Sanchez
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l!y Till
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Press.)
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Deputy Dugan
semi-officiNOT recommend the peace treaty with Great Britain to
late today desplle the presence of guards answered the alarm. Parry for definito replica on the naval
Teikoku News
more than 1,500 policemen.
A ran and concealed himself in the ratio plan and tho proposal for a
the dail eireann or to the country, and that in his attitude
Agency reports that the
Capt, Aylmcr Brandon.
agreement in the Pa
mob of approximately BOO persons cell houso and when Dugan got
he is supported by the ministers of defense and home
Japanese
government had
formed near one of the packing tho drop on h!m from the window cific, tho arms delegates are push
New York. Doc. 8. fSneelal.
to tell ing ahead with other features of
affairs.
its delegates
refused the command
notified
at
With
and
efforts
medals
of mounted po- O'Brien to release tho guard. Du- the negotiation!'.
and no money jingling
plants
A public meeting of the dail eireann has been fixed for
in his
lice to disperse It by charging back gan deliberately
Captain Aylmcr Washington of its approval
sent a bullet
Today's developments brought Uramlou,pockets,
the American who slint of the proposed
and forth only resulted in a series through Barry's leg, upon which into prominence for the first time
Wednesday.
quadruple
of fights, during which, according he yelled for Hod's sake turn himitho question of a limitation of for- - down the first Zeppelin in tho war, entente in
Following is the text of Eamonn.de Valera's message
but not
Miss Mary Palmer.
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priciple,
found
for work In this
to first reports dozens of persons loose," and O'Brien, seeing th.i tifleations and naval bases in the
begging
to the Irish people:
Miss Mary Palmer, daughter of were injured.
Pacific island?, and although tho city, lie admitted that hunting the is a substitute for the Anglo- was
so.
was
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It
up,
game
"Vou have seen in the public
A crowd of approximately
2,000 planned to get tho keys from San- - subject was not advocated to the enemy 110,000 feet in the air is con
Colonel John MoA. Palmer, U. S. A.,
alliance, wnich it
is to make her bow to Washington strikers gathered at the Armour chez, overpower tho new ctiard and stage
of formal exchanges, an siderably eJider than hunting a job japanese
press the text of the proposed trea- COTTON SCHEDULES
says, cannot be abrogated
(Jltie company plant and showered open all the cells in thffl cell house, agreement was forecast preserving on solid ground.
society at a tea dance at Washingty with Great Britain. The terms
IN TARIFF BILL ARE
Captain Prandon was born in until an agreement is reachthe workers with bricks, sones and Sanchez was not badly hurt.
ton barracks aoon.
in general the existing status.
of this agreement are in violent
sticks as they came from work.
the American California, went to Kurope asOx-a ed on a reduction in naval
Again applying
Cell house No. 1, where the atconflict with the wishes of the ma
PROTESTED AGAINST
Special details of police were rush- tempt occurred, houses over a hun- "four points'' to the Chinese prob- youth, and after studying nt
ford and other places entered the armament and there is a
ed to the scene and dispersed tho dred
jority of this nation as expressed
prisoners. Including lem, tho nine nations in the Far University of Paris.
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under
sentence
death
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men on either side. At another others held for info
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"I feel It my duty to Inform you jury
credited nir pilot. He was living in
in New England would result from
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immediately that I
enactment of the cotton goods
reported to be attacking workers at Gallup lust week. Is among th? Integrity or interfering with her Paris with his wife and two chil- the news agency adds, that
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of this treaty schedules in the Fordney tariff bill
dren when the war started.
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from right to economic and national deeither In the dail eireann or to the former Senator H. F. Llppitt, of
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country. I am supported by the Providence, R. I., declared today
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late
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times approached tho riot stage, ns
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Index of returninga,U"lil
.
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to
government
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Irish
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of
development
French and Italian mat it accent a pane m
nart, forming in crowds which the status
conditions.
DH V.WKA'R ACTION
late yesterday. Hart js 48 years
affairs tnd-iwas the liberation ot ance has got to go, entertain not
naval arrangement,
"Returns have been furnished blocked tho traffic and hindered navies under a
response
favorable
WAS NOT t'XEXPECTEl) old and his bride, tho daughter of
many- prisoners.
Including several the slightest doubt," he said. "The
14S of tho 272 life insurance tho nolice. One crowd of 230, led limitation agreement may be taken is
a San Francisco-newspapeexpected soon.
man, bv'
women, from Mountjoy pna"n, unpact is a dead letter nnd its recompanies doing business in tho by a gray haired woman, was up next week, some of those conof the Italian
some,
Meantime
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befor political of- newal would only have the result of
nected
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dergoing
conference
mounted
Mr.
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paid
groups
l'nlted
States,"
unofficiby
repeatedly
charged
have
ed Pres-ii.Knmonn do Valera's
suggested
The Rev. Ncal Dodd. rector of "These 148
lieve. The step, however, Is under- delegates tho Pacific agreement fenses. Congratulfttory telegrams exciting suspicion and ill will In
companies wrote 97 per police before it was disbanded,
action in opposing tho treaty be- the "Little Church Around
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continued to pour into Downing the United States."
VlV I in ill (1,,.,.that ."o(,.,rtl,rwwl
the m-- ,v business of 1920. , When the larger mobs had been stood to be dependent on clearing ally
tween Great Britain and Ireland Corner" In the Hollywood section cent of
on the broken up, the police found their up of the
Great
for
V... .i, nation of street.
ratio
1921
are
based
returns
Their
'"...
was not entirely unexpected, the of Los Angeles, announced he had
Sir James frnlfr. Flster premier,
the
and
Unitcf.
States
amount of new business paid work was. only half finished for Britain,
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1 of this
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year, menj barricaded in houses nnd
with the
satisfaction
one
of
be
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expected to mcH the premier at
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arrangement.
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Moving
n
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opinion, the aspirations of that the ceremony.
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situation.
by
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Kuropean
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d
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cret diplomacy" of the conference
land and Irelnnd Is only a prelimINDIA
of
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no
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to
there
INFLUENCE
scrapping
the
mark
can
results
progpeonlo,
at Washington to discuss the limita- which the American people were
Striking points of her testimony ing held at Terrell pending instruo
inary step toward the absolute Indefenses erected, the deletions from them. Perg has been
tion of armament and Far Eastern giving to the starving people of ress rather than retrogression."
dependence of tho Irish republic. gates believe they have found a were:
The
AunrlntM
(Br
out
but
said
the
Russia,
Pri.)
way
only
I had
Kennedy rnd Mrs. Jl.idnlynne living at Terrell under an assumeJ
thnt Ireland would be simple basis of agreement on thu
questions, was held today by many
Washington, Dee. 8. Settlement made ahoped
indicted
with
name, It was said.
I
hundreds of Chinese students who of the serious situation would be CANNOT REIMBURSE
Obenchain,
died, but principle of maintaining existing
jointly
republic before
of the Irish question will have a
cotare sympathetic
with the south through the establishment of interI shall not live to see that conditions.
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perhaps
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tage In Beverly (Hon,
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complete and well controlled.
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fortifications
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He doubted, however, whether
Koon afterwards two shots were
reached by tha
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. Schools" that said today. This Influence might the agreement
which apply to certain
tho necessary relief would arrive maintained
about a minute or two apart.
leaders of the strife between Eng- agreement
I
vocational departments bo for good in the long run,
other Pacific Islands. The Ameri- fired,
so vjw
in time to avert disaster.
man's voice was heard after
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can
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regard the second shot, the words being
delegation
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but for the present, it might
He expressed the belief that Mr. 30, 1921, can't
who is 78 the Hawaiian
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expect
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that
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Hoover s relief was somewhat im- bursement from the vocational bu
"I've got. him."
old, is the old fashioned type American mainland.
ing to Ireland what it denled In- years
A woman's voice then was heard,
Forecast.
perfect and lacked organization,
of Irish mother, gentle, quiet and
of education.
By working from the principle the words being inaudible. Then
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New bocause sufficient safeguards, were reau, department
Denver,
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so
fervor.
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deep
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"status
delegate followed some whimpers,
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nationalist movement in
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"The English have tried for 750 have adopted for
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passing motorist, going to the
Mrs. Wheelwright, "nnd they are that lifts guided them in principle
tionment, but not tho full amounts
a broad aKennedy
fair; slightly warmer north cen- rived in Petrograd until they ara lowed them, stated Iloy W. Foard, of the Irish question, he said.
cottage, found Mrs. Oben
forced to ndmit that Ireland sense in the conversations of both
at
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tral portion Friday,
Regarding the
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must be recognized. Even if Eng- the naval ratio and the Far East. chain nlone. Nearby, on a fligh ot
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vocational
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he declared, India's prin land had sent
m. Gorky said air. Hoover naa TOhn is
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in island, there would still be the
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
of !gai(( has been used up and
Ho deplored the passivity
e might call on Japan for aid
later a crackling
for a "cooling off" de- noise was heard in bushes sur
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
and excused Germany for P.nv fln the state's annrooriatlon case of trouble in India.
Irish in every country on the map agreement
before hostilities In the Pacific, rounding tha Kennedy cottage. A
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recorded by the university:
not coming to the support of Kus- - to the fund has been paid out but
to be reckoned
with.
Encland was said
be based on the belief little later a dog barked down the
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la. Sweden's contribution to the, not all on account of tho tardiness
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by local officials.
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in Violent Con
"Terms of the Agreement
flict With the Wishes of the Majority of
Nation as Expressed Freely at Suc
cessive Elections in the Past Three Years,"
He Says in Statement.
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Dugan and Guards
Thwart Attempted General Escape at the State
Penitentiary at Santa Fe.
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Club members in tha Morning
Journal's Salesmanship club cam- i.alirii missed the first Quarter pole
with the close of the first credit
to
period Wednesday nlKht, and
!,av tlint thev arc "coins some" is
I'viiiT'ssiML' it miidlv.
club members forged
Twenty-on- e
over the million mark on the close
of the first period with a number
of others right at their heels and
onlv a 827 club of subscriptions
separates several of those who are
waging a battle royal for Kars and
Kash.
line, all
Hwinpini? into
with high hopes and ambitions, club
members In the Journal .salesmanship campaign have swelled their
tntnls to n. wonderfully high mnrk,
nnd frori now on to the finish beit
will be a pretty, exciting race
tween tho leaders.
The first period of the campaign
which closed Wednesday night, was
a wonderful success; tens of thousands, ves, hundreds of thousands
of credits were issued, and every
member profited
LIVE" CLVB
miclitily.
st
ran
coincidence, too,
is
a
go
It
and something very unusual In afthe
fairs of this kind, but each of ore
who
leading club members
striving for the capital prize autos,
benefited so equally during the
period just closed, that, not without hair-lin- e
figuring could today
leaders be determined.
The campaign, therefore, so far
of the
as the relative, standing
ft concerned, deidub members
repends almost entirely upon theclub
mits obtained by the different finthe
and
now
inombers between
ish of the campaign as to who the
ultimate winners will be.
The abovo is not "mere talk'
real
for the sake of telling it, but a notand' rumors
j10t theories
Hence the struggle
withstanding.
for supremacy will be fought out
next
few days, because
lining the

HOME

STRETCH

the cumpalgn coming to a close
The
two weeks from last night.
KKi fcilOCOND PKMOD closes a
week from Saturday night, December 17, at 10 o'clock, however, and
every club member in tho race to
win, will bring in every siibacrip-tio- n
possible before the time.
"SIX'OND
tlu
During
C'HKIMT
I'l.KlOD" (riidiiW
17),
.Saturday night,
subscriptions will count 1U(.;
in fact tlicy fount almost as
big na tlicy did during the first
oli'or, just closed.
a
example;
subscription turned in (luring
counts
470,MKI
this period
credits this period where formerly 50(1,000 credits were al
lowed.
nirrriiK nrc safe
sorky
A few more 1H anil the race
will ho over, two weeks and the)
campaign will end. Only u
very short time remains to
choose between victory and d- (feat. Don't overlook a sincle
chance to better your credit
Ntimdlns: nnd Increase your opportunity to win. Avail yourself of every opportunity this
SKCONI) PFKlon offers you.
It means something to win
in a campaign of this kind.
It menus over TWO TlIOl'-- ,
SAM) DOIJ.AHS to the winner
of that Studebaker Sedan and
1 II'TKKN'
lil'MHtKl)
to the winner or that
equipped Studebaker Light "6."
It is n demonstration (it
salesmanship and rapacity that
if extraordinary. Il proves a
Some(Tinning personality.
times It proves up the "yellow''
reand
friends'
in your "bogus
veals the true! friends mid it
always tests your moulo and
measures your slreiiclh. A'l
NOW FOK THK si: OM l'i:- Oct'i-mbc- r

six-ye-

tiiax

wlrc-whc-

el

ami
rioi)
STRETCH.

DISTRICT NUMBER
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Miss Helen Gurule
Mr R E. Hathcox
Mrs Markett Jones

Tin;

ONE

J'"

Margaret Kleinworth
G. Albert Linder

'fece

MlSS

Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Miss

R. M. Marx

..

l.ZM.wu

Ada Philbrick

1,283,600
182,100
878,000
30,100
1,260,000
1,228,100
1,216,200
161,000!

G. D. Ramsey
Louise Roark

Margaret Schaltegger

Mildred Tatum
H. J. Tompkins
Edna L. Williams
James Ross. Jr
Mrs. L. B. Sweney

DISTRICT

Mrs.

CONFERENCE OF
LEAGUE OF S.

I

Knglish.

CENTRE

C.W.Howe....

. .;

J. F. Oglesby

,

L. J. Sandoval
Mrs. Florence Saul
Mrs. Fern Swatzell
Matt Radosevic
Arthur H. Gallup

Sun

Diego.

Calif., Dec.

tin-Sa-

Cured In 6

Hicks.....

CUT PASSENGER RATES
DURINGTHE HOLIDAYS

!yt

Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver
e

nit iftraiii
Take "Pope's

Diapepsln"

now!

In five minutes your stomach feels

y

Second Street
At Copper

In

the world to physio your liver and

bowels when you have Dizzy Headache, Colds, Biliousness, Indigestion, or Upset, Acid Stomach is
eandy-lik- o
"Cascarets." One or two
tonight Vtll cmuty your bowels

completely by morning, and you
will feci
"They work
splendid.
while you sleep." Cuscurcts never
stir ycu up or gripe like Salts. Pills.
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascarets too.

Santa Fe, Dec. 8. New Mexico
railroads are considering tho publication of reduced rates between
points in New Mexico and from
points in New Mexico to points In
states east thereof for the Chrlnt- mas and New Year's holidays, ac
cording to message received by the
state corporation commission today
rrom uenerni l'assenger Agent J.
M.,Connell, of the Santa Fe system.
The reduced rates will be on the
for the
basis of fare and one-haround trip, with a minimum selling
faro of $2.50. Tickets will be sold
December 22, 23 and 24, good for
return until January 4. The rates
to interstate points east of New
Mexico will only apply to points
y
where tho
fare is tio or
w
less.
lf

PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY
CEMENT.

Fancy Egg
$12.50

FUEL

AZTEC

L.

Phone 251

r Letterheads

CO.
403

just what preparation

to make for Christmas.
The fruits of our experi-i- n
ence is reflected
our
Christmas stocks, which
are larger this year than
ever before.
Here one may, select something that will add to the
comfort and the beauty of
the home; some useful
thing; seme
thing, the kind of gifts that
And here are the sturdy
kind of toys for children.
Wagons, ducky doos, kid- tables, chairs, etc. And
a reputation we're
remember,
mighty proud of back of everys,

CO.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

M

With Special Holiday Designs Must
bo ordered SOON. See our Samples
on excellent line. Orders for Encan be
Cards
graved Greeting
placed for only a few more days- -

Folder
Blotters
Checks

Albright & Anderson,
Avenue

it
ppctwi aiucm
rida 's Sel

I

i

forf

y

ling

BE WARM

GORDON SILK HOSE, $1.25
This Silk Stocking is made at heel and
toe of four threads and will give entire
satisfaction to the wearer. Colors are
black, brown, chestnut and white.
Special, pair at
$1.25

O. D. ARMY BLANKETS

AT $5.00
all wool Army Blankets;
A Special Value for
olive drab.
$5.00
Friday, each
66x88-in- .,

WOOL SCARFS

PLAID BLANKETS AT $4.75

Scarfs of all colors; cozy, warm and

Priced at
$5.50, $7.50 and $11.50

Wool finish Plaid Blankets, large size.
A regular $6.50 value. This is a remarkable saving at, pair
$4.75

HANDKERCHIEFS

ST. MARY'S PLAID WOOL

practical.

FOR

ment is published most all
of Christmas Stocks will
be ready for the inspection
of the people who sensibly
rrt :ro iieetn
0ur forty years in busIne8
in Albuquerque has taught

dic-kar-

J

mmmmmmmmaammmmmmmmmmmm0

m

BLANKETS

At Extra Low Prices for Friday

endure.
75

g

42S NORTH FIRST STRF.FT.

r

embroidered corners at
75c, $1.00, $1.50 and $1.75 a box

FOR GENTLEMEN
tape edge Cambric Handkerchiefs,
30c
initial, each, at
Linen Initial Handkerchiefs, reg75c. Friday Special, each
60c

Fine
with

Pure
ular

.

60x80-in-

LADIES

Box of three Handkerchiefs, with dainty

Sale Price, pair.
Sale Price, pair
Sale Price, pair

70x80-i- n.
72x84-i- n.

.... .$9.00
$10.95
$15.00

Christmas Sale of Pyralin Ivory

Mirrors in New Designs
Hair Brushes and Combs and whether
you are looking for ivory pieces for
gift giving or for your own personal
use, this sale is your opportunity.

"The Growing
Store"
Phone 283

vmiPWMmiutimsmjmsmo

EVERYTHING

$4.00 BOYS'
BUCKLE BOOTS

IN

LACE BOOTS

FOR MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN
Buy Your Footwear from the

$2.69

y.

$3 CHILD'S HIGH

SHOES

Gun
metal leather;
brown, 2 buckles.

Calf skin;

brown and

black, with or without

MANUFACTURERS' SAL

heels.

Sizes

iVi-1-

1.

6

SHOE

2.98

301 N.

THESE

beautiful

Telephone

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

R

ALBUQUERQUE

'

11

us

J.A.Shaw

cathartic-laxativ-

GAS, INDIGESTION, I

ARE

iWTv

I
I
I

"

STOMACH MISERY,

fall.

,

The nicest

Price 30c

fine. Don't bother what upset your
stomach or which portion of the
food did the damage. If your stom- ach Is sour, gassy nnd upset, and
what you just ate has fermented
into stubborn lumps-- ; head dizzy
and aches; you belch gases and
acids and eructate undigested food
just take a little Pope's Dlapepsin
and in five minutes you wonder
what became of tho indigestion
and distress. Millions of men and
women
know that It is need- less to have a bad stomach. A little
Diapepsin occasionally keeps this
delicate orcan regulated and thev
int their favorite foods without
stomach doesn't tako
fear. If yo-icare of your liberal limit without
rebellion; if your food is a damage
25,000.
Instead of a help, remember the
most harmless
quickest, purest,
l
RC.V
SENATE.
is l'apo's Diapepsln, which
OIt
antacid
UILIj
Reno, Nev., Dec. S. Samuel P. costs only sixty cents for a large
Arentz, republican, Nevada's only case at drug stores.
representative In the house at
Washington, announced in a dispatch to the Gazette this afternoon
Ilia
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
candidacy for the United
States Penate against
Key
VI eirirra.
Ifnilermukrrs
democratic incumbent, nexe 2100 8. Herond St.nnd Tel. IUI7-Pitt-ma-

C.

208 West Gold
t

Piles
to
Days.
958,800 Representatives of Five of Druggists
refund money if P,"0
168,800
fnila
to
OINTMENT
cure
r
Wind Shield
Itching.
Seven
States Demand Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding
I. C. lIAI IIIir.
K I l'.MMKH
1,293,200
K South
Equal Votes; Judge Read Piles. Instantly relieves Itching
Street.
I'hune
1,279,800
Piles.
60c.
Holloman Is Spokesman.
1,281,900
5,000,
(Ily The Aniorlaled rrena.)
556,200
Riverside, Calif., Dec. 8 Threats
split up the League of the (South5,000 to
west conference on Colorado river
1,303,200
CK
891,800 today when representatives of flvo
states present
321,400 or tho sevenwould
from
NEAiLY ALL
ERE
904,900 the convention unlesswithdraw
each state Is
1,297,600 accorded equal vote oil the matconsidered.
614,000 tersJudge
Heed Holloman of Santa
By the time this advertise-

5,Q0O Fe, X. M., spokesman
for Utah,
Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico, declared that each state should
have an equal vote in the declaraDISTRICT NUMBER THREE
tory resolutions of the convention.
After argument the convention
1,266,000 voted to defer action on tho mat.
T. H. Bowland
76, 700 j'?"" until tomorrow morning in
Eaby Ellen.
iauiorma aeiega- 5 000- tl0n ni'Bht
J. Eller.
discuss tho matter in
nAn)
Miss Fannie Frost
182,400 caucus before voting. Arizona joinfour states In demanding an
Miss Lupita Garcia
1,163,500 ed the vote.
5,000 equal
H. L. Hart
Judgo Holloman said that the
Miss Geraldine Hodges
10,000 people of the upper states came
with equal interests with CalCharles E. Hayes
5,000 here
ifornia in the Colorado
develop,
Gordon Herkenhoff
206,700 ment discussion and did not
know
"In
was
it
a
contest
reality
5,000
Colbert
against
as
other
to
whether
people
,
Mrs. Florence Kronig
189,300 Boulder canyon dam should the
be
O. E. Lovan
316,900 built by private or public money."
The
not
four
did
he
states,
said,
Rev. C. D. Poston
38,200 feel that
they could engage in any
Miss Margaret Radcliffe
1,207,500 discussion
of a local controversy,
H. L. Rose
5,000 and that this matter should be left
j
to the interstate Colorado river
,
5,000 commission
Clarence Stoldt
to handle.
L. J. Stone
:
704,600
"Secretary Fall and the reclamation
service should determine the
5,000
Harry White
dam project after a full
35,000 lioulder
Investigation, and not by a popular
C.
F.
1,145,000 vote of tho people of southern CaBurgess
lifornia in this convention," he said
Developments
today Indicated
mala City Monday night, appealed that the real consideration
anrl
APPEALS IN BEHALF
to the American embassy here and most Important meeting concerning
LIFE
tho
OF BROTHER'S
Colorado river problems would
the French foreign office today to
hearing before
Intervene ln order to save his be the government
Fall at San Diego next
Tho
.Secretary
I'reM.)
Auocuted
Uy
declared week.
he
which
brother's
life,
of forces for that
Paris, Dec. & (by the Associated was ln danger. French officials session Alignmont
is being completed.
Julio Herrera, brother of told him they would Instruct their
Tress.)
Carlos Herrera, who was ousted representatives in Guatemala, to do
from the presidency of Guatemala whatever was possible to protect RAILROADS MAY GIVE
as a result of tho revolt ln Guate hla brother.

For

Notre

S.

Dame's football team will be Centre college's opponent in the game
scheduled for December 2H at
Diego stadium, itA v;:s announced
here toduy.
telegram
accepting Notro Dame's terms to
cover expenses was sent to .Smith
Bend, Ind., late today by tho local
committee arranging the game.
Centre
college agreed several
days ago to play at San Diego and
has set December 14 as the day
for Its start west.
Until today, San Diego men arranging- the contest said they had
hoped to obtain consent of University of California authorities for
that team to meet Centre but this
fell through
and Notre Dame s
terms tvere accepted.
The San Dlegans turned their at
tention tonight to addition of tem- porafy seats to the stadium where
the game will be played and other
routine details. Tho place's per
manent seating capacity is about

188,300

CASCARETS

LUMBE

Of ARC.

AND

COLLEGE

NOTRE DAME GRID
TEAMS MEET DEC. 26

t

nmMrC
H. LAKINj.i3

2.

Glass-Lumbe-

J. F. Jamison

R. M. Kimbro
Mrs. C. Martinez. .
Miss Sophie Martin

PLIT LOOMS

NUMBER TWO

Mrs. Lawrence Abreu
Neil P. Bolt
Rene Divelbess
F. C. Groman
Miss Vinrie Hidalgo.
Mrs.

i

speak

.

Journal Want Ads bring resulU.

QuinineM

discussed.
It has been arranged to give a
course in
synopsis of the whole
Spanish on Friday afternoon for
the benefit of those who do not

-
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be

WATER MOTOR
Inquire
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Tho
most thoroughly equipped
and best conducted business train- in the southwest.
ing school
Enroll for a course Morning.
and Night ClasseB.
Afternoon
and class Instruction.
Personal
Special attention given backward
students.
Private Department in
our Kvening School.
Graduates for Ksltions;
Positions for graduates.

vaccl-notlo-

KS

i,iii,oou

J

8.

the

-

front now.
Mexico last year produced 23 2
per cent of the world's total production of petroleum," he added.
if this country Is to maintain its
petroleum production, $945,000,000
will have to be expended in 1922
on productive oil acreage and new
well operations, J. C. Donnell,
president of the Ohio Oil company,
declared.
Tho outlook for next year is
fuirly bright, lie said.
Address by Helton.
Pir John Cadman, former head
of the petroleum department of the
i.rltish government, declared tonight in an address at the annual
banquet of the institute that he was
oppose to government control In
business and took pains to clarify
ho.mi;
impressions or Urilleh activity in
the nil Industry.
He denied British
government
interests in the Hoyal Dutch shell
group and asserted that the control
?'29?'2
and management of
proper1'251'?2 ties was held by Dutchthese
interests.
Regarding Mesopotamia, he as- 1.261.800! srr,fl the ownership of oil deposits
rtiau Bunt:997 XflO (IS a p(U.t of thR" w
nr47,U(JU rangemenl.s tinder the jieace treaty
aiuJ
ln" mandate.
H asserted,
1
however, trmt due consideration
Ibb.ouu, win have to be givon to rights se- 1,296,600 cured before the war. ,
IM1-IiA-

of

Plinnrpn

1D--

Great Race for Kars and Kash Grows Stronger and
Closer as 21 Club Members Forge Over Million Mark;
Others Right on Heels of Leaders With Only $27.00
Club or Two Between Them; Second Period Now On
Ends One Week From Saturday Night Rich Rewards
Await Enercetic Workers in This Campaign At This
Time Blanket Would Cover Leaders So Close is Race
Next Few Days Will Tell the Story.

Calif., Dec.

San Francisco,

FOR SALE

--

Philadelphia
to Tho Jounol )
POULTRTPROVES (Special Cnrrt'oniindrni'e
PLENTY OP OIL
has been signed as man
Fe, Dec. 8. State Superlnr Nationals,
of the San Francisco club of
totulent of Public Instruction John ager
the Pacific Coast Baseball club,
vised by according to a telegram received
V. Conway has been
H LI I id r
T State School Auditor John. Joerns here from Charles Graham, one of
U U U U LUU to the effect that public: school funds tho club owners, who is in Buffalo,
Inro available for the teconcr ap N. Y., attending the meeting of
the National Association of Proportionment to be made to the fessional Baseball leagues. Miller
Fear of Exhaustion a 'Bug- County Farmers and Poul- vnvhui.c,
nresent
Tho
pfinnttcs dnrlnsr
was captain of the St, Louis NaMS fiscal school year, beginning Sep tionals for four years.
irV
UrOWerS
Wl
aboo;" Is America Willteniber 1. 1021, and ending Septeni
Shown How to Save Their her 1,
The previous apporTwo hundred
ing to Pay the Price for
and sixty-fou- r
tionment mode during 'this fiscal women in the British civil service
Flocks by Vaccination.
Her Share? Question.
of
basis
vrar was made upon th.
receive salaries of $2,D00 or more
cbiin. unuoc mo. taw no a year.
S3..iii
Vaccination of poultry as a pre furtherper
(Ity Tin- Aimocliitrd I'rcM.)
oe
tan
apporti.onrpent
Chicago, Pec. 8 Fear of ex- ventative of disease will bo the sab-- ! legally made by the' state, superin
Jcet of tho addresses and
haustion Is a "bugaboo," II. V.
of public Instruction until
tendent
chairman of tho hoard of di- stations to be given- - bv II. H. a correct and
school
complete
berectors of the Sinclair Consolidated Bardsley of the state college at the enumeration of all children
do
oil corporation, declared touay
agricultural short course which tween the ages of 5 and 21 years of
fore the American Petroleum insti starts at the chamber of commerce ago ha beeu received by tho state
tute
Monday morning. The vaccination
of. education. State
"There Is plenty of petroleum of poultry has only been developed department
Conway, has sent
Superintendent
sucasserted.
will
he
be,
and always
during the past j'ear, but great
out requests to the various county
"Tho great nuostion wo are con- cess has accompanied the experi- superintendents asking that the
n
fronting is this: Is America willing ments and in many sections
enumeration be hurried on in order
to pay the price for an adequate
has become the rule.
that the counties nfay receive the
world's
of
the
The breaking out of roup and money due them before the holiday
share
supply?"
America
while
declared
are
that
in
the
colds
lie
tho poultry pens
period. This will enable tho teachIs tho chief consumer of petroleum great dread of raisers and while ers
who are holding unpaid school
products, the day is coming when remedies have proved more or less warrants to cash, same before
ol successful, lasses are nlmost always Christmas.
the collective
requirements
The state department
other countries will .far exceed suffered before, tho disease is of education has received
the
American demands.
The
vaccination
out.
prestamped
school enumeration from all coun"I'nless America Is willing now vents tho disease, according to ex- ties excepting the following:
to pay the price of preparedness,"
perts and does not harm the poulColfax.
Curry, Debaca, Eddy,
he said, "she will lose her position try In any way.
Quay, Kin Arriba, Santa, Fo, San
tablets Ajp
of petroleum supremacy and other
Vaccinutlon of poultry Is easily Jnaii, Sierra, Socorro, Valencia and
Cks.
countries will force her to 'pay learned and can be done by any one Catron,
"
Mr. Tinricy will
In a short time.
through the nose.'
Another request Is being teleMr. Sinclair said that in the last show the npproved method of adgraphed today to county superinsix years American oil companies ministering tho vaccine.
tendents who have not as yet sent
Cold and Grip
have drilled an average of about
addresses I their enumerations and Just as The first and original
Interesting
Knually
20,000 new wells each year in thli and demonstrations
have been soon as these are received then the Tablet, the merit of which is recognized by all civilized nations.
country, of which about 7,000 were planned for all phases of farm and stato superintendent of public Indrv holes.
stock
work. County Agent I.ee struction can legally make out the
"We are spending more than Ttoynolde, who la supervising the next
Be sure you get
Superintendapportionment.
$300,000,000 annually In new drill- program, has Invited the general ent
Conway states that tho next
ing," ho continued. "But America public to nttend mo sessions nnu school apportionment will be made
must have oil. If she cannot get it all ranchers and farmers In the on the basis of $3
child. This
from her own fields, she must get county whose names nro on the will make a total ofper
$5.50 to be apit from foreign fields. If sho can- county n Rent's files have been sent
fiscal
this
year.
not buy It from her own citizens, a
course, portioned during
of the five-da- y
she must buy it from foreigners." so program
The genuine bears this signature
that they can choose the days
Of the 287.000 women who beMexican production, he predict- when the particular subjects which came brides in Kngland lost year
ed, will be as great in ten years are most interestine to them will nearly 2D0 were more than 70 years

arc

SiW

MILLER IS SIGNED AS
. AS MANAGER OF SEALS

PUBLIC SCHOOL FUNDS
REPORTED AVAILABLE
FOR APPORTIONMENT

OF

Jack Sillier

EXCITING

I
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MANY

'$6 WOMEN'S
FINE DRESS
BOOTS
Fine kid, brown; also
Louis heels.

Two-tone- s,

$2.98

STORE

First St., and Ssve 25

ARE

A

BUT

WONDERFUL

to

FEW

BARGAINS

NOW

Extra RUBBER Specials
$1.00 Women's Rubbers

.....79c

Children's Rubbers
$1.50 Men's Rubbers

7.

90c

'.

$1.90

BOor

..69c
$1.19

ON SALE

GROVN GIRLS
SCHOOL BOOTS

$5

Calf
b'-c- k;

low

skin; brown or
military and

heels.

$2.98

thing we sell.

$6.00 MEN'S
DRESS SHOES

$2.50 MEN'S
HOUSE SLIPPERS

Brown or black, calf;
heels, welted
soles.

All leather, brown

rubber

$3.98

or

black; Everett styles.

301

NORTH

FIRST

$1.69

one-wa-

f.T

GRUEI3L PRESENTS IKOLOSNE

PROTECTION

RliKE

PLAH FOH ADVERTISING

Rotarians Told How to Reach 38,405,000
Readers With Paid Advertising and
More by Special Devices at Total
Cost of $13,000 Yearly.
50,-000,0-

ed to members of the Albuquerque.
P.otary club in a paper read before
that body yesterday noon by
Gruohl manager of the Gruehl
Advertising agency. At that ratio,
Albuquerque would reach eighty
renders for every penny spent.
Discussing what we should
Mr. Gruehl said:
"I believe that it is generally
that our climate is our most
readily cashed asset. Today, our
climate attracts more people than
Anything else wo have to offer. It
has been said that if we get the
population, business will follow.
Competent figures show that the
average heallhseeker spends JiOO
a month or $1,000 here each
season, and as this $100
a month is generally brought from
outside having it spent here is not
a matter of nickel swapping. From
overv possible point of view bringing the healthsecker here is good
business for Albuquerque and because we have more to offer him in
the wnv of what he needs than most
cities it is mighty good business
for him.
"Our next consideration Is the
heallhseeker's family. To them we
must offer the romance of the
southwest, the scenery, the picturesque villages and their Inhabitants.
"We must make them know that we
are not a sleeping desert town. We
must tell them about the Interesting trips thev can take from here.
We must make them feel that the
ono spot In the country where the
world's oldest civilization Is blending with her newest is a spot mighty
well worth their time to visit. In
the event that the eastern doctor
recommending this climate says:
'Anywhere in New Mexico, Arizona
or Colorado,' as they most often do,
the city known to have more than
mere climate will be the place de'
cided upon.
"The copy planned to sell scenery,
the
to
romance and picturesqueness
healthseeker's family will have the
double usev of attracting the
tourist. The overland tourist's greatest value to this community lies not In what he may
happen to spend here, but in havinga
visited here and gone from here
living, walking, talking advertisement fur Albuquerque. Incidentalbut
ly, that is why not only livable,
really fine quarters should be procrowded,
a
Not
him.
for
vided
clutdirtv, vacant lot down-towbut
tered with hideous billboards, Isn't
ninoo whom he nt least
forced to see the moon com up
over somebody livery sianie, wnen
the Pandias will take Its place for
nothing.
"Woven Into this copy should ne
convincing reference to our business possibilities, the raw materials
at our gateways wnicn win nmir
day make us an Industrial center,
our relatively high bank clearings,
etc.. and the proof that any man,v
if he has the will to succeed any-here, can fit comfortably Into our
business community and succeed
here, whether he came for his
health and was cured, whether he
Hceompnniod some heallhseeker, or
whether he Inst came."
the
Mr. Gruehl recommended
use of the Saturday Evenln? Post,
and
the Literary Plgest, Field OutStream, the Journal of the
door Life, the Journal of the
American Medical association and
Phvsical Culture. He also recommended the use of the "patent"
Insido pages snnplied to country
weeklies by the Western Newspaper
Union. He suggested the employment of small space In dally
newspapers advertising the sunny
no-rai- d

con-cod-

it
In Albuquerque when
was storming in tho cast.
In addition, he recommended
post card days, form letters, the
use of church organs, and other
advertising media.
The following is his summary
of cost and scope:
SI MM UY OF COST ANT) SCOPE
(I'aiu AttverusiiiK.,
Cost
Headers cacti
insertion
per
Year
nn mr nnn 8:vci."
u...,in
,'l.lll.n
1,101)
Country Papers 2,500,000
Metropolitan

ut

ESCAPED PRISONERS
MAY HAVE ROBBED A
BANK AT MEAD, COLO.

""

JO.IHMI,'""

1'lipcrS

88,105.000
Total
Sl,!05
In other words we can tell the
moro
to
than
story of Albuquerque
eighty people with each penny
spent for intelligent advertising.
(Free Publicity.)
Cost
wv
Readers
Year
each year
S'.'rvlfv
30,000,000
New simpers,
Only
Maga.incs &

fraternal

publication

20,000.000

Total

50,000,000

Service
Only

Service
Only
Tho Albuquerque
advertising
carif
campaign outlined above,
ried out in its entirety would cot
$13,000 for
Paid ndvertlslnjr
Free publicity
Booklets and folders
Stamps
Mailing lists
Post curd days
Form letters
.

Art-wor-

k

Cuts

Incidentals
And if it brought but tliirtcrn
people liero and tlicy stayed rnly
ton months cacli tho money It cost
would have Ik'cii returned to circulation in this community!
CALLING

OF PARLEY
'STROKE OF POLICY'
SAYS ADMIRAL SIMS
Ry The

Trpfs.)

Springfield. 111., Dec. 8. Boldness ol President Harding in calling the arms conference was characterized as "a stroke of policy the
like of which has never been
known before" by Rear Admiral
Sims in (in address tonight.
Without such an Initiative,' the
admiral said, disarmament could
never have been possible." Ship
builders and ship workers,
he
mentioned as a powerful and effective force to prevent, disarmament, until public sentiment was
for it. .
Reduction of armament, he said,
would not mean reduction of the
possibility of war, for the reduction will be by ratio, and each nation will remain as able to withstand another nation as before

Is to

Be Consulted-

-

Here-

after Before Pacts

Con-

cerning Her Are Entered
into by Other Powers.
(Ity The

An'lnte1

frpwO

Washington. Dee. 8 (by the Associated Press). Striking at the
heart 'of secret treaties affecting
China, the Far Eastern committee
frwlnv

fiilnttul

o

rnmnrnmtse

reso

lution providing that no treaties or
otner
lorms or unuersianciins
should ho entered into bv the
powers between themselves which
would impair the Root resolution
as adopted. The resolution is in effect a modification of China's proposal in point number 3 of the ten
points presented to tno conteronce,
under which no treaty or agreement would bo entered by the
powers, "directly affecting China,
or the general peace In these

JAPAN'S FUTURE
"FIRST LADY" IS
PRINCE'S DAUGHTER
WMn'

'.V.

r

....
Kiao-Cho-

Chi-nc-

treaty-makin-

1it
9

Dee.
Greeley, Colo..
ger prints on tho vault and foot
the
around
building led
prints
local officers today to seek Joe
Clark and Reverto Martinez, escaped county Jail prisoners, for
the robbery last night of the bank
of Mead, 35 miles southwest of
here.
Clark and Martinez broke jail
Clark was
the night before.
awaiting trial on a bank robbery
charge and Martinez on a charge
Officers said
of robbing a store.
Clark's finger prints coincide with
those on the bank vault and Martinez' feet would fit the tracks
in the mud around the bank.
tools
obtained
robbers
The
from a blacksmith shop and entered the bank through a rear
window. They got $100 in cash
and a large amount of securities, bank officials said.

m

v

W

3

jured, followed by a dozen arrests marked the late afternoon
and early evening hours here today In the packing plant district
where the employes are on strike,
A gang of 20 strikers and sympathizers attacked a street car
loaded
with employes but were
dispersed.
Eight persons were arrested.
No mass meeting 'was scheduled for tonight and police were
taking extra precautionary measures to keep order in tho streets
which were crowded with strikers.
Practically the entire police force of mo city is on duty
in the packing plant district.

was killed In a fire which swept
tho business district of Yuma
last Sunday, and who left a bride
of a week here, also had a wife
ami two children in St. Douis.
according to a telegram received
toilay by city officials, from Thomas C. Ward, of 517 Pine street,
St. f,oui, who claimed to be a
brother of the dead man. The
St. Ivouls man demanded that the
city pav damages to his brother's
allogred wife and children in St.
Louis. The Yuma man had mar-ric- il
Mrs. Alice, Miller of r.lobe,
Ari;:., only ono week before he
was killed.

Journal want ads get results

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

Dr. Herman C. Frauenthal, chief of the hospital, giving out admittance
checks from the window of the hospital Alike to avoid injuries to
the crippled which crowding to a door might cause.
dren. The famous healer cannot
Hoping that they will be amors
the ones fortunate enough to obbegin to examine cr aid a huntain treatment, hundreds of dredth part of the people who
flock
peek help. Advanced in age, he
mained and crippled k
is already exhausted by his efdaily to the hospital for joint disforts since, arriving in the U. S.
eases in New York, where Dr.
He is giving hours a day, howAdolph Lorenz, noted Austrian
"bloodless 3urgeon," is working
ever, to "paying Austria's debt"
to America..
his wonders on American chil

(By Th

AaRociiifrd

Trfss.)

tl'y Th.? Asnciiitefl Tres,)
Tlridycport, Conn., Dec. 8. Ono
of the men rescued fromthe sub- marine
which sank Wedues-- j
day nigiit in Long Island sound,
about fie miles from here, charged!
tonight ihat some person or persons at the plant of the Lake Torpedo Iln it company blundered in
not properly clamping the lid of n
manhole and that the submerging
was followed by an in- of the
rush of v iter. As a result fifty-on- e
men faced death for eleven hours,
The sul marine was to have been
delivered yesterday to tho government at
London. It was pass- ed on as l"ing mechanically perfect
it.
b
,'t the plant.
when
Simon Lake, consulting engineer
of the Lake company, said tonight,
that the accident might have re-- j
suited from soma mechanical do- feet or a blunder by some human:
agency.

Friday, December 9th

bo-i-

Dollar Day Is Doll Day

.''

KY.

1

'ATI NO

500 Dolls.

ch

Two for $1.00
Values to $1.50.

Figured Rep
for
ntrlpo, lea
box

Oriental

and

in

figures
covovinijK,
fancy work, lamp F.luirl"M,
SI. 110
tc, ynnl
apronR, pillows, screens,
3G-l-

EXCESSES

mm

Simple Law of Supply and Demand
looked in Rush Through Life.

Stamped

centers stamped
on heavy art cloth; nlso kowiih and combinations, stamped on extra fine quality nainsook,
SI. (Ml
In flesh nnd white, each
Including lSx,ri4 scarf.'!.

2H-i-

Ivory

rhlnestone

Diamond finish,
clasp. Each

seiting,

safety
$1.00

Women's Handkerchiefs

Combs
Men s 75c Ties
Men's

four-ln-ha-

patterns.

Garters

Negligee

2

Value to $3.50.

Hickory brand, shirred ribbon elastic covered.
$1 .00
I'lnk, blue, lavender nnd black, l'air

....

ties, brocaded
for

silks,
$1.00

Beaded Necklaces

Kven and graduated beads, lonf? and short
strands; all colors and color combinations.
SI. 00
Kaeh

VALUES TO $3.00

Women's Underwear
Including all wool and wool mixed Athena .and Merode Union Suits,
Vests and Pants, in grey and white. Union Suits with low neck,
g
no sleeve and high neck, long sleeve,
V-both ankle length; sizes 34 to 44. Each
tf--

.

Values to $2.25.
Pure,

thread silk hose,
plain

and

39c

Bad Colds

Cases

Three in a hox, hemstitched edee, white and
$1.00
colored embroidered corners. ISox

Over-

pleasures and recreation require an
abundant supply of vitality to prevent exhaustion and ruin to your
precious system, and body.

Pillow

$2.00

reu.ly,for Pinbroirterint?. homstitehert
scalloped edges. Kizo 42x3i. l'air. . . . .$1.00

$1.25 Bar Pins

Materials

New shipment, whtto ivory comhs, coarse an:l
$1.0(1
fine tooth, each

your

12-in-

light ami dark
hair, all dressed ready for the kiddie.

1:1

HIST

$1.25 line,

Sleeping1 Dolls with

.

.

Fine ribbed,
pair

stormy weather, exposure,
and the heavy cold is ozu
Dr. King's New Discovery breaks it up
quickly and pleasantly. Head cleaned
up, cough relieved and you feel better.
At your druggists, 60c

Regular

;ii,icia.

Heiriit, Syria, Dec. 8. The evacuation of (iilk-iby the French
troops is virtually complete. Thewithdrawal has been without incident, lleneriil Onuraud, the ! rench
WILLS WIN'S DF.CISIOV.
Denver. Colo., Doc. 8. Harry commander, has left for Paris.
Wills, of New Orleans, negro heavy
weight boxer, won n decision over
Big Bill Tate, of Chicago, in their INGROWN TOE MAIL
twelve-roun- d
match tonight. Tate
TURN-OITSELF
took heavy punishment in every
UT
round.
A few drops of "O.itgro" upon
ADMIH.YL MBKTS KKCFXT.
the ekin surrounding the ingrowing
nnM
reduces n f m ma t ion and miin
Admiral Joseph
Toklo, Dee.
Strauss, commander of the Ameri- jam! ro toughens tho tender, sensi
can Asiatic fleet, today was pre tive skin underneath lh toe nail,
sented to Prince Regent lnrohito. that it can not penetr: to the flesh,
Several members of his staff also and the nail turns naturally outwere presented.
ward almost over night.
"Outgro" is a harmless, antisepOlrls In Hong Kong are sold nt tic manufactured for chiropodists.
about five dollars a head. Although However, anyone can buy from the
railed "adoption," it is really a form drug store a tiny boltlo containing
directions. Adv.
of slavery,

PHYSICAL

FOR

SUBMARINE ACCIDENT
DUE TO SOMEBODY'S
ASSERTS
BLUNDER,

MAN ATTEMPTS TO ROB
CHINESE GARDENER AND
IS SHOT AND KILLED
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 8. Eld-en
Itulz, masked and armed, was Instantly killed tonight when he attempted to rob Gee Tong, a Chinese
truck gardener vho lives in the
eastern suburbs of El Paso. According to tho story Told the coroner by the Chinese he was preparing to retire when he heard a
knock on his door. Juan Yung,
another Chinese, opened tho door
and was promptly knocked down.
Tong ran to a rear room and grab
ran
bed his rifle. Kuiz then
around tho house. As Ruiz neared
out
back
the
the fence Tong ran
door with his rifle.
At this point Kuiz fired, nnd the
Chinese returned tho fire with his
rifle. When the police reached tho
scene the body of Ruiz was hanging
on the barbed wire fence, with a
bullet hole through the head. A
revolver with one chamber dis
charged lay near tho body. The
handkerchief which liuiz had used
to conceal his features was slid
tied tightly about tho lower part of
his face.

SPIRIT

PRACTICAL CfiR.lSU.TIAS S1FCS

l'air

Without Mug

Omaha, Neb., Dec. 8. Desul(ny The Axrrtnrefl frr.
street fighting in which sevtory
Ti.
8.
Dec.
John
Ariz.,
Tnma,
eral persons were slightly Inwho
fireman
a
volunteer
Ward,

now-Iris-

ti

1

white;

Cuticura Soap
The New Way

A

1

Excessive indulgence In physical tability, "out of humor," and that
"tired all the time" feeling are the!
surest signs that you ore slipping.
Take a hold before you go too far.
Tho newest product known as Gar- ixviT.vribv ACCri'TKD.
ren's Tonic Is reviving
health,
of
blood
Unless
has
your
plenty
Pasadena. Calif., Dec. 8. Defi iron
strength and endurance to hun- to
vitamlnes
nnd
constantly
to
nite acceptance of an invitation
dreds of
every day because
health, strength nnd endur-anc- o it causes people
meet the Washington and jenw-so- n carry to
blood, rich with Iron and
nerve and
muscle,
every
hers
team
football
course
to
vltamlni'.s,
college
through your
tissue as fast as your excesses take veins and furnish
January 2. was received today it ".way,
plenty of strength
you become weak, thin, and energy to your
from the University of California,
nerves, musand "run down."
it was announced tonight ny J, .1
cles, tissue and brain. Begin takA weak body causes a dull brain. ing it toilay nnd note how quickly It
Mitchell, president of the TournaAnd a dull brain means no will makes jou feel stronger and look
ment of Koses association.
power. That's why the results of brighten
physical excesses are so disastrous.
There is no will power to grab a
Garren's Tonic Is sold In Albuhold and put a stop to the con- querque by Alvarado Pharmacy
stantly declining vitality.
and the leading dealers in every
Those ' fits of nervousness. Irri city. Adv.

Shave With

LEAVES

free state will assume the obof the
ligations in this country
Irish republic, amounting to about
M.
O'.Mara,
$6,000,000, Stephen
mayor of Limerick and fiscal agent
nn
id toof the Irish government,
night. O'Mara said certificates of
the republic in tills country were
regarded as a moral obligation of
the Jrisli people and
probablj
would be converted
into bonds
bearing interest at five per cent to
correspond to the rates on the certificates.
O'Mara expressed the belief that
the bonds would be of short maturity, in view of tho smallness of
the sums raised In this country as
compared to the annual revenue of
Ireland, which ho estimated at
$250,000,000 a year.

nritifvlllll

Ti'inmnt

China and giving her an opportun- ltv to participate.
The resolution as adopted, which
was presented by Sir Auckland
Oeddes to meet principally objecdelegates and
tions of the Japanese
a
t enifmii-- fnr Hrenr Rritain.
provides that it is the intention of
tho nine powers represented noi
to enter into any treaty, agreement,
ni
understanding.
either with one or another, iudi- dividually or collectively witn any
nnwr nr nnwors which would In
fringe or impair the principles
which have been declared uy irrby
esolution adopted November 21
this committee. (Tho Root reso
lution.)
.,
Other developments arrecung me
Far Kast were further discussed by
tho Japanese and Chinese delegates
of minor questions relating to public properties In tho
leasehold in Shantung, nnd nn announcement bv Mr. Hanihara that
he would notify the Far Kast committee tomorrow the dato on which
to withdraw
Japan would be ready
pp.it offices from umna.
Eastern
Far
The session of the
committee was devoted to consideration of China's third point of
her "bill of rights," Dr. Wellington
Koo for China, and heads of virpartually all the other delegationswhich
ticipating in the discussion
to
developed considerable objection
proposal
accepting . the Chinese
allowthat China bo consulted andtreaties
ed to participate in future
affecting her.
Dr. Koo, in presenting hirf case,
said that "the Chinese government
has an equitable right to be consulted in all agreement!! which deal
with, or pretend to deal with, the
general situation in the Far East,
including China."
"Even if such treaties should he
animated bv an entirely friendly
spirit towards China." ho added,
"their bearing is such that they
may involve consequences on which
would Impose limitations
freedom of action; and should,
therefore, not bo made without
consultation with China."
It might, of course, be said, he
continued, that China, "not being
a party to such treaties need in no
way recognize them nor consider
herself bound by any of their provisions."
,
:.ti B'llfour wild he was not a
dealof
method
to"eiher sure the
ing wllh the question of treaties
outlined bv Dr. Koo was the best
means of achieving the broad conthe latter expressed,
cerning which all must be in sym
.'
pathy.
II
hm,
rititii ehiiesmnn asked
the
that
Koo
Dr.
to
it had occurred
threo
principles contained inof point
g
the
involved a limitation
which
of
powers
rights
could hardlv be accepted.
On behalf of the 1'nited States.
Secretary 'Hughes observed "that
there might be treaties affecting
China not adverse to China mit It
could be Eaid that there wuiul be
no secret engagements," and suggested embodying in a resolution
tha T,.infiT,lea nnilerlvlnir the Chi
nese proposal and an expression ofn
intension to no notiung in uuruga-tioof the Root resolutions.
The Japanese objections to the
Chinese proposal, expressed by Mr.
Hanihara, wero virtually the same
as voiced by Mr. Balfour.
The plan drawn up by Sir Auckland Oeddes embodying the Hughes
suggestion and designed to meet
the various objections was finally
accepted by Japan and sgreed to
by the committee.
--

Fin-
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BT RESOLUTION

COPS ARE ON DUTY IN
BRIDE OF A
AND
WIFE
PACKING PLANT ZONE
ALSO
WEEK,
2 CHILDREN IN EAST
(Ily The Anwlnltd PreM.)

IRISH FREE STATE TO
ASSUME OBLIGATIONS
OF IRISH REPUBLiC
(By The AsMR'lntcd 1'rcM.)
Washington, Dec. 8. Tho

00

weather

3S, 405, 000

readers with paid advertisements
costinga totnl of $4,905 were outlin-

1

HUNDREDS OF CRIPPLES BEG AID
FROM NOTED AUSTRIAN SURGEON

CHINA ASSURED

CITY AT SMALL YEARLY COS

Methods of reaching
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Women's Silk Hose
in black,

fancy

Boys'

rordovan and
till

weaves;

sizes,
$1.00

Hose

heavy wcifrht.

Kizo

8

only.

4

$1.00

Values to 95c.

Stationery

including paper, envelopes, pound paper, correspondence cards, etc., In white, grey, pink,
2 boxes
$1.00
blue, mals and lavendar.

65c Colgate's Toilet Water

Assorted odors, caprice, violet, dactylis, cash$1.00
mere, etc. 2 for

WET,

II
Ir

agaii

cv".

Nagako-Kun-

L

Princess Kafrako-Kun- i,
daughter
of the Prince of Shimazu. hcYid of
the most powerful clan in Japan, is
tne Detnrotned of (Jrown Prince
Hirohito, just proclaimed regent of
Nippon. The snapshot was taken
as the princess was out for a stroUl
SCHUMANN-HEIN-

K

CONCERT
BY

Mme. Schumann - Heink
Monday Evening, Dec. 26
National Guard Armory,
Albuquerque,
;

TTCKKTS
OV 8A1.I0 AT
Xcw Mexico Phonograph company, 403 West Central, nnd
by members of the Apollo club,
under whoso auspices this concert is being given.

....

Jf

Princess

Admission
$2.00
School Children 75c

JAKK KCHAKl'KJt WINS.
Schaef-er- ,
New York,- Dec.
world's 18.2 baltc lino billiard
champion, today won the two final
blocks of his 3,200-polmatch
with Roger Conti 'of Prance 400 to
219 and 400 to
142. Schaefer'a
grand total for tho eight blocks
was 3,017 and Conti's 2.100.

Dr. King's
New Discovery
For Colds

and Cougfis

Bowels Begging for Help? Dr."
King's Pills will bring yon th
happiness of regular, normal bowels
and liver functioning. Mild but always reliable. At all druggists, 25c
PROMPT I WON'T GRIPS

D
. r.lQnffs Pills

DIVOUCK FOR PIEJ5.
Chicago, Dec. 8. Charles Plez,
director general of the emergency
fleet corporation during the war,
will be granted a decree o divorce
from Mrs. Laura Pioz, Judge Joseph Sabath indicated tonight at
the end of the hearing of Mr. Plez'
plea, which was not contested.

CHEAP DIRT
FOR FILLING

The United .Klngdoni .is said to
have more- - woman workers in prothan any
portion to population
other country.

"srm.VC.KR TRANSFER

and

For Lawns
COMPANY.

Monuments
for Sale at Cost
Family Monuments, Single Grave Monuments,
Markers and Statuary, everything to be sold at cost.
r

'

..... ..$

$3(X00' Markers'

"
$85.00
$135.00 Monuments
;

$250.00
$500.00
$950.00
$1500.00

"

'

Caps

75c Shirting

Madras

Inches wide; highly mercerized finish;
white grounds, fancy colored stripes. 2
$1.00
yards
32

Size

72x1)0,
;

weight

2',4
$1.00

Linon
old

reseda,

$1.00

New Kimona Flannels

Mpht, medium and dark colors; Persian and
3 yards
$1.00
floral patterns;

Women's

$1.25 Cotton Bats

Clean, white cotton.
lbs.
Each

Kerchief

shades of hello, mals,
2 yards
rose and copen.

Shoes

tVomen's black and brown shoes, $2.00 pair;
$1.00
;ach shoe

,.....$137.00

"

"
"

14.00

$ 44.00
$ 65.00

$1.25 Boudoir

Wash satin, in all colors, with lace and net
combinations.
$1.00
Each

,....$265.90
.

r

$605.00

....$900.00

Lettering and erection charges extra, at small cost.

G. E. Fletcher Monument Works
215 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Misses' and Boys' Buster Brown Hose
Misses' fine ribbed Hose, in cordovan and black;
i
sizes 6I2 to 10. Boys' fine ribbed, heavy
tP-Four
in
black
pair
only.
weight,
J--

L

No C. O. D.'s, Refunds

or Phone Orders

GARDNER INSANE
NQVE

U

HERNANDEZ

II

E NAMED

FOR

3

Sftl WITNESSES
Bandit

Not

Tri-ns.-)

8.

Intro-

Phoenix, Ariz., Dec,
witnesses,
duction of six export
five of whom testified that they
did not believe Roy Gardner wis
he
when
responsible
mentally
robbed a United States mall enr
at Maricopa, Ariz., on November 3,
completed the, direct evidence to
be offered by the defense in the
federal district court here where
(iardner is being tried for the offense. Cardner has admitted
the robbery but pleaded
Insanity.
Dr. Mary j. Neff of Phoenix, a
specialist in mental diseases, testified that she examined Gardner
In the county Jail here, from professional curiosity before she. knew
he was to be tried here. She said
she was unable to say whether hi
was able to distinguish between
ritrht and wronjr at all times. Sh?
Rlso said she could not answer a
question regarding his menial condition on November 3.
The other experts, Dr. Hay
superintendent of the Arizona Hospital for the Insane: V:
Thomas Cummings. former superintendent of that hospital: Dr. M.
3. Chiassons, a member of the staff
at ths state hospital; Dr. Charles
A. Swanson, physician In charge of
the male division of the state hospital and Dr. Wyn Wylle of Phoe-ninil said, in answer to a hypothetical question by the defense,
that Gardner was Irresponsible,
that Jie often committed acts under delusions and that at times h
was actuated by an Irresistible Impulse. They all aiid they bollevej
that he was insane on November 3.
The povernment had Just hedin
ita rebuCtal when court adjourned
tonight. It offered two witnesses,
W. H. Kingston and J. F. Sinclair,
hoth of Bishee, Ariz,, to testify regarding the Injury to Gardner's
head in Bishee in 19dS. which he
claimed to have received during a
scuffle during a strike. Kingston
and Klinclalr both raid he received
the inJViry In an accident In the
Lowell shaft the first night ho
worked there on March IG. 1908.
com-mitti-

Fer-puso-

r,

COUNTY SCHOOL GIRLS
DEFEAT CENTRA L TEAM
The county school girls bested
those of the city in a basketball
content played yesterday at the
Central school when the visitors
from beyond the city limits won
with a score of 15 to 7. It was the
first game of the season.
The lineups of the teams follow:
e
Central Yalanda Matteuccl,
Bristow. Marv Baca. Kliza-ietltosie
and
Baca
jane
Scott,
"Wlnsdeal.
North fourth street
Julia Roybal, Zula May, Lucy
Ida Zamora. Isabelle do Baca
and Lupe Royball.
Uer-nlc-

h

vV

NOR RAGE

B. C. Hernandez, former representative f'nm New Mexico in the
congress, is being
United St:
talked of a a possible, republican
nominee for governor as tho suctho
cessor to Merritt C. Mention, anpresent incumbent, who has
nounced his unwillingness to be Isa
candidate a?aln. Mr. Hernandez
is
a resident of Albuquerque and
r
at present starting a
term as collector of Internal revenue here.
When asked yestcrdny whether
or not he would be a candidate,
Mr. Hernandez was unwilling to
make a definite statement of his
intentions.
"The election," he declared, "is
say that
a long wav off. I will
I am not at this time n candidateto
Yhnt is
for the nomination.
cannot
happen in the next year, I
predict. A man cannot always tell
what he is going to do."
Advices received from Santa. F"
Indicate that there is quite a littl"
Hernandez talk there, although, of
arJ
course, the Santa Fe politicians Anin favor of someone from the
Reed
cient city, either Judge
llolloman, Willinm G. Sargent
Governor
Benjamin V. Pankey.
l'ankey's preference for a congres- is
however,
sional nomination,
well known.
Antonio A. Sedlllo, speaker of
the 191!) house of representatives
of the state legislature, has recently returned from Las Cruces, who
politics are nlways in season. He
reports much Hernandez talk al-In
the Dona Ana political camps, fathough there is a movement in
vor of .lose It. Lucero, a Cruces
citizen.
Mr. Sedillo found the Las Cruces
politicians ready and willing to explain the virtues of II. B. Holt,
attorney and senior
prominent
member of the firm of Holt ami
Sutherland.' as a senatorial nominee. Mr. Holt, was rumored to be
Secretary Fall's candidate against
Holm (). Burnt! m for the senatorial
last September. His
nomination
candidacy was weakened by the
withdrawal of the Fall strength,
but Dona Ana county placed her
favorite in the ring and voted for
him c.nce, aided by other delegates from tho southern part of
When the Holt votes
the state.
were all In, his supporters withname.
The Cruces atdrew his
torney then took off his coat and
vrenf. Into the Bursum campaign
vigorously, a fact which Is likely
to help him materially with his
senatorial aspirations.
Santa Fe is said to have a receptive senatorial candidate In A. B.
Itenehan, famed as an orator and
known for his legal ability. Rene-ha- n
delivered a great address In
for
nominating O. A. Larrazolo
governor a year ago, it having been
estimated at the time that his
speech had won larrazolo fifty
five votes on the first ballot.
Rene- In tho campaign of
four-yea-

:
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AS BEING FALSE
Bethel

nal Revenue Being Talked
as G. 0. P. Nominee to
Succeed Mechem.

He
Mar-icop- a,

(By Tha Asorlnad

WAR VETS
BY BUYING XMAS GIFTS THEY MADE CQLQNELBRANDS

MRS. HARDING REMEMBERS

Present Collector of Inter-

Mentally

When

GOVE

Robbed Mail Car at
Ariz., Is Testimony

-

'i;v!,r

vyK

tfro.
f

If

XL

Af

ARREST III TRE

DOUBEIRD IE

USEFUL-GIF-

T

CHRISTMAS
Instead of Giving Something Showy
and Flashy, Give Something Useful
and Worth While.
Electric Toasters
Electric Grills

for

Were Executed Without
Being Given Hearings.

N. M.; Claims Wife
Killed Both Men.

'

"a, f

Rogers Silverware
Pocket Knives
Auto Robes

Roller Skates
Carving Sets
Combination Range
Pyrexware of all kinds.
Electric Irons
Electric Percolators
ALL AT NEW LOW PRICES

J. Korber & Co.
"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store"
WE DELIVER GOODS.
Phone 878.
8
North Second.

Murder

Ship-roc-

k,

A second arrest in the double
murder which is alleged to have
taken place near Shiproclc, N. M.,
on August 1, has been made at
Greensburg, Pa., when Steve Fred
Katonka was apprehended by the
state constabulary. Notice of the
arrest was received by Special
Agent A. R. Gere last night. His
wife, Alice Katonka, arrested in
the
Pittsburgh, has confessed to Galmurder of Howard Kelly of
lup, who disappeared with Sam
Grey at th time the murder was
said to have taken place,
Katonka claims thRt his wife
actually killed Sam Grey also for
It was she who pulled the trigger
of the gun which he held in hU
hand, He maintains that the murder took place on the Indian reservation near Shtprock, whereas
his wife says It took plae on the
road from Albuquerque to ColoraKatonka is helm?
do Springs.
quizzed with maps by the Pennsyl-

"i

HOLIDAY TRIPS WAY
BE POSSIBLE WITH
REDUCED R. R. FARE

j

Holiday round trips of a faro
and a half may he given by thu
to
Santa Fe railroad, acc6rdlng
advices from the general passenger
agent. All roads in New Mexico
are said to be considering the publication of reduced rates between
points in the state and east for
over Christmas and New Years.
C.
C.
The rates vould be sold for
three days before Christmas and
would be good for return until
January 4. The intrastate rates
would have a minimum selling
A future Albuquerqucan, who Is fare of 13. BO and those to points
still living in Parkersburg, West out of the state will apply only
y
Virginia, mailed a Journal cham- where the
fare is 25 or
ber of commerce application blank less.
to the chamber yesterday accom
Mrs. Berta Davis Pullen, the new
panied by a check for a year's mem- nnl1P. n I Val.
bersmp in tne cnamoer. Home time Mori ft tVta
business
man dosta, Ga., is the first woman in
ago the Parkesburg
with tho ner county 10 nom publlo office.
started corresponding
chamber of commerce with a view
of learning what Albuquerque had
to offer in the way of "home and
business."
TOBACCO
He received several booklets on
Albuquerque from the chamber and
subscribed
for
tho Morning
later

BOOSTER JOINS
BEFORE
OF
ARRIVING HERE

r

'.
it,

'

V

one-wa-

I

4

QUIT

Journal.

"Although I will not be able to
arrlce In the city for a few So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
months." he wrote D. B. McKee,
secretary of the chamber of com- Cigar, or Chewing Habit
erce. "I feel that I should not
one
of
miss the chance to become
has helped thousands
tho charter members of the reju to break
the costly,
venated chamber of commerce.
tobacco habit. Whenever you
have a longing for a smoke or a
to ohew, Just
I,ady Glenconner, who Is soonono
place a harmless
of
Falloden,
Lord
wed
Grey
tablet in your mouth instead.
vania offloers.
statesof
English
tho
sherof
All
desire
greatest
to
the
a
letter
stops. Shortly the habit
Katonka, in
of Mrs,
Is completely broken, and you are
iff of McKlnley county mailod men, is a sister-in-lathrough her first marriage. better off mentally, physically, fifrom Cornellsvllle, Ta., on November 5, told of the murder and gave Lady Glenconner lost a son in the
nancially. It's so easy, so simple.
is intensely interested in
war
and
in
and if it
Get a box of
sister
the address of his wife's
the
whom
doesn't release you from all cravspiritualism.
Altoona, Pa., through
woman was located, Katonka stating for tobacco in any form, your
Polls were made in Nuremberg druggist will refund your money
ed that ha feared death at his
1400.
as
as
him
without question.
wife's hands but would rive
long ago
nerve-shatteri-

As-qul- th

w
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See the $40 and $50 Hart,
Schaffner & Marx Suits

.,,re"f

and Overcoats

Y

at
and the

$60 to $80 Hart, Schaff

ner & Marx Suits
ALL

1921-2- 2

.

STYLES, FABRICS AND PATTERNS
ii

SALE

ROSEIMWALD S

jgpr.Jmt!
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NINE IMPORTANT
STOCK SUBJECTS
UP FOR ACTION
Western railroads have granted
reduction In passen- gt r fare for stockmen who attend
tho twenty-fift- h
annual convention
of the American National Livestock
association at Colorado
Springs
January 12, 13 and 14. The reduc-- ,
tion will be made on the certificate
plan, fare and
being paid
for the round trip. A large num-- j
ber of New Mexico cattlemen are
planning to attend tho meeting,
As the National Western etock
show will bo held at Denver starting January 15, many of the delc-- j
gates to the national convention
will spend a day or two In Denver
on the return trip. The fare cer-- !
liflcates will be good until January
22 on this account.
Nine important subjects have
been booked for especial attention
at the annual convention. As given
out by T. W. Tomlinson, secretary
of the association, these subjects
will be: Financing the livestock in-- I
dustry, railroad rates on livestock
'and feed stuff; vital amendments
to the transportation
act, cam
paign to Increase the consumption
of meat, retail meat prices, supervision of markets by the department of agriculture, value of grazforeste, taxation
ing on national
and the Import duties on livestock
and its products.
a

at

& Overcoats

n,

Casseroles

Flashlights

Near

That Scores of Soldiers

-

&fa&yy4."..

Make This Christmas a

UNDER

1921.

w

Otero-Warre-

Give Useful Gifts

self up when he heard of her arrest.
The bodies were burled under an
arroya bridge near Shlprock, according to Katonka's letter. Officers have searched the spot indicated but have found no trace of
the bodies. Both Kelly and Grey
were residents of Gallup but were
not eeen in that vicinity after August 1.

Allegations Caught at Greensburg, Pa.,

Denies

(By Th Aoel ted Trtn.)
Washington, Dec. 8. Records of
tho war department on the legal
execution of eleven members of
the A. E. F. were presented today
to a senate inv tiatlng committee, by way of denial of charges
that scores of soldiers had been
hanged without trial, Out.of con1
sideration for Jhe families of the
,
dead the names were omitted.
"
I
'
I
I fir
I
Read by Col. W. E. Bethel, General Pershing's
Judge advocate
-If-in France, the records
'
general
showed that those exocuted included eight negroes, two whites and
an Indian.
Senator Watson, democrat, Georgia, whose presentation of the
chargea in tho senate led to the investigation, appeared before the
committee today. He declared he
was prepared to prove the charges
and submitted affidavits, newspaper clippings and letters.
Mrs. Harding inspecting a table cover made by one of the wounded
Cluirffes Are I'alse.
heroes at Walter Heed hospital.
Colonel Bethel declared with
that the charges were
The motherly interest Mrs. Harding has shown in the wounded sol- emphasis
fulse.
bewhen
the
shown
at
the
was
diers
president's wife,
again recently
Senator Watson is expected to
ginning of her Christmas shopping tours, went direct to tha Walter present tomorrow as witnesses a
Articles
Reed hospital in Washington to make several of her purchases.
list of former service men and
e
are on others, including a prisoner at Fort
made by the heroes who are receiving vocational training-thersule the proceeds going to the soldiers themselves.
Leavenworth, who have claimed to
have direct knowledge in support
of the charge that there had been
a
wholesale execution of soldiers
han served loyally in the republi
without the right of trial.
can ranks and made a number of
L
In naming places in France at
addresses in support of the ticket
which tho eleven were hanged,
headed by Governor Mecnem.
Colonel
llethel, under crocs examiAny discussion of possible can
nation by Senator Watson, mendidates for important places on
tioned Cievres, at which, accordthe republican ticket should inGIVE
ing to information given the senaclude W. II. Duckworth of Clovis,
tor by former soldiers, several men
tho present lieutenant governor.
were executed.
Duck" has increased his popu
Colonel Bethel denied that Amer
larity with political leaders over
TODAY ican soldlors had been hanged after
TO
the state and must be reckoned
conviction by a French military
'in
the running" if he desires
court, asserting that under the
to be.
articles of war. Jurisdiction was
is
Justice Stephen B. Davis, Jr.,
solely In the American army.
apt to encounter little serious op Author of Many Hygiene vested
There was a rather broad intiposition should he desire election
in
Will
Be
the
Books
City
mation
that it might he necessary
to tho supreme bench for the reto divulge the names of the Boldlors
mainder of the Roberts term.
Under
the
Auspices executed, because of the belief in
Today
There is a chance that Judge Dathe minds of some Investigators
of the Y. M. C. A.
vis might bo named for 1'nited
that soldiers with stories of "whole- States senator, should it develop
to
be the demthat A. A. Jones is
Dr. M. J. Exner. director of the'1"11". hal,,Bl"""
ocratic nominee. The two San department of education of the
guilty
doubtless
men
would
stage
Miguel
American Social Hygiene associa- the hanging of tho e found
a pretty race as both are eminently tion, will deliver four
addresses to and sentenced by military court.
Findings Approved.
fitted for the position.
school boys tnrtav under tho ausGeneral Pershing, as the supreme
At present, it Beems that Jones pices of the Y. M. C. A. He will
will be renominated on the firs: speak nt tne nigh scnool at iu:it, commarttler on foreign soil, apballot if not by acclamation when- the lli-club at noon, the univer- proved the court findings In the
ever tho forces of democracy meet. sity during tho afternoon and at cases of the eleven men hanged and
He has not announced bis Inten- the V. S. Indian school this even- refused to approve the findings in
the
eleven other cases carrying
tion of running again, but candi- ing nt " o'clock.
dates of his caliber are hard to
Dr. Exner is the author of sev- death sentence. Altogether sixty-tw- o
to
sentenced
men
were
death,
find.
eral well known books and pamphJohn V. Conway, now state su- lets, among them, "The Physician's but Colonel llethel declared only
were
executed.
eleven
of
instruction,
"Problems
and Principles
public
Answer,"
perintendent
office-hold- i
Most of the crimes were against
r to of Sex Education" and "Friend or
may be the fir
One of the
faco opposition from the ladie Enemy," which was used so uni- women nnd children.
soldiers hanced was convict
women
whito
Ho may be opposed
by
versally with the troops at home
another eoldier
ed of murdering
both within and without his party. and overseas,
Should ho receive the republican
Immediately upon lenrning thit nnd the other was found guilty of
uuikibm
nomination, there is a possibility Dr. Exner was to be in the south attacKing an
that Miss Isabel F.cklea of Silve;- west, officials of th Y. M. C. A girl. A French protessor was muran
to
while
dered
protect
him.
bo
named
will
Social
the
trying
American
ugainst
.wired
Hygiene
City
in the hope of being old woman, and the father of a girl
Future political status of the new- ns
he
voters might hang able to have him como here to de was killed by two negroes
on the outcome of that race,
liver ono or more addresses.
fought against great odds to save
were made for him to her.
He Is
POLITICS "AS I'St'AL"
make the four appearances.
1
Forty-tw- o
babies in forty-foST. VIE CAPITAL making a tour of the rountrv adM.
A.
C.
men, colleges year, the record of a woman who
dressing Y.
town of
died near the English
Santa Fe, Dec. 8. The campaign and public schools.
for tho place occupied by the reKugby, is believed to be still
on
Journal Want Ads bring results.
publican candidate for governor
il.o party ticket already is in full
ry in Santa Fe. Friends of District Judge Heed Holloman and
Hill" bargent, former state nudi-in- r,
are already at work, although
i,, illier has formally announced his
For a real breakfast delight
Tho activity of their
t.iudidacy.
as
taken
is
tupporters, however,
.miplo indication that their hats
are "in the ring."
So active campaign has been
launched for former Lieutenant
Make them the Carnation way use your
Cuvcrnor H. V. Pankey, although he
own trusted recipe but include Carna
regarded as a receptive candinominadate lor the gubernatorial
tion Milk. Instead of one and three-te n.
quarters cups of ordinary milk nse
Candidates for other places on
just one cup cl tarnation, tceauce
ticket also are being
1
:i e
cup oi water dkiqh
wltn
forward and include Mrs.
Men ae ordinary
, u:;i,ed
Carnation U twice
milk.
county
the
Note
Improvement.
Adeltna
Write, trdnv. for free book of 100 tested
.! hool superintendent of Santa Fe
Mrs.
rwr
recipe. Also comolete set ofLessons
i
gTjf
If
mijity, for the nomination for of
Blake's Cooking
Ym
of slate, as Secretary
Mk for than. Addreae
Va
70a
State Manuel Martinez now is servCarnation Milk Products Co. vk
Edith
term.
Miss
second
his
ing
VVih man, now assistant secretary
.f slate, also is suggested for this
Grocer
place.
That this post will go to one of
the newly enfranchised voters apfrom Ctnttnttd Caw"
pears fairly likely as State School
Superintendent Conway, now onbehisa
first term, undoubtedly will
for renominatlon and
candidate
this fact heads off feminine ambition in this direction.

f

T

Carnation
Waffles!

208-22-
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Queen Alexandra established

the

first model dairy farm in England.

For Friday and Saturday Only

.,.

...

. .v. .
5c
Palmolive Soap
.
.49c
.
.
Ladies' $2.00 Hats.
. . .
49c
Children's $2.00 Hats. . .
t.i. . .
..
. .25c
Men's Hose, 2 pairs for. . . .
. . 69c
Men's Heavy Wool Hose
50c
Men's Medium Wool Hose, pair...
..
.$1.00
Ladies' Heavy Night Gowns
We just received two truck loads of new
Christmas toys, and we must have more room
so we are offering you goods at these low
prices. Your profit.

... ..y.

....

.

,

We have the biggest assortment of Toys and
Gifts that we ever had, and none of them cost
you over One Dollar. Santa Claua will be at
the United again this week; be sure and have
the kiddies letters ready for him.

OF

ANNOUNCEMENT

Fresh Roasted Coffee
We have installed a complete coffee roasting unit with a capacity
of 1,500 pounds, of fresh roasted coffee daily.
The best that
in efficiency.
This machinery is
money can buy, and we propose to manufacture a high grade coffee,
roasted daily and second to none in rich aroma and mellow flavor.
Canned coffee,1 no matter how attractive may be the can, does not
compare with the rich pleasing flavor of high grade, fresh roasted

ciffee.

-

'

This unit of our enterprise means that the entire population of Albuquerque can now have the best there is in coffee and. we expect you
to get it. It means that your coffee bill will be ler-- ' which is more
cost of food
to the point. This is in keeping with our aim to ciM
products to the consumer by manufacturing at hc.i '
i,.
cans, f
There will be no fancy gold lacquered tin t
"
'
nor embossed labels, just
y

COFFEE
REAL COFFEE

ALL

COFFEE

We have not even given it a name yet. You can do that later and
we will pay a good price for the best name. The thing to do now is
to try the coffee.
This Coffee Is In The 50c Class
It Will Cost You 38c

HEW MEXICO PRODUCTS

COMPANY

v.
104 NORTH THIRD STREET
Phone 367
,
This fresh roasted coffee will be on sale this morning
the following stores
Ideal Grocery Company
Rosenwald Brothers
P'Kgly Wiggly Store
Broadway Central Grocery Co.
Fremont Cash Grocery
J. C. Boyd
Standard Grocery Company
Daily's Cash Store
Matteucci-Palladin- o
Lathim's Cash Store
& Co. '
University Heights Grocery Company

;

"at

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 West Central Avenue

.

I

'

!

i
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woman s Daily
BEAUTY CHATS
By
AND

So many women write to me and
tell me they have lost their figures
and their beauty with the birth of
a baby, that I want to write today
specially for them. The birth ot
a child should not brlnR disaster
. but only an added beauty, a full
blown mature beauty quite as attractive In Its way as the beauty
of girlhood and slimness. This can
be done If you understand how.
During the months before the
child Is born, you must take specially good care of your hair and
I would advise you
your teeth.
to go to a dentist every three
to
months
keep the mouth In
perfect condition during nil this
would also ad vino you
period.
to cut the hair back a little and to
a
hair tonic every few days.
usi
The most enlightened doctors
will tell you to massacre the bust
and the abdomen with olive oil.
And as another hint regarding tho
care of the figure, be sure that
your corsets, if you wear any at
all, are of the proper sort.
The figure will keep Its young
and elastic lines If it is well carerl
for after the birth of the child. A
good physician and a good nurse
know how this Is done fon the first
few weeks, but when you are up
and going about as usual, you

t

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

Edna Kent Forbes.

AiuriiKituudjJ.

j

.

SHE DIRECTS HER
HUBBY'S PICTURES

azine Page

Social Calendar

By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

IS

BEAlTx

-

i

Friday,

I

snouid take enough exercise to
Alpha Delta fraternity dance at
strengthen all the muscles around Masonic temple, at 8:30 p. m.
the waist and the abdomen. And
Good Time club danco at Colomyou must be careful if you wear bo hall at 9 p. m.
In
hold
the hips
corsets, that they
Tally ho dance at Tamarisk
and not the waist. Another day I Inn at S:30 p, m.
will talk more about the care of
the figure after childbirth and

when tho baby Is weaned.
Blue Eyes: The dark circles
around the eyes usually come from
some Internal disturbance, which
is often that of a sluggish liver,
Thse circles do not Indicate

IK) TOU KEKP VOIR SIIiVER

CT.liiN?

Silverware
Is like mahogany
furniture In this one respect; It
had better be put away If the owner hasn't time to keep It clean and
polished. Dull or tarnished silver
is a most disturbing sight.
Tho tarnish on silver Is silver
sulphide, which Is the result of the
union of silver with sulphur. Sul
phur compounds are often found
In tho air where either coal or
coal gas is burned, and these compounds ate also found in organic
materials such as foods, wool and
rubber. We are all familiar with
the blackness that results from

MOST BEAUTIFUL
LADY IN JAPAN
RETURNS HOME

f!

Diana: No animal fats should
be used on the face as they are so
heavy they are not easily absorbed
and clog the pores attracting ol!
which becomes a source for the
growth of hair. Any tonlo Is ap
plied to the lashes at the roots
from the point of a fine sable
brush.
Constant Reader: The best soaps
for the skin are those made from
good oils, such as the
Castile soap and any number
of others, some of which are mada
from olive oil. Superfluous hair
does not come from using soap on
tho face.
Wanttono: If the lashes are rag
ged It will help them to trim the
ends occasionally.
It you need a
tonic for them send a stamped addressed
and shall be
envelope
glad to mail you a formula.

using silver with eggs or leaving
silver In contact with elastlo bands.
Frequently this same blackness lu
caused by letting tho silver come
in contact with woolen materials,
or with colored or bleached cotton
goods in the manufacture of which
sulphur may have been used but.
because this fact is not as widely
known, the housewife Is mystified
concerning the cause of the tarnish.
Silver sulphide Is Insoluble In
wator, so ordinnry washing will
have no effect upon it. If, how-ove- r,
tho discoloration la rubbed
with common tnble salt and then
washed in ammonia water, the tarnish will disappear.
If ammonia
Is not used in the wash-wattho
article will tarnish again very
quickly; tho reason for this Is that
the silver chloride, a whitish compound soluble In ammonia, which
has formed when the salt was
placed on the silver, remains on
tho silver unless dissolved by tho
ammonia
and Is quickly acted
upon again by sulphur, tarnish resulting.
Thoro are many ways In which
silver may he cleaned, the most
common being by friction such as

My.

THE NEW GENERATION
By JANE PHELPS

we get by applying powdora or
pastes sold for this purpose. Although there aro manv excellent
polishes of this sort on the market
care must be taken to choose Cne
wnicn is not
or
the silver will be scratched.
Sliver may also be cleaned by
placing It in a receptacle, covering
it with a strong solution of borax,
washing soda or potash, and bringing this to the boiling point. It is
then boiled about 30 minutes and
is next allowed to stay In the solution until it has become cold. Then
rinse it and wipe it with a soft
cloth or chamois. The result Is
cloan silver but not highly polished
silver.
Another way Is to place the silver in a bright aluminum pan wltn
1 tablespoon each of
salt and baking soda to each quart of water
used. Have the water hot. the suit
and soda measured, and tho silver
ready to put Into the pan as soon
as the salt and Roda have been
added to the water (there will he
a strange effervescence for a few
minutes and tlio Rilver must be In
at that time). After cleaning in
liuh way, pui mo silver Into
pan, off the stove, filled wltii
hot, soapy water to which a drop
or two of ammonia has been added; rinse, then dry well. The re
sult by this method, too, will be a
clean but lusterless sliver but
many housewives prefer this meth- oa to any otlier.
If the housewife can afford to
buy one of tho regular manufac
tured silver cleaning pans now on
the market, sho will derlvo much
comfort from It. These are made
of zinc and aluminum with wire
bars soldered nrroxs trie bottom for
tne silver to rest on. Salt and baking soda Is then added to hot water as described In tho paragraph
above, and the same method
coarse-graine-

MARGARET FNVIF.S JOAN HER be horribly so I am sure. It makes
me shiver Just to see those big
COURAGE.
waves break."
CHAPTER 84.
"Why doesn't Joan like me?"
Joan Introduced her mother to
The question, coming so unexthe three or four boys and girls pectedly, startled Margaret. She
PETITIONS PRESENTED
waiting for her, then with many flushed, then stammered her reply:
"oh's" and "all's" she plunged Into
"Why what makes you think
FOR THE PAVING OF 16 DEVISING
the surf. Thore was nothing cow aho dislikes you?"
ardly about Joan Hayden, either
"I don't think! I know!"
BLOCKS IN LAS CRUCES
After the
morally or physically.
"There Is no reason
first moment or two she was Jump(Bperla,! Comapondrnre to The Jonrnnl.)
"There must be. Be honest with
FOR
ing the waves like an
Lady Ryochi Kujo.
a child thinks cannot
Las Cruces, N. M Dec. 8. PetiInstead of a novice.
Margaret me. What
me
very appreciably
tions
knew she would not he as brave, worry
the
for
of
sixteen
Lady
paving
Ryochi Kujo, often called
I had hoped your daughter
and a sort of grudging admiration
Tapani most beautiful woman, has blocks In the heart of the business
of her child filled hor mind. Sud- might endure me.
to her native land from district of Las Cruces were subreturned
"Oh, Joan doesn't dislike you.
denly she knew why sho felt as she
ifter a long visit Her mitted to the town board of trus- her Why should she?" Margaret was London
did; why she grudged Joa
nusoand is the younger brother o! ites Tuesday evening by Will
I'.
It was because of her terribly emparrassed.
bravery.
"She resents my being with you. the empress of Japan.
youth which is always courageous.
Lapoint, publisher of the Citizen
Courageous because it does not Isn't that U?" Forrester returned
and La Estrella. The petitions, Head of Protective Departrealize danger.
quietly;
y
ment of the Illinois Banksigned by the majority of tho
wished
she did not
Margaret
In
The
hll voice
owners, rail for the paving of
realize danger not as applied to steadied quietness
ELKS' AUXILIARY TO
her.
ers' Association Looks
seven blocks In Church street, and
the ocean particularly, but to ev"Yen, she has been
only
PLAN CHRISTMAS AT
for a Reign of Holdups.
erything in life. She longed Inex- thought all her life. She my
three
In
blocks
Main
also
street,
does re
pressibly to feel careless of results,
six Intervening blocks. Mayor
MEETING AT 4 TODAY the
to be reckless of what people un sent in a way any other interest I
Paxton today appointed a commitChicago, Dec. 8. The open sea
have, but it Is my own fault.'' she
tee headed by Capt. Charles Hill son for bank robbers has arrived,
consciously It was people as repre-t"ne- d added
loyally.
Another meeting of tho "ladles' to procure
by Joan thought or said.
an
of
estimate
cost
the
according to Edward S. Arenta,
'Your own fault?"
Hit Lin;r on the beach under her
auxiliary" of tho Elks Christmas and report to the board at an early head of the protective department
d
'Yes.
she
looked
I
a
had
child
parasol
peculiar
Project will be held at 4 o'clock date.
of the Illinois Bankers' association.
about her and thought her life had hood, a lonely girlhood. I don't this afternoon at the Elks' club
Directors of the Las Cruces who Is laying plans to forestall
all been like this. All the other mean that I was either neglected building for the purpose of devel- Chamber of Commerce
auhe describes as "the epidemiwhat
onlookers were shaded by gay in- - or unloved. But I never was al- oping further plans for the enter- tnorizea HcrDert w. Yeotoday
to make c, of bak, robberies which is upon
cons"ouential shades: rose, laven lowed to do anything I wanted to. prise. All members of the first a survey of a proposed countv
Mr.
us."
Arentx has outlined
der, light blue and white. Her life I was brought up by rule. When group which met and all other road from Plcacho
west of a plan of bank protection which he
had been' somber always; like her Joan came I determined she should wives and mothers and sisters of Las Cruces, westerlyhrklge,
to
if
carried
out, will minim
Cambrav, expects,
sunshade. She had not even been tie a free agent always.
But as imks are urged to attend the twenty-si- x
miles, which it was re- ize bank losses from hold-up- s
and
an onlooker to gayety, she thought vie grew old enough to distinguish meeting.
ported by A. D. Crowder, county Durgiarles.
as she gazed at the laughing, between right and wrong her mind
The auxiliary has begun active road superintendent, will shorten
Working through the county fed
needed directing; although It had work to make a happy Christmas by four and seven miles, respec- erations
shouting group In the water.
of the state bankers' or
to be done without her knowing It. for needy children
And she had led this gay,
in the city. tively, tho distance from El 3'aso ganization, hankers throughout 11
I never have Interferred with her They will make
life from choice.
and Las Cruces to Demlng. The llnois are being urged to take up
garments and
"How could I have done It?" In anything.
In packing the Christmas directors also favored
She has been absochanging the Arents plan, which provides
she said aloud.
lutely free."
stockings. Mrs. X. J. Strumnuist the road from Las Cruces to Hatch ror appointment of a deputy sher
Yet she had been happy, she
"And you have renounced votir is chairman of tho committee, Mrs. to run by way of the
Leashurg iff for every bank in every town
mused, happy until she began to youth, your pleasure, to do this?" Frank Mindlin is vice chairman (lam, making it an
and organization of a vigilance
thorrealize she had wasted her youth; Forrester returned.
and Mrs. Leopold Myer is secre- oughfare. It Is reported that the committee
in every large town.
to long for the vanished years to
lo. it was a pleasure. Not until tary.
road can he built at a comparative- The captain of the committees
oome again that she might relive Joan was old enough to got a bit
Making garments for noor child ly low figure.
also would be a deputy sheriff.
them.
away from me; to be taken up ren will be the principal task of
Mr. Arentz suggests that shot"May I enjoy the shade with with her young friends, was I at the women In tho Christmas work.
guns be placed In all places surall lonely."
you ?"
did not Each woman has pledged horse'.f HARDING INVITED TO
Margaret
rounding tho bank, to bo used in
Unseen and unheard Craig For- know how much she was admitting to make at least nnn
n,tii
VISIT SAN FRANCISCO emergency.
rester had come upon her. For to this keen man of the
world. clothing for either boys or girls
A regular crew of four men, he
several moments he had watched She had told him little
h
They will also meet at the club
says, should ba stationed at the
(Hy The Amo?lu(ed rrrn.)
several dnys before tho hniu,,,.
trying to read her thoughts, puz visionea an.
sheriff's office, with a high powWashington, Dec. 8. William
zled by the changing expression on
"We must see that you are lone tn
ior tno Crocker, republican national com-H. er automobile, ready to Jump Into
her face, tho longing In her eyes, ly no longer," was all he
Giant Christmas tree at the
the
machine and speed to the scene
li,
club,
for California, invited
and his failure to understand her however.
I where all of
the poor children will mitteeman
or any other
President Hnrdlng today to visit of any bank hold-u- p
changed mood of the hour before
Kan Francisco next summer, should major crime.
By proper arrangeA young wife complained to a vuiigrcgaio unristnias day.
when Joan had disturbed their
ment
with
the
telephone company.
tour to
president's
London magistrate the other
That girls should not allow men thn
piazza
would be furnished with a
me rncinc coastprojected
be made. Tho which
'If there Is room." She moved ino.1 nor nuaoana naa reserved day
to pay street-ca- r
to
etc
list
of
fares,
,
for
deputies,
deputy sherthe parasol so that It shaded his himself the duty of housekeepln
them Is tho expressed belief' of a president accepted provisionally, iff In tho county every
would be notified
n
explaining that uncertainty stl.l and a
eyes as he threw himself on the and that she couldn't eat the food
welout
who
clergyman,
to Interthrown
guard
existed n to whether he could
sand besides her.
he bought. The lawyer for th
comes feminine Independence.
cept travelers on all roads leading
mm as to rno exact time.
"Miss Joan Is out there?" he fense argued that the husband has
from the crime.
asked, nodding toward the bathers. me ngnt to do the houskeeplng If
If the bandits have passes
'Yes, she is doing nicely. Shn ne cnooses, but the magistrate
the circle of deputies, oththrough
doesn't seem a bit afraid. I should oran i agree.
V
er towns would bo notified and tho
vlgllanco committee of those towns
would then take up the chase.
Two counties, Ia Rallo and Du
Page, have already approved the
plan and appointed committees to
:
work out Its installation, other
in:
Y ; ; sSS-counties are expected to take up
the plan as soon as possible to
work out details, according to Mr.
;
V
$
Arentz.
yf, z! & v ' I l '
t
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,
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old-tim-

BlUES

pro-ert-

sober-colore-

dun-color-

as-8i- st

You are throwing

awaybakingpowder

mone- y- wasting baking
powder and expensive ma

Frances Marion.
There havo been many instances
m motion pictures of husbands di
recting their own wives in productions, but it remained for CosmoIn "Ju:it
politan
Productions,
Around tho Corner," to offer an
example or a wife, directing a husband. Frances Marion, scenario
writer and director, wielded the
megaphone on this production. In
tho cast, playing tho pnrt of tho
real man Is her husband. Fred C
Thomson.
Miss Marlon Is small and her
husband Is very large. Mr. Thom
son is one of the greatest athletes
or America.
or three years ho
ho held the
athletic
championship and when one. looks
at him one doesn't wonder because
he Is built along hemic lines. Hut
desplto tho disparity In their slzs,
Mr. Thomson taeltly obeyed every
instruction given him bv his wife
and never once paid: "you know,
I think we ought to do It this
way." ".Tust Around the Corner" !
soon to be released hy Paramount.
Francis Marion was formerly scenario writer for Mmy Plekford
and went abroad on her own honeymoon when Mary and Doug
went on theirs.

terialsfrittering away valu
able time if you are not using
Calumet Baking Powder.
If you "doubt" it just give Calumet one
trial. The saving it makes will prove that

is the best baking powder in the world
sold at the fairest price costs far less than
high priced Trust brands costs but little
more than cheap brands gives much better results than either. You use only half the amount
usually required it goes almost twice as far.
It never fails, never causes baking loss.
Used in millions of homes by leading hotels,
restaurants ana Dawenes. wonaenui baking powder for all requirements. Made
in the world's largest, finest, most san- itary caking fowder lactones.

a

CLOSK-IT-

Marela Mnnon Is prominent In
the cast ot the ,T. L. Frothlnghnm
"Tho
Man
production.
Who
Smiled." Miss Mannn lias been absent from tho screen for some
months due to 111 health.
I'.tnet

Clayton's

contract

S A K I N Q POWDERY
"IT

wifi,

Paramount hns expired. Klin will
live in Paris for a year and then
prouniiiy return to the staso.
Edith Tloherts hns Inst

TRUST

Caum

worn in tno Do Mine film, "f?at- urnay Meht." J. Parker Henrt I.
me next to use Missj Itoberta. fm
his production, titled "Pawn."
William Parnum is hack nftnr i
year's vacation In Kurope. nnd
says he got his biggest thrill from
looKing upon tho Itoman Forum.

Yon save wlien
you buy it

Yoa cave materia!

You save wlien

Highest Quality
Highest Awards

you use

MAY ASK LEGISLATURE
FOR A CLOSED SEASON
ON DEER AND TURKEY
Santa Fo, Dec. 8. The game

commission probably will go before the legislature when it con
venes with a recommendation for a
ciosea season on deer and
Game Warden Thomas P. turkey,
fin hie
Stated today.
The season was
shortened several days by the last
Tho toll for tho season
closed was estlmitrd by CabTojust
at
150 deer and probably a few more
on
tho hauls of reports from
turkey
his deputies nil over the Ftate.

MAOS

it is used with.

it,

WORTH KNOWING
A pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz.

Some baking powders come in 12 oz. cans
instead of 16 oz. cans. Be sure you get a pound
when you want it.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
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Had Your
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111

tete-a-tet- e.

well-know-
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ADVANCE STYLES

WALKING
AND EVENING DRESS

COSTUME

ry?
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-
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v
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It's Nature's Candy, Mother
tell your little ones about it
1USCIOUS little

Coming! Coming!
Coming!
This Is Yonr

pver

say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."

Colds

Toothache
Earache

Neuralgia
Lumbago

lnnAii ,
..t7i,.rtXf
--

iff.

FT

Gallons
Bricks
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Bottled Milk Our Specialty

321 North Second

vital.

packages
just enough to satisfy the children's natural craving for ener
gizing sweets, in the most

5c

'

.

t

i;

'

1

u iW

k'wt

K

Greeting Cards and
Usable Gifts
Paper Decorations
Christmas Boxes
Initial Seals and Wax
Tags
Seals
Wrapping Paper
Twine
Tinsel Cord
Cards

flit

healthful way.

So when they get their
nickels, mother, tell them of this
natural sweetmeat which is both
good and good for them.

Little
are 75 per
cent pure,
in practically predigested form.
So
fThey don't tax digestion.
they're the best of all bctvveen-tnc-

Food-Iro- n

fruit-suga- r,

sun-mad- e,

The vital need of thousand!
of frail children

Nothing better for pale, listFor raisins are

less little folk.

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED RAISIN CO., Kept.
Membership

f
4to

I

We have them all.
designs, refined and bx'au- Come fot
tirully executed.
an early selection.

turners frsMtTi hincry?

Little

I

"Th

Bet

ween-Me-

Sun-Mai-

Packed

These two photogranhs show the
At the left Is an attractive walking model. The
..,.
handsomely embroidered in silk and hna
motui
full sleeves now so prevalent, and the small chic toque worn with tho
costume. The chin band is featured. The simplicity of Its lines
make
meteor aiBiinctive. tiio solo trimming Is pearls.
"""
L""",a
The bare baclc effact Is the very latest Paris la
showing in Uecollcto,

Paris.

STRONG'S

.,!V. BOOK

STORE

"Vour Money Itaek
If Von Want It"

f

MAVE

YOU HAD VOUR Uljtllii'KJ TOOAYf

f

Look for this Displiy Carton on
You : Dealer's Counter
Sold at' Druff.Grcvery.Cuiiljr
and Cigar Storca 5c

5C

just like the "big
d
sister"
Raisins that
you use for cooking in the
same sanitary way, so they
come wholesome, sweet and
clean, into children's hands.
Made from highest quality
seedless tabic grapes, the finest kind.

L

1S.0OO

Growert

Fresno,

CalU

Cut This Out and Send It

ds

RaUIna"

?

Mail coupon btlow for free book
100
luscious
containing
raisin
recipes to make delightful dishes
from the "big sister" packages you
buy at the neighborhood store.

al

Tissue

.'

Had Your Iron Today

foods.

labels

ive

Phone 351

Often it's the one need to re- -'
store the bloom of youth to
pallid cheeks and the energy
that millions lack.

nt

Sun-Mai-

Albuquerque
Dairy Association
Co-Operat-

1

1

..x.

ICE CREAM
Individuals

five-ce-

Sun-Mai-

kecept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets TMIIm
91
k.plrln I. the tr,le mark of !).,,., Mu.nf.etnr. at

food-iro- n.

Delicious and Digestible

by
Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Headache

In little

Call to Pre-

Engraved Cards from
dozen to 50o each

the richest of all fruits in
You need but a small bit
of iron daily, yet that need if

d

seedless grapes.

pare for Christmas
Christmas Greeting Cards
rostcards, J5o dozen

WARNING! Unless you see name
"Bayer" on tablets
are not getting genuine
Aspirin prescribed by
pm
wuywudiw uvcr z years ana proved safe
millions for

Sun-Mai-

the kind you
know made from, tender, juicy,

California Associated Raisin Co.
"

Fresno, Calif.
iteyt. 1M0-3Please send me copy of your free book
' "
"Sun-Mai- d
Recipes''

City.,

t.....

..State

.
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Will soon be distributed

by The Journal to those persons whose names appear in the list of contestants; ; As close as the race
stands today, almost any candidate can place himself or herself in a position to land even the biggest of the awards in these few
You, yourself, if you are included in the list of names can take YOUR choice of all the prizes.
remaining days of the campaign.
it lies entirely witnin your power and

1
4

It!

ight D ays o the
chedu ft Point the
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0

Vote
W

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE

M
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1922 MODEL STUDEEAKER

LIGHT

"6"

TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

1922 MODEL STUDEEAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "S"
STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

THE 3 DISTRICT PRIZES

1,1

Ml

Out

TW

10urseu

El

CHEVROLET

"4-9-

TOURING CAR, VALUE

$692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

Here's an example of how easy it is to secure over a miUiori' votes'
in the next few days;
r v v- wv--

-'

-

Up until Saturday night, December 17tK;" (just nine more days)'
every
subscription to The Journal counts a total of 470,000
Just three of these would count 1,410,000 VOTES.
VOTES.
-

six-ye-

H

Hi
sflA

ar

Subscriptions count fast these days but tKe vote schedule, will be
reduced Saturday night, December 17th, at 10 o'clock.
"4-90-

At

The attention of contestants is again - called to the big
of SECOND PAYMENTS on subscriptions-t- hat

M
LI
r

vote-valu-

e

"

CHEVROLET TOUHING

CAR, , VALUE

$692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.

extensions of subscriptions received earlier in the campaign; In securing; these, contestants should be certain that the receipt stub , is plainly marked
"second subscription," and the amount of the first subscription shown.
is,

..ii

1

--

A-Gr-

Opportunity
i

"4-90-

"

CHEVROLET TOURING

CAR, VALUE

$692

Purchased From COOPER MOTOR CO.
I 1

CAR

December 9, 1921.

.

PilATT EXPLAINS EOOSET FLAH

m

AT R.'GH SCHOOL;
BIG SAVlflG ALREADY EFFECTED
ADDRESS

Estimated Expenses of the Government for
the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1923, Reduced at $600,000,000; Says System Will
Aid in Solving World Crises.
Opening his speech last night at
the high echool on the matter of a
national budget system, John T
Pratt, chairman of the national
budget committee, quoted the fol
lowing from a speech made by Ed
mund Burke, in the eighteenth cen
tury:
"Taxes upen every article which
eaters the mouth, or covers the
back, or Is placed under the fSot;
--

taxes upon everything
which is
pleasant to sec. hear, feel, smell
and taste; taxes upon warmth, light
and locomotion; taxes upon everything on earth, the waters, under,
the earth, on everything that comes
from abroad or is grown at home
taxes on the raw material; taxes on
every value that is added to It by
the industry of man; taxes on the
sauce which pampers man's appetite, and tha drug that restores him
to health; on the ermine whiuh
decorates the Judge, and the rope
which hangs the criminal, on the
brass nails of the coffin, and the
ribbands of the bride. At bed, or
at board, couchant or levant we
must pay. The school boy whips
hla taxed top; the beardless youth
manages his taxed horse with a
taxed bridle on a taxed road, and
the dying Englishman, pouring his
medicine which has paid 7 per cent
into a spoon, which has paid 80 per
cent, throws himself back upon his
chintz bed, which has paid 22 per
cent, makes his will, and expires
In the arms of an apothecary, who
has paid 100 pounds for the privilege of putting him to death. His
whole property is then taxed from
2 to 10 per cent; besides the probate, large fees are demanded for
burying him Jn the chancel; his

Spell it backwards

'

-

virtues are handed down to poster,
ity on taxed marble, and he is then
gathered to his Fathers to be taxed
no more."
But. as the financial Times
says, "that would depend on hio
ultimate destination.")
Mr. Pratt was Introduced
by
Walter M. Connell, chairman of the
Mr.
commission.
Pratt's
talk
city
analyzed the tax quostlon from
every standpoint, and his conception of the needs of the country set
forth clearly the deplorable conditions extant In tha executive and
legislative departments of the government,
"The estimates of tha executive
heads of departments are padded
to the extent of millions of dollars,"
he said, Illustrating his point by relating how a certain war department official's estimate had been
cut down 120,000,000. On hearing
of the cut, that official remarked
that inasmuch as hi estimate was
$30,000,000 beyond the actual need.
he was 110,000,000 to the good.
The main point of Mr. Pratt's
address centered around the neces
sity of convincing the government
of the advisability of adopting the
budget system, and refusing to con
slder any money appropriation bills
until some definite action on the
system had been made, Under the
budget plan, the finances and est!
mates of all executive and legisla
tive departments would be handled
by one committee In each house of
congress, Instead of fifteen commit
tees, thus simplifying and
the many brancnea of the
governmental duties.
Under a law passed In June,
1921, according to Mr. Pratt, con- -

s

trJ

r--rrs

I5ILIS head iwrrom.
London, !cc. 8. Tbo former
kaiser's head is now swathed
in bandages and 1m lias been
obliged to abandon wood. cut.
tins tor the. present at his
I101110
nt Doom, noeordlng to
a despatch to tlio Pally Mall.
I'nublo to use hjg motor saw
iKVaiiHc, of tlio
recent liurd
frost, William was hastening to
ovmauo many wood orders
Ibat had accumulated wlien a
el hi nk of wood flew up and
Mnick him In tlio licad,
a acep wound.

liiok-

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
NEARLY AN OUNCE OF
PEPPER IS FOUND IN
BURGLAR'S CLOTHING

GETTING READY FOR A TTARD WINTER
4

(Wt The

S

a

-

nothing taken
away but water

gress adopted a budget law. and
Gen. Charles G. Dawes of IlllnolB
was made director. It was the first
step toward a national budget plan
During the administration of General Dawes, the estimate of ex.
penses for the fiscal year for the
government was reduced by
or from $4,400,000,000 to
$3,00,000,000.
Up to that time
been no power to revise
had
thera
a bureau estimate.
"This is the first time any systematized plan has been submit-te- d
to congress," said Mr. Pratt,
"and it la up to us to get congress
In the- frame of mind of accepting
it. Congress must first of all have
two rules of procedure. It must
adopt the plan of having one committee Instead of fifteen commit, lH V
.
Vt , y
,VS
(
J Jit
tees, for finances, and It must
;
Vi" 1'
i
study the budget plan thoroughly.
Next, it must draw up a report,
with parallet column, giving In
one column Its conception of tho
plan, and in the other the plan as
conceived by the president, In his
submitted report."
"There must be three slogans
"First,
adopted," he continued.
get back of the president's budget.
Second, take local and national
problems to tho cxecutlvo department, and not to congress.
Third, put a new 'yard stick' In
measuring our congressmen."
He went on to enumerate tho
various world crises which tho
United States faces today, and ilMiss Edith Lewert and her boots.
lustrated how the budcret system
would aid in their solutions.
MIbs Edith Lewert, who arrived in New York from London recent"The concrete example of what
attracted attention as she landed by displaying a pair of boots. She
to do and how to do it Is before ly,
photographer that Russian boots are being worn much
us," he stated, "Tho budget sys- toldoVthe busy these
Lunnoii
days.
tem should be made the basis of It. 'a
Let us not wait thirty years, an
England did. but let us do It now,"
were Mr. Pratt's doping words.
MINOR LEAGUES WILL
Mr.
Connell next Introduced
HOLDWHATTHEYHAVE DUKE
Governor Mechem. who said a few
words endorsing the plan outlined
IS DELEGATES' VIEW
by tho first speaker, and added
i
that a resolution adopted by the
(Or The Associated Fret.)
audience would be a significant
Buffalo, N. Y.. Dee. 8. Whnt the
testimonial of their confidence and
minor leagues have as a measure of
approval.
Mr.
on
protection against the raids of thn
the suggestion,
Acting
Connell declared that the gather- majors on their nlavers. thev will
ing should be an open meeting, and hold. That was tho frce!v expressed
opinion among delegates after thn
a chairman appointed. He was
to the chair, and stated annual meeting of the National
of Professional Basethat Mr. Fratt would answer any Association
Benny ?nd Jim Flynn Have
leagues today.
questions. Several availod them-selv- ball
No
modification of the "selected,
Mr.
of tho opportunity.
Established
was
inn
rule"
anplayer
in
the
possible at
Pratt spent several minutes
after which minors' convention, because it Is a
swering questions,
Moose
at
Quarters
Hall;
Walter Hernandez moved that a part of their agreement with the
majors that can be changed only nt
Public Invited.
committee on resolutions be
conf-i- b
and the next
The chair subsequently a major-minnamed Walter Hernandez, A. B. one opens in New York next week.
Since his hist fight here, Benny
Next years' convention will be
McMilen and L. A. MeRae. Their
Cordova r..". pickpa up more speed
held in Louisville, Ky.
resolutions are as follows:
than he InH ever shown In Albu"I. It is resolved In a mass
querque. This was the opinion of
meeting of citizens of New Mex- EMBEZZLER IS ON
the crowd of fans who watched
HIS
ico held at Albuquerque, Decemhim work out nt. thn MnnsA hnll
ber 8, that we strongly endorse
la"t"lhtWAY
TO
STATE
PRISON
.prn,n irt.,u
the federal budget act of Juno,
1921.
will be down to his usual
that
he
The
Axaorlatrd
(By
Presa.)
"II. We further urge such
'Weight when he enters the
Tombstone, Ariz., Dec. 8. Wil- boxlnjr
changes In the rules of procedure
Crystal theater on the
confessed ring nt the
in both tho house and the senate liam P. Walker, who
of December 16 for likj 15
fvcminnr
of approximately
as will make such budget system embezzlement
$35,000 In county funds while riep-- i round go with Mike Baca of Santa
effective, having In mind partlcu
county treasurer, was started Fe.This Is the third time tho two
larly the following:
(a) The con uty
sideratlon by the house and by tho today for tho stato penitentiary at boys have hern matched, but thoy
ot Florence to begin serving a sen- have never faced each other In the
senate, sitting as committees
tha whole, of the entire financial tence of from four to ton years.
fans, after
Albuquerque
Walker, who had maintained his ring.
plan contained In the president's
Benny In training for the
throughout his trial, watching
budget and In tho report of a sin- composure
beliere
three
that he U
weeks,
past
)
concluded
when he
gle committee In tho house and In which wrhU
out of Baca 3 class. The Simta
plea- to guilty, broke clear
the sonate. (b) A rule by which changed
Fe fans have taken Just the oppo- the members of both houses of down today on being taken from slto view of tho match. Baca has
In
the
of
Jnil
Depcounty
custody
thu
congress deny themselves
been In training during the past
Raffer'ty, who is two
right to introduce any bills calling uty Sheriff Harry
weeks and is sahl to look
for tho appropriation of monies accompanying him to Florence.
mighty good. He will practirally
until the president's budget la act
complete his training In Pnnta FeNEW ClXJi VNAGKR.
ed upon and disposed of.
and will como down to AlhuquerIII. That a copy of these res
8.
Walter1
Seattle, Wash., Dee.
about two days before the bout
olutions he forwarded by. the chair McCredle of Portland will succeed nuo
to get used to the drop In altitude.
man of the meeting to our senators W. K. Murphy as manager of the
Benny has cfitnWiRhen himself at
and representatives In congress."
Portland Coast league club.
Moose hnll and will train In public
There were very few people In
every evening starting at 7 o'clock.
the audience, due probably, to
With him is Young Jim Flynn, who
theatrical attractions In town.
will meet the best man Dan
Mr . Pratt left last night at
con find for him on the six10:10.
bout.
teenth In a
Jim showed un well with his
is
sparring partners last night and
CANAL ZONE MISS
training with Benny, Eildy Lewis.
ALSO Benny Chavez and several otherfansof
CHAMP ATHLETE
the boys at Moose hall. The
are Invited to drop In and look the
boys over each evening.
$600,-000,00- 0,

'
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We Oo Hot Claim That

GLASS JAR BRAND

Pa-dil- la

HER

ten-rou-

LIKE NEW,

fruits and vegetables- are the
est on the market
-

-

-

cheap-

A

But we do claim that they are as
cheap as any high grade fruits and
vegetables.

fell

...

We also claim

CHILD'S

GILBERT'S BOWLERS

..

;

and our claim is
based upon facts
that high grade
fruits are cheaper than secondst or
water-packeIf you will buy a
can of Glass Jar fruits, you will pay
no more for it than you. do for "ordinary" brands, and: you are assured
of the Highest Quality. Ask your
groceryman for. Glass Jar Brand
you will notice that they are not
ordinary fruits and that they are:,
the cheapest in the long run.

or run.

Bolli, Carbuncle, PIU, ate, quickly

d.

BOILENE

or your mnn
hack. (Do at diutrglatt
or ly mull postpaid.
THK BOILENE CO Albnqocrqne, X. M.

Specials At
LIBERTY ARMY

Supply Co.
i

Blankets
$3.00,
V. S.

Gf A

14.00

v

and.,...

rTE?

IO

fA
,...D9U

wool Qt)
Underwear, suit
New Government
(TQ Pff
Woo! Shirts
tDO.DU
Clasa A
ti1 rfff

.tDl.i D

Shirts

....,...$1.50

Distributors
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Gilbert.
Cudabao
Dow . . .
Clifford
Miller ..

Alias Lena Kathbone in

earth

her athletic

Hata .
O. D. Breeches
U.B0 to

"

Misa Lona Rathbone, a member
of the famous "Red, White and
Blue" swimming team of the Panama canal tone, la recognised by
athletic critics as one ot the most
proficient feminine athletes in the
world today. She has won several
high and fancy diving titles and is
a star at the standing and running
broad jumps and aj relay r?ijP4t

(ff) fA
2)O.OU

rrompt Attention

Given to
Moll Orders

LIBERTY ARMY
.;

Supply Co.
"

117 NortH First St.

719

718

178
157
144

166
116
187
155
127

824

751

136
209

Totals

REPARATIONS

London. Deo. S (by Associated
With the Irish agreement
Press.)
reached, Premier Lloyd George
quickly turned his attention today
to German reparations. He held a
r,
conference tonight with Louis
of devas-

tated regions, who arrived today to

payment ot war
indemnities.
Today M. Loucheur conferred
with Sir Robert Home, chancellor
of the exchequer. Sir John Bradbury, Joint permanent secretary of
the treasury and other treasury officials. It was understood he explained the French 'point of view
concerning the Louchour-Itathena- u
agreement, under which Germany
Is to make reparations in kind to
France over period of years.
discuss-Germany-

's

For Sale Cheap
Some Good Dirt
find

Some

FJmporia, Kans., received at police
today, asserts that
headquarters
the theft
Logan is sought there for in
which
of the large automobile
he was captured when he drove
Into a garage here Monday night.
All but 1,000 of the loot waa found
In a house which Iogan had rented

here.

PLENTY OF MONEY BUT
CANT PAY $200 BILL
MEALS
FOR JURORS'
(Br The AuoclateA FreM.)

A8.
Deo.
Phoenix, Ariz.,
lthough Cochise has more than a
Its
in
dollars
treasury, it
million
cannot pay a bill for J200 for
meals furnished to jurorB, according; to word received by the state
tax commission today. The report
to the commission said the coundifficulties were due to tho
ty's
new budget law which provides
can be paid out of a
that no billshas1
been depleted ever,
fund which
though there Is money In the county treasury.
Members of the board of supervisors of Cochise county, Superior
Judge A. C. Lockwood and County
Attorney John F. Boss of Tomb
stone, will appear before the stato
tax commission tomorrow to ask
that body to declare an emergencyto
and thus permit Cochise county
pay bills owing from funds which
have been depleted.

tin-fo-

LEGAL NOTICE
KEPUBTjt CATION.

Waco, Tex., Dec.

8.

Recognition

of tha

Department ot the Interior, U. fl. Lend
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., November
9,

1921.

tht

Julian Oar- Notice ! hereby given
Mexican grand lodrre win
of Bartun, N. M., who, on December
extended by the Texas Masonic eta,
13. Idle, mnrie
Hnmeitead entry, No.
grand lodue In convention today.
1)353.8, for KE?i NW14, W'A Wii bWSt
N'K'4. and
8WK, Section IS, Town-uhl9 N
.. N. M. P. Meridian,
Rnnne
line filed notice of Intention to make,,
three-yeproof, to eitabllrth claim tn
the land above described, before the It.
S, Cnmmlsnloner. at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on the 19th day of December, 1921.
will- Claimant names ne wltneiiee:
lam McUulnneta, of Tljeraa, N. M ; Jeaue
Maria Oarcla. of Barton. N. M.: Demeat- rn McGulnneae. of Tljeraa, ti. M. ; Bolnm
Chavez, of Morlarty, N. M.
A. M. BBRuERs, nesliter.
NOTICE OF PROBATE.
In the Probate Court. Bernalillo
Next-Dosmay Salivate You, County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Last "Will and
Loosen Teeth or Start
Testament of J. H. Bower,
e

Rheumatism

To J. Martin Hayden,
Executor
Donald B. Bower and Yvonne
mercury; quicksilver.
It crashes Into sour bile like dyna
Bower and To Whom It May
Concern:
mite, cramping and sickening you.
Notice is hereby given that on
Calomel attacks the bonea and
never
the
be
should
17th day of November, 1921,
put Into your
there was filed In the said court a
If you fool bilious, headachy, document purporting to be the last
constipated and all knocked out, will and testament of J. H. Bower,
Just go to your druggist and get a deceased and that the nald court
bottle of Dodsnn s Liver Tone for has set the 22nd day of December,
few cents which is a harmless 1921, at the hour of 10 o'clock a.
vegetable substitute for dangerous m. of eald day to hear the probate
calomel. Take a epoonful and If It of the eald will at Old Albuquerque,
doesn t start your liver and New Mexico, and any persons Instraighten you up better and quick- terested therein may at the said
er than nasty calomel and without time and place appear and show
thera be. why the said
making you sick, you just go back cause, if anyshould
not be declared
Instrument
and g'et your money.
Don t tnke calomel! It makes you to be the last will and testament of
sick the next day; It loses you a J. II. Bower and admitted to proas such.
day's work. Dodson's Liver Tone bate
Witness my hand and the seal of
stralRhtens you right up and you
feel great. No salts necessary. Give said court on this the 17th day of
it to the children because It Is per Novembor 1921.
FltED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
fectly harmless and can not
Clerk. Bernalillo Probate Court.

Calomel

Is

HERE'S PROOF
Home bread making doea not
pay. Without the unsurpassed facilities used In making our superior bread no matter how expert
you may be. you cannot get the
bread excellence we
unvarying
get In every loaf. From the angle
of either quality or economy tt.
will pay you to give It a trial.

Pioneer Bakery
207 South

.

First Street

TO STOP COUGHING AT NIGHT.
When anyone is suffering from a
bronchial affliction or has a cough
that lingers on and grows worse at
night, the loss of sleetp tends to
weaken the sufferer and grows
more serious the longer it Is neglected. Mrs. M. Suter, 647 Long- brook Ave., Stratford, Conn., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar has given
m- great relief from a severe attack of bronchitis." No medicine

NOTICE.
In the Probate Court, Bernalillo stands higher throughout the naTOOUBLE TEN
tion as a family remedy for colds,
County, New Mexico.
YEAHS.
No. 2121.
coughs and croup. Sold everywhere.
Don't give up hope If you are suf In the Matter of the Estate of Eva
fering; from backache, rheumatic
Elizabeth Miller, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that on
pains, stiff, swollen Joints, always
tired feeling, pains In groin and the 17th day of November, 1921,
kidmuscles or other symptoms of
tho undersigned filed in the Probate Court of Bernalillo county.
ney trouble. J. T. Osborn, It. F. D.
No. l, Liucasvllle, o., writes: -- i New Mexico, his final account as
had kidney trouble for 10 years. Administrator of the above named
tried all kinds of kidney remedies estate and the said court on that
but thev did me no good. I took
set the tame for hearing at the
one bottle of Foley Kidney Pills day
hour of 10 o'clock on Thursday, the
and they helped me o much I am 22nd day of December,
1921, at
4tt
well now." Sold everywhere.
which time any persona Interested
may appear and ahow cause why
the said final account should' not
he approved and confirmed and the
Administrator discharged,
In tram: inhale oannnl
LEONARD J. MILLER,
tMmlw
tin nrtatrilai
Administrator.
NOTICE OF SALE.
Notice Is Hereby Given that on
the Slst day of December, 1911. at
the hour of 10 o'clock a. m.. at the
Omt 1 7 Million Jan Utti Yearly front door of the Bernalillo county
court house. In Old Albuquerque.
These three pens are standNew Mexico, the undersigned will
ard the world over.
Our
offer for sale to the highest and best
bidder for cash three 6 per cent
stock includes every size
of
Electric
bonds
the
gold
City
and model made by each
Company, each for $1,000.00, being
manufacturer, and In every
numbered 197, 211 and 212. which
bonds have heretofore been pledged
finish, from hard rubber to
with the undersigned by William
d
sterling silver,
Fallows ross to secure a certain
14-- k
note dated August "7, 1921, due
and
gold
mountings.
Ur. i.u.id hu eu.oluie proof that tu
days thereafter, for 12.000.00,
It Is hard to think of a
berculosis can be healed In all climate sixty
with Interest thereon from the date
by TUB INHALANT METHOD. Keiuiti
S
more satisfactory gift, unof
thereof
rate
the
at
until
nation-widpaid
For
arc
further particular!
THB INHALANT METHOD CO.. per cent per annum and 10 per cent
addr
less It be one of the
No.
Union
additional as attorneys fees, eald
Rulta (Oft
League Bids., Key
standard
13, Imb Ancelta, Calif.
sale being made to aatlsfy the aald
note, which Is unpaid both princi
1
pal and interest.
CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK
OF ALBUQUERQUE.
By SIMMS & BOTTS.
ir
j
Its Attorneys
NOTICE OF FINAL ACCOUNT.
In the Matter ot the Estate ot Jesus
Ralazar, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
These, also, we offer In
R, Salazar, Administrator ot the
in every
every mounting,
estate of Jesus Salaxar. deceased,
size and by every maker
has filed In the Probate Court of
has been
whose product
Bernalillo County, New Mexico, his
tested and proven reliable.
account
as
final
Administrator
such
Next time you el!
and the court has appointed Mondown In an uncomday, the 2nd day of January, 1922,
fortable rocker, think
Attractive
at 10 o'clock a, m. as the day for
ot what you are miss
hearing objections, If any there be,
Ing by not owning r
Christmas Boxes
to the approval of eald final acFamous Royal Punli
count and the discharge ot aald AdButtdn
Chair
Easy
ministrator.
10c to 90c Each
They come In all finWitness my hand and the seal of
ishes and upholsteries
of
1st
Court
said
Probate
this
day
They
from
We Give S. & H. Green
December, 1921.
other chairs by th
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Stamps
fact that a handy push
Court.
Clerk
Said
of
Probate
button regulates the
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PENCILS

Royal
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N
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COMPANV.

Avoid yeast preparations in other
forms. Fleischmann's Yeast is
sold only in its natural fresh form
il
in the familiar
package
with the yellow label For sale at
your grocers. y

MRS. riUCHATm NAMFD.
Santa Pe, Dec. 8. Mrs. George
W. Prlchard of Santa Fe tod;iy
was appointed to the publla wel
fare board by Governor Medium
In the place of Mrs. R. P. Dono-hoof Albuquerque, who move!
to Los Angeles recently and

Filling Dirt

The Alvarndo lintel.
SPRINGER TRANSFER

builds up body tissues
increases the action
of the intestines
Eat 2 to 3 cakes a day

e.

PREMIER CONSIDERS

Lou-cheu-

,t&A ryr
fO

Itepalred

1

j

& Co.

defeated the
Gilbert's bowlers
Campbell team at the T. M. C. A.
alleys last night by taking two out
of three games. Clifford, of the
Gilbert team, rolled the high score
with 209.
The scores follow:
Campbell,
188 142 149
O. Kelley
1(18
129
C. Bpahr ........... .129
121
129
W. Pmlth
.....120
154
201
19
R. E. Kelly...
J. Campbell ...... ...123 166 148

French minister

A-- j

Shoes

--

Gross-Kell- y

WIN TWO GAMES FROM
THE CAMPBELL TEAM

GERMAN

.

;

Buy "Diamond Dyes" and follow
the simple directions In every pack
ago. none wonder whether you
ran dye or tint successfully, be
cause perfect home dyeing is guar
anteed with Diamond Dyes even if
you have never dyed before. Worn
faded dresses, skirts, waists, coats
sweaters,
stockings,
draperies
hangings, everything, become like
new again. Just tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to
aye is wool or biik, or wnetner it is
linen, cotton, or mixed goods. DIa
mond Dyes never streak, spot, fade,

PIMPLES

,

in

Sheriff John H. Weir
are endeavoring to
trace the source of the pepper,
which was wrapped In paper and
had the appearance of having been
carried but a short time.
A message from the sheriff at
clothing,
Police
Bays.

Train

Nothing added

was found

man temporarily,

his

l"S

MING
1EII

FRESH MILK POWDERED

i

I

Frm.)

AaMM-tMe-

Colorado Springs, Colo., Dec. 8.
When Gene Ixgan, who Is said to
have confessed that, single handed,
he robbed two stores here recently
of 826,000 worth of goods, was
taken to the El PaBO county jail
from the city jail tonight, nearly an
ounce of pepper, sufficient to bltml

S

GIT!

rTs
Ami
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We want good clean cotton
rags,
good size, no small
m
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.

MATSON'S
Central
W.

,

GIFT

HEADQUARTERS

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT

NEWSPAPER
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COM PANT
D. A. MACPH UK80N.
CARLO. MAGEE.
Secrets rv
President.
D. A. MACPHEKSON
.Business Mannai-- i
... .
CARL C. MAGKB
(
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bldg.. Chicago. Ill
RALPH R. MULLIGAN . .48 E. 42d Bt.. New York
second-clas- s
Entered
matter at tbe postofflce
of Albuquerque, N. M., under act of Congress of
March 17. 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall one month, ISo;
yearly. In advance. $9.00.
"The Morning Journal baa a higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory.
Tbe only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OK THE ASSOCIATED PttESS.
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
the use, for republication of all news credited to
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
FRIDAY
. ... December
, 1921

t

Edltor-ln-'hle-

SHOT-GU-

VERDICTS.

Rioting In Chicago is resulting from the strike
of the packing house employes. People have al- ready been hurt; more probably will be Injured or
killed before the conflict Is over.
We live in an age of
civilization and
yet we leave these matters to be settled by forco.
In the matter of settling labor disputes the world
Is about where it was four hundred years ago In
the matter of personal disputes. A decision "by
combat" was then recognized by law. Might made
v
right.
If Armour and Swift are strong enough to coerce
their employes, it Is proven that a 10 per cent de
crease in wages Is Ju9t. If the en.ployes prove the
stronger, the cut is not Just. Was a more absurd
theorem of government or economics ever devised?
The Journal is Jn a controversy with the First
National bank. Why not settle it with a fist fight
or with dynamite? That was the old theory in per-

sonal disputes and is still the theory ln labor troubles. Instead, society erects its courts, with judges
chosen by the people, and our private disputant?
are compelled to go there peacably. The court
makes the decision and the strong arm of the government enforces It, Just as It should do. For the
Journal to say that the First National bank is too
powerful and has an unfair ascendancy over the
courts and that, accordingly, we will settle the argument with a shot-guwould be to argue precisely
as both capital and labor argue to prevent the Instituting of courts to settle labor disputes. Disputants must be compelled to submit to the decree
of tribunals and then public opinion must see to it
that the tribunal acts with absolute impartiality.
The man who Is afraid of the courts lacks confidence ln the Justice of his cause or else floes not
believe In the efficacy of public opinion as the
agent of righteousness.
How long will it bo before the peoplo see that
settling labor disputes Is no different from settling
other disputes and therefore demand that courts bo
erected to act ln such matters with power to enforce their decrees?
'

SOMEBODY'S BOY.
Are you without a son whose heart you can delight this Christmas time? If so, you are to be
pitied. Making the hearts of the boys and girls
glad Is what makes life worth living at this season.
But there are boys who aresituated so that they
have no father to look to for fchrlstmas cheer. The
father without the son and son without the father
should be gotten together for the benefit of both.
The Y. M. C. A. Is undertaking this. They have
a Christmas card which announces tp Us recipient
that the sender is making him a present of a year'H
membership in the "Y." Swims and games and
reading rooms and proper environment every day
d
for year are what you give. It is a
pleasure you confer. It costs from $5 to $8, according to the age of the boy.
While you make the lad happy you are also
If you havo
helping him toward decent manhood.
not a boy in mind who needs you, the "Y" has. Call
the Y. M. C. A. and they will furnish either or both
card and boy. This is a suggestion rather than a
solicitation.
year-aroun-

an Irish monk, St. Brendan,
more than 900 year
before

landed in America
the Indians greeted

this

interesting and should inspire the
historian to further effort. We should not, however, In these controversies lose sight of the fact
that what we are today la for most purposes more
important than how we came to be what wa are.
A unified national group may well examine the
origin of the various elements of which it is composed, but such efforts should all help to make It
the more unified.
When this spirit prevails, the
historian may search to his heart's content.
All

is

HISTORY AND MYSTERY.
An exposition in New York City of "America's
Making" has given rise to investigation and discussion on the subject of what part different nationalities have played in rearing the structure which we
now call America. It is surprising how readily the
things we accept as facts become matters of controversy when more closely investigated.
Spaniards
argue with Italians on the nationality of Columbus.
The Welsh maintain that neither Spaniard nor
Italian was the discoverer of America, but that a
Welsh prince came here a little more than 800
years before Columbus. The Irish maintain that

l
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fa,cy nostrums

she Is bored, she's tired of states
men's pills; her energy will be restored when we all pay our bills.
The brave new year is drawing
near, so let us start It right; let's
all resolve to start the year without a debt ln sight. We'll take a
basketful of coin and pay up all
we owe, the butcher for his
the baker for his dough;
the catskin dealer for his fur, the
coal man for his slate; then normalcy will feel the spur, and hit
her old time gait.

hills rose to per cent; prime mercantile paper,
Sterling demand
before the close, an over 5 to 6
per cent.
3
of
night gain nearly cents. French
NEW YORK METALS.
and Belgian remittances advanced
about 25 points each, Italian, Dutch
New
York, Dec. 8. Copper-Ste- ady.
and Scandinavian quotations gain
Electrolytic, spot and nearlnsr 10 to 20 ooints.
14c.
issues by, 13 c; later, 13
All Liberty and Victory
Tin Steady. Spot and early,
closed at declines ranging from
$31.62;
futures, $3l!75.
trifling recessions to about B0 cents
)
Iron Steady, unchanged,
per $100.
Spot, $4.70 ff? 4.80.
The general domestic list was in
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis
cllned to sag. but Internationals
$4.804.90.
strengthened on heavy buying of
Antimony Spot, $4.55.
ana
United Kingdoms, Japanese 48
bar silver, 63 c,
or
Foreign
tne
trencn
and several
Mexican dollars. 48 c.
government and municipal issues.
Total sales, par value, $17,350,000.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
Closing prices:
28
American Beet Sugar
33
New, York, Dec. 8. Foreign exAmerican Can
change strong. Great Britain de- American Smelting A Ref'g.. 44
31
mand,
cables, $4.11.
$4.10;
American Sumatra Tobacco. ,
France demand, 7.75; cables,
115
American Tel. & Tel
1 2 Vi
7.75. Italy demand, 4.43;
American Zinc
47
cables, 4.44, Belgium demand,
Anaconda Copper
7.47. .Germany
89
Atchison .
7.46; cables,cables,
35
Holland
&
Ohio
Baltimore
demand, 35.91; cables, 36,97. Nor
Bethlehem Steel "B"...i,... 57
17
way demand. 14.50. Sweden de
Butte & Superior
2
mand, 34.10. Denmark
demand,-- .
California Petroleum
18.90.
Switzerland demand. 19.33.
120
Canadian Paclflo
29
Spain demand, 14.26. Greece de-- "
Central Leather
5(1
mand, 4.15. Argentina
demand,
Chesapeake & Ohio
82.75. Brazil demand. 12.90. Mont
17
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.....
92.
27
real.
Chlno Copper
25
Colorado Fuel & Iron
'
, 64
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Crucible Steel
7
Cuba Cane Sugar
11
Eri
Kansas City. Dec. I. Butle- r75
Market unchanged.
Great Northern pfd
31
Tmmlrntion Conner
Rggs Firm. Firsts. 80c: Bee- 64
Tnt. Mer. Marine pfd
onds, 36c.
25
Kennecott Copper
Poultry Hons firm. 13ffl21cs
Louisville & Nashville ......109
springs and turkeys unchanged.
112
Mexioan Petroleum
25
Miami Copper
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
lg
Missouri Pacific
.
'
73
New York Central
Ohioapo IiTOstock.
79
Pacific
Northern
Dec.
8.
Chicago,
Cattle Re83
Pennsylvania
ceipts 11,000. Beef eteers 16o to
14
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 71
25o higher, bulk $6.508.50; she
Reading
stock and bulls steady to 15o high,
52
Republlo Iron & Steel
er; calves strong; stockers anr"'
22
Sinclair Oil & Refining
feeders steady; bulk vealers, S.l(
79
Southern Pacific
8.75.
1
on ft lot of dried lenven nnd Rtlrk ' Southern Hallway
Hogs
Receipts 45.000. Hoes sv.
79
leaves all over myself. The bear Studebaker Corporation
eraging under 170 pounds steadv tn
will tako me for an old stump that Texas Company
10c higher; others unevenly
68
steady
tho leaves havo clung to, and he'll Tobacco Products
to 15o lower than yesterday's
av120
pcrs me by. Maybe Susie's sticker Union Pacific
10c
to 15o lower1
erage,
mostly
83
United States Steel
will Fnve me!"
shippers buying liberally, packers)
81
No sooner said than done! Un- Utah Copper
buying sparingly;
practically all
cle WigKily quickly stuck a lot of
local smaller buyers out of market.
leaves nil over himself, leaving Just CltlCAGO BOARD OF TRADE. Top, $7.25; bulk
hogs
and down,
through which to breathe.
bulk 200-- '
Chicago, Deo. 8. Better export pounds and $7.107.25;
Then, when he looked Just a fuzzy
up,
$6.6006.85; pigs)
demand helped give wheat a lift steady to lOo
old stump, up came the hear.
higher; bulk desir"Wuff! Wuff!" Biiiffed the bear. todav. Prices closed strong,
few at $7.45.
able,
$7.25?7.86;
"I thought I saw a rabbit hero to S'4e net higher with May Sheep Receipts 18.000. Killraa;
to $1.14 and July $1.02
but I euess I dreamed it. Nothing $1.13
classes
around
25c
higher.
Fat
c to
but leaves! Nothing but leaves! to $1.03. Corn gained
lambs to
early, $11.50;
I'm hungry but I can't eat leaves!" and oats c to c to lc. In pro- - some held packers
shorn
higher;
Tho henr nnlffert nrminri a Mf visions the outcome varied from lambs,
$10.00;
good yearlings,
more not- omoiHno- TTnr.ia wimiin lOn decline to 40c advance.
$9.60; choice light ewes. $6.00; no
Wheat showed strength from the feeders
because the paste had clove per- sold
early,
fnme In it and the bear smellel start and with a gradual increase
that. Then away lumbered the big of buying prices moved up readily,
Kansas City livestock.
creature, never knowing how close New export business by way of theKansas ' City, Dec. 8. Cattle-Rec- eipts
was noted and spej Gulf of Mexico
the rabbit was to him.
7,000. Beef steers, butchSusie's sticker saved ' cial attention was given to news er stock and stockers and feeders
"Hurray!
me!" laughed Uncle Wiggily, as ho ' that British stocks of wheat totaled
generally steady to 25o lower. Early
d
pulled off the pastod leaves and only 11,000,000 as against
top steers, $7.25; better kind held
home'.
And hn
fin.io 000 bushels a year ago. Indica- - around
$8.25; bulk cows, $3.50
laughed when the rabbit gentle tlons of larger flour sales at Min- 4.25; most heifers, $4.0005.50;
man told her what had happened. neapolis tended further to encour bulls
mostly $3.00 9) 3.75; good and
Mr, iongearsi helped Susie pasta age bullish sentiment, as did the choice stockers,
$5.606,10; calves
many green and red paper chains fact that receipts were smaller at weak to 50c lower;
bulk good and
ior ine unnstmas tree, and on most primary points aside from choice vealers, $7.007.60;
exof
ag
Absence
Susie
was
any
Kansas
City.
well
to
Monday
treme top, $8.00; canners almost
enough
go to school.
gressive selling was apparently due unsalable, around SOo lower than
And if the milkman's horse in a considerable degree to an opin- last
doesn't go to sleep on the doormat ion current that recent declines had $2.00.week's close; bulk good kind,
so the automobile has no place to been drastic and that a reaction
Hogsi
Receipts 4,000. Market
clean its shoes. I'll tell you next was to be looked for. Toward the active,
generally ' steady; spot
about Uncle Wiggily and Jollie's end of the session numerous longs
fair shipper demand; early
cheese.
who had sold out were active on strong;
clearance. Top, $6.75 paid for
the buying side.
and
lights
light butchers by both.'
Corn and oats advanced with
packers and snippers; bulk of sales,
wheat.
Export demand for corn
Si)
$6.60
6.70; packing eows mostly
good and the domestic call was $5.505.76; pigs steady, best $7.00.
1 was
ror
case
tne
Been
has
than
better
Sheep
Sheep Receipts 3,500.
some time.
Ewes, $4.25; lambs strong;'
Lard and ribs rose on scattered steady.
natives and fed western lambs,
buying which found offerings rath- $10.00.
(By Tbe AMoclntcd Prats.)
er light Pork was marked down
New York. Dec. 8. A t per cent ln the absence of any inquiry.
Denver livestock.
rate for call money, the highest
in
Closing prlcea:
8.
Dec.
Cattle Re
Denver,
several weeks, and the Increased
Wheat
May, $1.18; July, eelpts 1,500. Market steady. Beef
of
were
strength
foreign exchanges
$1.02.
cows
and heifsteers,
$5.006.26;
foatures of today's financial marCorn May. 84 c; July. 66c. .
ers, $3.60 5.1ft; calves, $7.50
ket.
Oats May, 38 c; July. 39o.
fD
9.60; bulls, $2.00 3.00; stockers
Stocks and bonds differed in no
Pork Jan., $15.00.
and feeders, $4.50 6.00.
essentials from their recent irreguLard Jan., $8.75; May, $9.15.
Hogs Recoipts 8,000. Market
lar or uncertain tendencies, aside
Ribs Jan., $7.57; May, $7.92.
steady. Top, $6.60; bulk, $6.25
from a pronounced falling off of
6.65.
NEW YRK COTTON.
operations in the share list.
Sheep Receipts 4,500. Market
The rlee in demand loans came
Lambs. $8.00 09.50; ewes,
steady.
in the last half hour and was atNew York, Dec. 8. Cotton fu- $2.50 4.25;
feeder Iambs, $7.60
tributed to the withdrawal of funds tures closed, very steady. Dec. 8.50.
by local banks to meet impending 17.88; Jan., 17.87; March, 17.68;
obligations for federal and under- May, 17.46; July, 17.00.
Judging the distance of stars)
writing accounts.
from the earth almost at a glance
Price changes ln all but the specLIBERTY BONDS.
is the rare accomplishment of on
ulative stocks were comparatively
American woman astronomer.
narrow.
New York,
Rails were firm at the
Dec. 8. Liberty
outset on assurances that St. Paul's bonds closed:
$95.96; first 4s, CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED.
maturities would be met. Resump- $97.S0r second 4s, $97.08; first Mrs. G. Grab, 3116 Washington
tion of dividends on Chicago, In$97.20; Ave., New Orleans,
$97.46; second
La., writes:
& Louisville common third
$97.64; fourth
dianapolis
"My child had a cough so bad she
Vicshares also stabilized transporta- $97.50; Victory
almost
would
$99.96;
strangle coughing.
tions for a time.
$99.94.
tory
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved her
Coppers, Pittsburgh Coal, Corn
cough, and I recommend it to any
NEW YORK MONET.
Products and Famous Players were
mother."1 Foley's Honey and Tar
among the stronger Issues. Steels,
gets right at the seat of trouble,
New York, Dec. 8. Call money clears nose and throat of mucus,
equipments and other representative Industrials became reactionary
Firmer. High and last loan, 6 heals raw and Inflamed surfaces,
on the heavier tone shown by mo- per cent; low and ruling rate, 6 per loosens tightness of the chest and
tors and miscellaneous issues, in- cent; closing bid. 5 to 6 per cent. checks croup, whooping cough,Time loans Steady. Sixty and bronchial and "flu" coughs, Sold
cluding merchandising, leather and
to 5 everywhere.
food groups, Sales, (75,000 shares. 90 days and six, months. 4
Lead-r-Stead-

4s.

.60;

When I think how time will pass
Until this Now is turned to Then,
Like smoke that fades within a glass
Kcem the curled fancies of my pen,

.51.

1
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For

this year's sturdy discontent
Will read as words a boy
When I have welshed the Much lite meant
Against the Utile that it held.
Edward Davison in London Mercury.
i

Tri

Bedtime

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
FRIEND, WHERE ART THOU?
Our best friends are those who remind us of the
smart things we have said. Chicago News.
be-

TWICE BURNK.D. FOREVER RIIY.
The French imagination finds it difficult to picWashiture a Germany devoid of hostile Intentions.
ngton Star.
'
I.KT THE DOUGHBOYS DECIDE IT.
Poison gas seems to be ln hif?h favor with every
one except thoee who have to go to war and flaht
against It. Dayton News.
IT'S A GREAT CAME.
Since all the principal delegates to the confer
ence wear poker faces, employ poker language and
sit tight, it is to be hoped that most of them know
how to be good losers, Cincinnati Enquirer.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
NATIONALISM,

Storicb

For Little Ones
By Howard

B. OarU

Copyright. 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE

VIO'"ILY AND SUSIE'S
KTU'KEH.

"There goes gnmmle I.iUletnil to
school!" Haiti Nur.'ie J;me Fuzzy
Wuzzy one morning, a sh looked
out of tho window of the hollow
stump bungalow, whero
Wiggily
eating his breakfast.
He had boiled carrot pancakeB
with maple nugrtr gravy sprinkled
down the middle.
"Isn't SuRio with Sammle?"
asked tho bunny gentleman.
"If
she Is, Just call her ln for a moment. I have something to give
her."
"No, Susie Isn't with Sammle,"
went on Nurse Jane.
"He's all
alone by himself, hopping as fast
as he can hop."
"Dear mo!" exclaimed Unci's
Wiggily. "I hope he isn't running
away from Susie. Ill, there, Sammle!" cried Mr. I.ongears, hurrying to the door. "Don't run away
from your sister!"
"Susie Isn't with me this morning. Uncle Wiggily," Sammle answered, politely touching his cap
to his uncle. "She Isn't going to
school today, and I'm late. Susie's
sick."
"Oh, that's too bad!" said Uncle
Wiggily, as he took his pink nose
back into the bungalow. "I must
hop over and see what's the matter. And I'll take her the little
picture book I bought for her at
the three and four cent store."
When Uncle Wlgally reached
Susie's house he was glad to find
that the little rabbit girl was not
very ill. She had a cold, and her
mother thought it best to keep her
at home for the day.
"But I did so want to go to
school today!" sighed Susie. "We're
going to have sticker work this
afternoon.
Please, Uncle Wiggily,
could you take this picture book
back and bring me a sticker inl"i-cl- c

stead?"

"Well, Susie, I'm sorry you don't
like this little picture book," said
the rabbit gentleman, "but "
"Oh, I Just love It!" interrupted
Susie,

begging

Uncle

Wlggily'i

pardon for not waiting for him to
finish. "I love it, and it's lovely,
but I'd rather have a sticker, and
you can give me a picture book
some other time. Please get me

a sticker!"
"What Jn the world is a sticker?" asked Uncle Wiggily. "You
don't mean a pin, do you? That's
a sticker."
"No, I don't mean a pin, If yoa
please," said Susie. "And I don t
mean a lollyppp stick, either. I
want some sticky paste, a bottle of
It, or a tube of It. In school we

pasto paper together to make
pretty wreaths and things to hang
on Christmas tiers.
We paste
green and red paper together and
it looks like holly. Please, Uncle
Wiggily, get me a sticker tubo or

bottle sticky paste, you know
and I can Ftirk things together
here at home."
"A sticker you shall have, Susie," pid her kind uncle, and soon
he was hopping off through tho
woods. It did not take him Ion!?
to buy a tube of sticky paste at
tho drug store of Dr. Possum. A,
little later Undo Wiggily w:ia hopping back through the woods with
tho "srickPr" to Susie's house.
"I wonder if this paste ia sticky
enoush ?" said Uncle Wiggily to
himself nn he sat down to rest on
a log. "I'd better try it before I
give It to Susie."
Tho rabbit gentleman squeeeed
a little of the pasto out from the
end of the tube, as you squeeze
stuff to clean your teeth. Ho put
some of tho paste on a leaf an 1
stuck the leaf lo another one.
"Oh, it sticks all right!" said the
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WufflWflWfedthfiBear
Then some of the paste
bunny.
got on his paw, and a leaf stuok
so hard to the bunny that he could
not shake it off. "Very sticky indeed," went on Uncle Wiggily.
"Susie can make all the Christmas
tree ornaments she wishes."
Uncle Wiggily was putting the
tube of pasta back in his pocket
when, all of a sudden,' off in the
woods, he heard a rustling ln the
dried leaves, and, looking off
through the trees, the bunny saw
a bear coming toward him. It
was a great big bear,
"Oh, dear!" thought the bunnv
gentleman, "What shall I do? If
I start to run now the bear will
either see me or hear me, and
he'll chase me and nibble my ears!,
How can I hide? There isn't a
hole anywhere around. Oh, what
shall I do?"
Then Uncle Wlggtty thought ot
Susie's sticky paste.
Quickly he
took the tube from his pocket.
"I knowi" joyfully wnlsperea tns
rabbit uncle. "I'll put some paste

(Copyright 1(21 by George Matthew Adams
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and say, "Odsflsh, that dope has
made me well; my strength's reI wish to go out-

turned and now
doors and yell."

$4.10

A PROSPECT OF RETROSPECT.

rod.

The glad new year will soon arrive, according to Time's plan, and
we, to make our country thrive,
should do the best we can. The
nation's lacking vim and pep, as
all wise merchants know; the eagle
moves with laggard stop, ana
doesn't like, to crow. Each day
some fancy cure is sprung, evolved
from someone's hat: each day
some statesman sprains a lung an
nouncing this or that. Our land,
once safest of all bets, has moped
a long, long while; if every man
would pay his debts, she'd soon Bit
up and smile, tine a soon su up
'
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VESK OF TODAY

CtHX

By WALT MASON.

1

FOR Christmas

:

RIPPLIT.G RHYMES

1

GET HOME

j

The clubs of boys and girls organized under
direction to promote interest in agricultural and
domestic pursuits appear to have lapsed in the con
fusion growing out of the war.
If they are still
carried on to any large extent they at least are not
getting the publicity that was accorded them a few
we were often astonisned cy tne story
years ago.
of how much better farmer a boy proved than his
father in the production of corn, while the girl
frequently demonstrated that they could beat their
mothers In baking bread. Competition of that sort
is worth while and should be encouraged.
If less attention is being paid ln this country to
such contests Canada appears to have taken up the
Idea It la stated that 25,000 boys and girls ln Manitoba alone engaged in business on their own hook.
Considering the population of that province of the
dominion the participation must have been general.
One boy is reported to have deposited ln bank $400
as the proceeds of the sale of his hogs. It was said
ln former times that It was the custom for the
boy's pig to become the father's hog. Boys' ten- dency to leave the farm has been ascribed to such
a cause.
The Canadian boy's pigs were his hogs
when marketed, a condition likely to go far ln encouraging; the boy to pursue his father's occupation.
The Manitoba enterprise was conducted under provincial and dominion auspices, and with so many
engaging ln It no doubt it yields a profit felt not
The Impulse
only now but destined to Increase.
given to Interest on the part of youth In agriculture
and its possibilities is not realized ln its full effect
at once. It accumulates with the years.
Boys and girls constitute the best crop we grow
and any effort expended ln inducing them to develop into profitable producers is worth while.

anti-Frenc-

for royalty is not dead.

-

f- HURxr -UP

i

BOYS AND GIRLS IN BUSINESS.

ANOTHER OF LIFE'S MYSTERIES.
Wonder why the fattest people always sit
tween us) and the aisle? Fitchburg Sentinel.

T

THE WHOLE PARTY WAITING

KEEPING

Columbus.

'
(From the Kansas City Star.)
Nationalism ,won't down. France and Britain
were barely over their temperamental tiff at WashCAN HE DO IT?
ington when France and Italy had one. Whether
Premier Briand spoke slightingly of the Italian army
underH.
Will
has
General
Postmaster
nobody knows, but the report that he did made
Hays
h
demonstrations
quick time to Italy and
taken something which, if accomplished success- at
once began. Students rioted, French consulates
fully, wUI be a great feat and will immeasurably were attacked and Italian nationalism enjoyed a
increase the usefulness of the postal service. Ha pleasant occasion generally.
Statesmen ought to know by this time that the
is trying to decentralize the postofflce department.
are among the
of nationalisms
If he succeeds the patrons will find that many of incompatibilities
of diplomacy. They are not things that
their annoying adjustments which heretofore have ponderables
lead to war ln these days, but to ignore them, or to
been made ln Washington after long delays, can pretend they do not exist, is merely to be an H. O.
be settled In a few minutes at the local postofflce. Wells. One can be that in irresponsible Journalism
much, but not In reRed tape Is the bane of governmental business. without endangering anything
The most outstanding
sponsible
statesmanship.
Its endless delays exasperate the public. Mr. Hays thing ln international affairs since the armistice is
has a great idea. If he is able to whip the bureau- the nagging that has been exchanged between
street and the Qual d'Orsay. It does not
crats of his department irtto line and force them Downing
mean
France and Britain are getting ready to
to let go of authority once acquired, he will prove contestthat
the
supremacy of Europe, as the hasty obof
himself a wonder. Most of the chiefs
depart- server might suppose. It does not even mean that
ments struggle against It for a while and then suc- the entente Is to be shattered. But it does mean
a Europe and a world
cumb. These departmental bureaucrats will give that tha Wellslan dreamnotofnow
to be realized. And
without nationalisms la
him a thousand reasons why It should not or can it does mean that the Washington conference, and
to
as
constructive
to
one
not be done,
suggestion
every other effort for international
whether by the league of nations, an association of
how to do it.
or any other agency, must reckon with this
What Mr. Hays proposes can and should be nations To
make Individual Frenchmen and Britons
done. We hope he succeeds In doing It. Within thing.
understand each other is perhaps impossible, but
Mr.
which
limits
the restricted
Hays It ii not Impossible that the two governments should
politics fixes,
is trying hard and successfully to Improve the serv- continue to work together on main points, it they
can keep these Individuals
andon of them might
ice. More power to his arm.
bt a French premier and another a British secretary
of state for foreign affairs from too much bickeriNOT A HOPELESS FATE.
We recall the profound contempt for the
ng.
French language expressed by Mr. Llllyvlck, the
rate collector in "Nicholas Nlckleby." He
It is difficult to get the point of view of Euro- water
could see nothing in a language that spelled water
peans as to the validity of the claim, of former Em- eau and pronounced it o. That is one way national- It Is stated Ism expresses Itself. Voltaire ana Taine, in some
peror Charles for a huge allowance.
their remarks on English literature, express It
that he will be given pension ranging from $75,000 of
French Lillyvicks.
to $125,000 yearly, and the peoples In the lands he likeNationalism
will not down. It is more than a
formerly governed will have to dig up the money. boundary line, more than Nordic antecedents, more
That is not a bad income, even if one does much to than treaties, communities of interest or ententes.
earn it. It is more than generous when one doe
nothing but act the part of a monarch out of a Jo. "REG'LAR FELLERS"
It would be a natural conclusion that the salary
should stop when the king ceases to govern, especially since he was deposed because he had handle!
the business so badly. However, it appears that
Europeans accustomed to being subjects of a king
can not divest themselves of the feeling that It IsJ
their duty to provide a deposed ruler the means
tT A
to live in the state to which he has been accustomed. Monarchs have taught well the doctrine of
their own interests in that they are able to save so
of JeUY
much out of the wreck. While waning, reverence

V.
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By George McMantis
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DAILY

WE ARE ASKED THIS
QUESTION:
DO YOU HANDLE REAL

ESTATE?
ANYV.TIIORM

rain

.

.

UWEPT IN
m;iGHTs?

umvi:iitv

u

DO

F,

All
tho

(steam heated. This
Rood location and
fino btiRlness, but

pat-I-

wholo

of

.Ml)iniicrque and

ato.

roil i:rT

TWO STORES
locr.ti,,,,
w'ct Central
avenue, .w, information given
over phone.
Best

leaving town and
a bargain for cash.

V

I'lIAME IIOISE

Located cIobo In, In tha
has 6 rooms and glassed
sleeping porch; Is arranged so
can be used for two families.
This will make a very comfortable home, or can be used
as a home and Income
High-Innd-

"
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Fon nnxT

Several furnished houses.
Several unfurnished
houses,
at all prices.
FOR .SALE
Real Ooml Homes
East Silver Ave.
6
rooms, porches, hot air
heat, $7,000. furnished.
rooms, porches, hot air
neat, $ii,700, furnished.
East Cenlral Ave.
Several beautiful new bungalows on easy terms.
University Hoicrhts
Several
dandy
bungalows,
on
priced. $3,0,-,up,
easy
terms.
Fourth Ward
New
Bungalow 4 rooms
porches,
hardwood
fireplace,
floors, fchadn and grass, only
? 3,750.
Terms.
TO SEE THESE CALL

s:

C

Tell

us what you want- may have It.
D, T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
Phono 907--

210 W. Gold.

FOE SALE

A HOMEY HOME
US AN OFFER
brick New pressed brick, five large
double
dwelling with two baths. Five-roo- rooms, plenty of big closets, linen
and bath on each side, fur- closet, bath,
laundry In
nished, separate entrance,
only basement, extraheat,
roomy front and
five blocks from postoffice..
concrete
back porches with
floors
OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
great, big garage. Frontage of
TO SELL,,- so call
71 feet on one of the best streets
ACKERSO.V & GRIFFITH,
In the Fourth ward.
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.
HEALTT CO.,
SIIELLEV
Realtors.
On

MAKE
a

m

frame, cottose, sleeping
porch, completely
furnished, corner
lot; highlands, ono block from Central avenue; terms.
JS.UO0
One of the finest homes on East
Silver avenue; seven rooms and bath:
extra fine sleeping porch; full baseSUDDEN SERVICE.
ment: hut water heat, laundry, flno
electrical equipment, good garage vlth The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
servant's quarters.
to people who demand quality.
Work
A. FLEISCEIEK, Kcalkr
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Insurance In nil Its branches, Loans, Work In before 8 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
Surety Bonds.
THE ItED ARROW,
Ill South Fourth
Street. Next to r. O.
E. Las Vegas
Phone 074.
Albuquerque
(We want
representative In TO'JH
territory.)
MAKE AN OFFEIt
On this new brick home of

five rooms and two large
hardwood
porches.
Modern,
floors. Fine location. Owner
will sell almost on your own
terms. Easily worth $4,000.
ROIJ.IV E. GTJTHRIDGE,
Phono 1023.
314 XV. Gold.

THINK

ten-roo-

"A BARGAIN"

New four roon! frame, large front
and back porch, full lot, garage.
Chicken house. Furnished complete. Including sewing machine,
victrola, etc. Only $2,850. Terms.

Phone

450-J-

216

f

W.

Gold.

SALE

RENT

three rooms and bath,
large screened sleeping porch,
beautiful fire place. Good location In Highlands. Price for
quick sale. $2,650. Terms.
FOR RENT-S- IX
New,

rooms, sleeping porch, furnace, fire place, unfurnished.
Best location In Fourth ward.
$55.00 per month.

Dieckmann

Why not have a home of your
consisting of four rooms
and glassed in sleeping porch,
built-i- n
features, oak floors,
furnace heat and large basement? This, place Is priced to
sell quickly. Call.
A. 1j. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 V. Gold Ave.
Phone 156.
own

NOW READY
Streets
all
water
graded,'
mains and electric light lines
in, plat filed and lots now
for sale in the beautiful
BRANSON ADDITION (corner
Mountain Road and Seventh
street). Only 20 lots to sell
and 4 already sold. It's the
choicest property we know and
only $400 and $450 for
lots. Cash or terms.
$20 cash and $10 a month
W. C. THAXTON
705 Mountain Road
60-fo- ot

&

worsiiam.

Kl

That

J, D. Keleher, Realtor,

A. HAMMOND,

1'hone

1112: U

.

ILEVEllSf T IAFF

Christmas Present

Surprise her with a new homo
wo have them terms
to suit.

Phono 410,

If wn haven't one to suit you
we'll build one just as you
want it.
Second nml Gold Avenue.
Phone li id.

j

Four-roo-

m

n

Five-roo-

'

r

FRUIT

.

BARGAIN'

PAY

TREES

SITADFJ TREES

BUYS

$1,300
new

practically

Arno

three-mo-

a porch

with

enltaso

Sx.14;

For

Rent-Room-

A. r.
iold Aveuue.

ICS.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

with Board

s

1.11..11,

street.

810 West

Kmall cosh payment,
balance
lilto rent.
1520 South Elm.

TfTloDYiifiik

.1

modern brick, with glassed
law front screened
iileo r.iiu
porch,
oft the kltcluin,
lilrst built hi fc.-- i ors, hrinlwooel
ri"nrH nml fint;!i
large
lot, Juat
tiMtsiilo
cltv limits, in
r.O ca.h will hanFn.,nli ward;
dle, balance, nf J.uno nt 8
refit.
Fur rout. ni.Mwn np;irtmniit, throe
rooms nn t bath, dose In on South

J.

A

lc

J.

East Silver.

Lois in the Anderson Addition.
HOMEY nOME.
FOR SALE HOMES
Easy payments.
brick sleeping porchheat
$5,500;
built-iroom
es,
modern,
dining
barnear postoffice a
brick, sleeping porch,
FRANKLIN & CO,
features;
garage,
right up to dnte except furnace, and kitchen
gain.
located on University
Heights. lawn, shade, a flno location.
furnished,
large
Realtors
Priced to sell, $4,200. Terms.
Price only $3,700, good terms.
lot
$4,250
P. (.ILL, Real Estate.
J.
Two fine lots, West Fruit, ..$(175
Third and Gold.
Phone C5'i
It. Mcf U GIIAV. REALTOR.
115 S. Second.
Phone 723-XV. II. MoMILI.lOX,
204 XV. Cold. Phono
200 West Gold.
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance,
Notary Public.

CUT OUT RENT

Realty Co,

Real Estate, Insurance.

o

ftnst Silver, near
HIGHLAND PARK the past month.
A
few choice
lots left J.K
I r, 0 0 and up on easy terms,

handle this cosy, small
home In the north lowlands.
Partly furnished and we can
give Immediate possession. Rent
payments will buy It. Better
get settled for the winter.

211 W. Gold.

$8,500,00
on

Worth? of lots

Will

WANTED Miscellaneous
AND ORNAto fued.
MENTALS F R O M AI.HU-CJl'ERQt'- K WANTED
Cattle
cottage for $1,500.
new, three-roo2408-K.
NURSERIES
Phono 068-108 S. Third.
Dundy terms. Can you beat it?
FOR
HELP WANTED
and
Get Your Order In Now. Wiito
co:kJng
serving dinners
purtlfs. phone 1689-Our r.rnt Mat Includes:
for catalog.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
Male.
WANTED
and team work.
A
furnished
Plowing
garage,
house,
J. T. YOUXO A CO.
FOR RENT Dwellings
EMPLOYMENT
OFFJ'JE Wu fur i ih all
Phone 2402-Jmodern.
Phone 2413-Rkinds of help. Try our servi?3. 110 I'uk llE.N f Two-rooAlbuquerque, N. M.
A
furnished
Ervfu
garage,
s"oVESPoLlSlIED
house,
furnished
and
Pfulh Third, phone 3M-y Bedding Co., phone 471. wl up.
FOR SALE Guaranteed
Kavajo rugs. modern.
tage. 1727 West Central.
208 South Arno.
VANTKD
unfurnished house, garage.
A
Partner n hog buslne&s, wi'l FOIt RENT Five ruum modern, furHAULING of all kinds done. Joe CoroFOR SALE
require iiuu ana a man that It m:
nished house. 415 Boutlr High.
Canary birds 218 South modern.
na, phone IH20-Two nice steam hented modern flats,
fttram to work.
Address Hogs, caie FOR ItEN'T
Walter, phone 1667-J- .
SALE
FOR
threo-rooHouses
Neat
house
at
EXPEK't'S
trunk and furniture cratlnc
.
closn In.
journal.
DOANE'H
no
Ballon
milk
2123-1618 South Edith.
lots;
delivery.
Plrone
for Joe, Phones 807 or 336; prices
AiN 1 v.u
Every ono of Die above within one FOIt SALE By owner, four-rooAn experienced groceryman
houtt. reas-Call::blo.
1301
North
First.
line.
RENT
car
FOR
four
Furnished house,
block of
Inquire 1016 West Fruit.
ito tako charjre of tha grocery depart'
rooms and bath. 425West Santa Fe. FOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap.
Cattle' to feed, ensilage and
WANTED
fent In u general merchandise enav-ihmen- t:
orick nuusu.
I'Uii bAt.E
South Walter, phone 2314-rour-roo- 5
J. L. PHILLIPS, Real Eslnte.
hay, $4 per month. W. J. Hyde. I'huue
must know the grocery gaii e FOR RB.NT
North
Edllh. Phone 2401-R60c
war
CIDER
381-a
SWEET
tax,
id particularly would city experience be
S28
gallon;
Phono
EosNorth Fourth. Sr.
110 Soulll Third.
bouse, at
FOR SALE Good
6 cents.
Ill South Walnut.
reslrable.
House, gar-uk- o WANTED
$800 loan on good security;
Knowledge of Spanish prefer- terday.
We can rent your house or rooms.
and small grocery.
Call at 316
and FOR RENT Five-roored; must be active, wlde-awwill give bonus, Address Box 312, caro
FOR SALE Set of Imported drafting
modern
South
bungaSeventh.
stock-keepeLocation In pros
41U North
good
Instruments.
Journab
n
Slxth;
low
glassed-lrly
sleeping porch. 314
porous lif o Grande valley town; must be South with
FOU SALE Meely furnished, apurtment OOODSUN & CO.
FOR SALE Savage rifle,-neanew,
Sixth.
Cleaning paper and
house and small houses
of pleasing personality. Address B. J.
furnished.
FOR RENT Room i
very cheap. 112 West Roosevelt.
cU.anlng kalsomlno; all work guarancotFOIt RENT Furnished three-roocare Journal.
Phone 1771-634-teed.
Phone
at
DENVER
on
POST
1218
delivered
car
door,
umurn.sncu
room..
line.
your
tage, large yard,
ItE.Vi several
SALE-roum
iuu
Frmn
liy owner, new modern slx-:- , WANTED Spanish teacher to come to
65c per month.
South Edith.
Phone 1949-124 South Edllh.
hour
near Robinson
$750
WANTED Experienced collar girl,
house and give private lessons. Lady
FOR SALE St. Andrews canary rollers. FOR RENT Lovely room, six windows. cash. $t;y pi month. Phone park,
FOR
RENT
1S2;,-W- .
Furnished
three
house,
celslor Laundry.
Phone 1256-l- t.
719 North Eighth, phone 1117-preferred.
rooms,
120 South Walter.
sleeping porch.
Inquire 614
FOR
SALE
OH
TRADE
Modern
fou
one or
To buy second-hanWANTED
(WANTED Good cook. Apply 600 North South Kdltn
FOR SALE Cabinet phonograph with FOIt RENT Front room furnish id
room house, sleenlna noreh. aurj- i460-,J'none
1120
j'otirtn.
gasoline stove. Cedar Trco
North Twelfth.
records, cheap.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern house,
ion size lot; a bargain. 1636 East C
housekeeping, tit West (iold.
419 West Central.
Lunch,
WANTED A woman for general cook
804
Walter.
tral.
South
117
furnished,
Inquire NAVAJO RUGS Positively at cost.
113
FOR RENT Fui'r.:heil
looms.
o
HAULwest Copper.
AND GENERAL,
ing.
I4 East Santa Fe.
North Mulberry, phono 1730-FOR KALE By owner, 718 West Coal, SCAVENGER
South Vrllter. l'lione 1MJL
Reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith.
"W A NTED
Maid.
r,
frame slucco, 4 rooms and bath, i 722ING.
Apply housekeeper, FOR RENT Several cottages, furnished. FOR SALE Howard heater and
rooms,
2399-l- t.
furnished
FOR RENT Alone,
East
Iron,
phone
$25, S35, $40 and $4ii, on car line, in
AHiuquerfjue sanatorium.
vacant-Term901
North Seventh.
almost new.
large porches, newly decorated,
steam heat. .OS; West Contrul.
To rent Santa clans costume,
WANTED
If desired. Phono 1803-"WANTKiJ Girl for general housework. quire 1218 South Edith.
FOR SALE Winter dog house, two FOR RENT Front bed room, strictly
Xmas program, Dec, 17.
for
FOR RENT Houses and apartments
new feuthcr pillows.
FOIt SALE A four-roo710 West
Apply 7,23 Nortn Thirteenth.
furnished cot- E. D. University
208
pairs,
slxlh.
close
Nnrlh
in.
clean,
Jr., care Journal.
llorgan,
8, 4, 5 rooms, some furnished. W. II. Lead.
50
on
lot
R.
AVANTKL' Second girl to assist In care
foot
near
It. shops.
tage
house
Two
furnlshutl
RENT
FOR
done
206
light
LATHERS
West Gold.
Lathing
for quick sale. J. A. Ham-nion- UNION
uf j nf ant. Mrs. S. J, Lewlnson, 60G McMllllon,
Only $750
FOR SALE
Edison machine and fony
keeping rooms. 800 NorthKishth.
promptly by J. K. Thleholf876-- & Sons,
t2l East Silver. Phone 1522-R- .
FOR RENT Unfurnished, new
I,una boulevard.
Phone
five records; good as new.
J.
1104
North Eleventh, phone
FOR RENT Nicely filrnlmeC bed room, FOU SALE
cabin with 7x14 sleeping porch and 2404-JAccount leaving city,
WANTED A cook In a family of four;
close in. Phono 15S5-AI42'JW(st CouK
THE
MURPIIEY FURMTUHK COMor unfurnished
modMrs. D, garaffc. Apply 1902 South High.
goml wages to right party,
FOR SALE Base burner, medium size,
VenPANY
will pay fair prices for us id
7 08
ern
off
five-rooono
arROOMS
block
screened
FURNISHED
West
house;
two
FOR
RENT
porches, nicely
Weinman,
Copper.
In first class condition; reasonable. 315
Dandy
for two families. West Central, furniture. 325 South First, phone 944-glassed sleeping porches, furnished or south First.
tral; very reasonable. 207 North Fifth. ranged
WA NTKU Young ladles to tako r.rduis
2204-near
J.
VVE
D21
IN
owner,
LD
North Thirteenth.
park,
tj A.Vd C UTtTn G of metals';
for beautiful medallions; go id pa v. unfurnished.
f0. FOR RENT Furnished room, prit't'e
FOR BALE Indian twin motorccio,
slso welders' supplies and carbide for
furnace heat. .107 South v.'o!l ;r. FOR SALE By owner, five-rooand
FOR RENT Five-roofrttl m'trntngs, r05 North 8pwi I.
house, furnlabed,
W. P. 'Johnatog, at Dodaon's ihiaz
M.
N.
Steel Co.. Inc.. phonel47-M- .
ale.
lights, city water, nlanola. etc: 400 North Fourth.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no In largo front porch, modern bungalow,
liAKN liOAHD Room and J10 month $00electric
a months 1423Northyirglnla.
good residence
section; east front, ft ANTED
Young puppy, collie preferred;
414 West Silver.
while attending sohool; catalogue fre
sick; no children.
FOR SALE Cheap, new Edison phonolawn and trees, In very best condition;
state price, age and kind of dog you
SO G Vi
Made ay Business
South FOR RENT ReasonableT two rooms and
College,
Tavo nicely furnished rooms would
graph and records, Leaving town. Call FbltitENT
sacrifice for quick sale; leaving have for sale. Address Collie, care
Mnirt. Los Angeles.
sleeping porch, fon light housekeeping; at 1222 East street.
for housekeeping. 315 West AlcKln- - town.
Ph.ne 1486-furnished. 415 North Sixth.
partly
FOR SALE Beautiful New Gibson man ley.
WANTED t'imipetent girl for general
FOIt SALE Throe-rooand
furniture
and sleeping WANTED Secondhand
RENT Modern, unfurnished, clean
dolln (flat model), leather cae
lunmework; mus. be able to cook. Ap- FOR
cheap. FOR RENT Furnished room with priviP'trcii, taelrifr south; good condition
trunks. We buy everything In housefour-roohouse, with sleeping porch Call 505 North Second.
Phone
available.
of
lege
ply mornlriRS, Mrs. Leopold Meyer, 116 and
one-haguraKC
block from Fourth hold goods.
parlor;
Store, 815
Max's
outbuildings,
Bargain
625
Call
at
North
Sixth.
garage.
.
1714-JSouth Fourteenth.
FOR SALE Saddle,
gasoline
ptrrot, near Fourth street school; price South First.
Phone s.,s.
WANTEI - Ladles all over New Mexito FOR RALE OR RENT Cheap, furnished
tank; other ranch articles. 515 West FOR RENT One nlco largo room f"r iii.xoo. 315 west McKiniey.
MAX
BARGAIN
STORE, at 315 South
brick
617
Inquire.' evenings Atlantic. Phone 1420-bungalow.
to taktt orders for my medallions; good
for
employed.
lady
SALE
housekeeping,
FOR
in
Fourth
owner,
By
the
Flist, will pay the highest prices for
6 or Sunday forenoon.
816 North
pay. Write me for particulars.
Harry after
SALE
churn and but' West Silver.
Allnnetona
FOR
modern
garward,
secondhand
bungalow,
your
clothing, shoes and
Eleventh.
Alb lquTai,
Rea. R05 North Second,
W. P. John$20.
ter worker, No.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front ocl age, has light and heat; very best resi- furniture. Phone 858.
NeiV 'TeTclco.
FOR RENT Four room frame house. ston. 729 South Arno.
turuace heM. dential district In city; priced right;
to
room,
lady
employed;
C1.EANE11S
modern, on farm north of Menaul
over phone; MATTRESSESRUG renovated. $3 .50 and up.
605 North Sixth.
easy terms; not priced
Male anrf Feninle.
SALE
Used tractors,
and 6
school; rent $27. Ho per month. E. 3. FOR
shown by appointment
Phone
only.
with gang plows. Hardwars Depart FOR RENT Beautiful furnished sleepWE HAVE the fastest selling Xmaa nov- Strong. Phone 104.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
2040-ment J. Korber & Co.
ing rooms; no sick. Phone 1007. 420
elty on the market; big profits, quick FOR RENT Modern house,
Co., phone 471.
furnished,
In Redding
BY
modern
house
OWNER,
two-tonEdith.
South
e
local
and
agents
pales;
FOR SALE One 9x12 br.wn
4
In
rooms
FINISHING It Is
and
DOKAK
BETTER
University
Heights.
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireWanted. For appointment phone 1635-bod
one
front
etrolt
furnished
Jewel
RENT
range.
gas
Nicely
rug,
FOR
large
Prefer Call
better. Return postage paid on mail
sleeping porch. Areola heater.
three
large screened porches.
room, adjoining
219 !i West
mornings. Phune 1438-bath; also garage. place,
lease.
Phone 1325-Bnrnum
ordera,
Tho
Studio,
light, airy bed rooms with extra large
217 West Coal.
CARPENTERING
M.
FOR RENT Foul rooms, unfurnished JUST RECEIVED a largo consignment
closets, fronts east on largo lot with Central, Albuquerque, N.
of
Mac
two
rooms
and
the
Robert
FOR
pound.
KENT
n
plnons.
sleeping
screened-IMAN.
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent WE HAVE more calls for rental prophouse, with two
PET'nFOHD Til E ODDJOB
porches.
1201 East Copper.
porch, furnished for housekeeping. U21 condition;
terms if desired.
Phone
Inquire 210 'North pherson, 1114 West Central.
erty than we can supply. We want
A, kind nf work. Thone 1673-1977-CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There South High, phone 2049-your house to rent. J. L. rhllllps. Real
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, pslnt-in- a Cedar, or phone M78-n
getttle-meAlbuto
for
It.
rooms
Is
110 South Thlrd,phoiie3J4-W- .
one
obtain
RENT
FOR
five-rooonly
Estate,
14G6-Sleeping
plaoe
New
RENT
FOR
modern,
and roof feoalrlne. Phone
Association. Phone 851.
Livestock
FORSitLE
$8.00 up; no sick. 318
querque
employed,
Dairy
or
house
PIANO storageandexcel-len- t
GIVE
three
WILL
furnished,
completely
IF YOU are thinking of building, plrone rooms
with use of kitchen. Call morn FOR SALE Freah buttermilk and cot- West Silter.
care In private home; family of
1!29-J- ;
FOR
Team of horses, 1303 South
plans furnished free; all work ings only. SI9 North Seventh.
two adults, can give thoroughly
In gallon FOR RENT A suite of two rooms with
milk
fresh
only
also
cheese;
tage
guaranteed.
lots.
bath, completely furnished; steam heat. FOR SALE Fresh young cow and bred satisfactory local references. Address S.
Swayne's Dairy, phone 1915-T. B., care Journal.
AUTOMOBILES.
PERSONAL
FOR SALE Qurley surveyor's transit; J03 South Fourth.
does.
717 South Arno.
WANTK.D
Careful Kodak finishing.
first class condition; very cheap; FOR RENT Southeast front room, fur FOR SALE
FOR SALE Ford truck, enclosed body.
does
and
Bucks,
frying
no
JiARDKIt For prl vate homes. Ph. H21-J- ,
1957-close
new
nace
Twice daily service. Remember, satisPhone
612
terms.
South Elghlh.
in;
house,
heated,
pnone 420.
rabbits. 710 West Lead.
223 South Arno;
Send your finishing
sick.
faction
guaranteed.
PHRENOr.OQIST
new
1'.
J.
SALE
Beautiful
Seebutg
FOR SALE Two good Fords. Inquire FOR
FOR SALE
Ilanna
Gentle driving horse, buggy to a reliable, established firm.
SARAH M. JONE3, 112 Cornell avenue, 710 North Thirteenth.
player-pianmahogany case; cash or.1. FOR RENT Large furnished front room,
1601 South Elm. & Hanna, Master Photographers.
and
.
harness,
cheap.
lJSj-wno
1S4
phono 21G6-man
Phone
sick.
Particulars
phone
preferred;
easy payments.
FOR
New Ford
SALE
$5.56.
y
wheels,
Jar-soFOR SALE Horse, wagon, harness,
SCIENTIFIC character
RAZOR BLADES Send or bring yoor
analysis, anil Mnllelle
Chicken sandwiches, Plg'n 501 South Third St.
FOR SALE
Hobbs, 515 West Central.
cow and calf. 1301 North First.
iie!,ful advice regarding employment.
dull blades for resharpenlng; doub e- sleep
Whistle candles, best Ice cream In the FOR RENT Room and glassed-iA- -l
FOR SALE Smith Form-a-trucO. E. Devens, D. P.. 807 Stanford, Un35c; single edge, 25c per dozen;
224
of
teuutn
SALE
edge,
FOR
Pair
white
Inn,
We
Angora
deliver
free,
College
ing
only.
city.
porch, gentleman
507 South Second. Ph. 1480-condition.
addition.
205
have
2272-your razor honed and set 'iy ex
also some Ancona chickens.
iversity Heights
Walter. Phono
phone 241.
5
work guaranteed. Kobza Bro;hers
liulck touring car, SEND a
North
Edith.
perts;
(UK BALK
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
first-clagenuine NAVAJO RUG tr
FOR SALE Real Eat ate
Co.
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
three at Ruppe's Drug Store.
PILLOW TOP home (or
housekeeping; water and lights fur FOR SALE Jersey cow, giving C.
city.
C.
Ctn-traWINDOW CLEANING
l,
ALBUQUERQUE
a
$75.
milk
of
1005
See
0
focr. lot on East
Kast
day,
FOIt KALE Klne
nished. 710 West Lead.
gallons
Christmas; bargains at
and floors
cleaned
CO. Windows
silver at reduced price. J. A. Ham FOR SALE Some exrta good used cars
rooms and Shirk, north of town.
phone 1419-RENT
FOR
Housekeeping
offices and houses
terms.
stores,
Mcintosh
Auto
824
easy
scrubbed;
Co.,
(08 NICE HOME-MAD- E
mond.
East Silver.
n
BALE
driving horse. cleaned: reasonable
OAKljlS luado to
sleeping porch, for twu persons; no FOR
rates and honest
West
Central.
rubber-tired
corf.
with
n
store,
r
"V
sell
J.OT FOR SALE
orfltr
buggy.
liult children. 110 South Walnut. ,
I will
Taylor's
order; leave your
work.
Postoffice box 101, A. Grnnone;
Old Town, phone 889-ner lot, only three blocks from city FOR sXl.E Truck, newly overhauled. cakes for Christmas. Mrs. Alaokey, 119
leave your calls American Grocery, phone
IMPERIAL ROOMS flee, clean rooms;
cheap for cash. (15 West Atlantic. East Silver, phone 1285-hall. Trice $630. O. R. E.. care Journal.
Two horses, two colts, 100 252.
SALS
FOR
over
or
wecK.
1420-rates
by
pastime
Phone
day
chickens and good collie dog, cheap.
BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albu- Theater, 211H West Central.
k
WANTED Rooms
FOR SALE Smith
with
Position
WANTED
querque Dairy Asstlclatlon butter; if FOR RENT Nicely furnished room and Mr. Lawrence, 1204 North Eleventh.
bed.
411
North
at
Sixth,
large
call
cheap.
not
can
you,
Four head work nonet, WANTED
supply
your grocer
WANTED A euite of two or three phone 1610-114 FOR KALE
to bath.
and clerical
sleeping porch, next
Stenographic
North Second.
Bounds:
the dairy. 817-82- 1
gen
sound
welftht
1,200
and
2278-W- .
ronmi for light housekeeping', either
North Edith, phone
work. Phone 1586-also one set double harness. Phone
furnlihed or unfurnished, or one lanre FOR SALE Ford touring car. 191S FOR SALE Fine apples, by tho box;
tle;
two
Glassed-l2412-RFOR RENT
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
porch and
model, A- -l condition, $125. Broadway
llvlnff room with porch bed room, young
Jonathans, Komsn Beauties. Arktnsaw
home. 105 East Cnal, phone 1505-Central Grocery.
airy rooms; board across street. 114 FOR KALE tare load good work horxes,
touple, both well. Phone 2H8-Black, Ganos. Ben Davis, Wine Sapps.
Oldsmoblle
or call Wm, Dolde, 705 North Maple, phone 1886-good, reHalile,
FOR
SALE
aome good mares), all young; some are WANTED Nursing by
six, In exoel- - Phone 1628-'
FOR RENT Office Rooms lent condition; a bargain; cash ir South Broadway.
room. and not broke, at Grande wagon yard, aiu
ELGIN HOTEL Sltepm
practical nurse; charges reasonable.
1370-1488-1304
terms.
Phone
West
the
Ji
day.
Central,
North
by
phone
housekeeping apartments,
roadway.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
i'uK RENT Attractive office, steam
West (Vnirel.
and
FOH SALE
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot week or monlh. 602
water
and
furnlihed. SEE MclNTOSH AUTO COMPANY for
Span of real work mulei WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE
heat, light
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
used tires, all sizes, used parts; Max- troubles. $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. FOR
unfurnished
five years old, and
400,
RENT Two
nice
keep bonks.
weighing
Wright building, opposite postoffice.
701 W.
8
room
Reo and Chalmers cars. F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
Bells
Phone
Mellnl
well,
set
ft
rooms
Studebakar,
bath
with
building.
at
harness,
and large sleeping heavy
bargain.
FOR RENT Three very desirable office 60S West Central.
porch. 815 West Mountain Road. Phono Livery Stable.
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
WANTED Position, salesman experience
rooms, light, heat end tvater; will rent
.'
USED CARS
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per galFOR, BALE Fine bred rabbits; all yjunc
gents' furnishings; could do alterations
separately or as a whi s, a. B, Mllner, WE PAYWANTED
South
110
reasonCASH
of
cars
lon.
new
for
used
Mazano
The
Co.,
wilt
any
sell
store. Address Box L., care journal.
for
FOR
suitable
RENT
stock;
s
hutches;
room,
Furnished
West
928.
81 '4
Central, phone
.
1834-Jup
built
of
Viaduct
a
condition.
Wasnut, phone
Try
make, regardless
for one or two people employed; fur able; must leave city. Call mornings, THE NEXT-TW- O
WEEKS I will clenn
roof, will last as long as the hulldlng.
nace heat; board, if desired, 812 North rear 2llWet Marquette.
Garage, 600 South Second.
FOR RENT Ranches
your wall paper like new for the
Tenth.
FOR'bALE
Ford
milk
Ford
i ! four years
Four
$150;
.'
FOH8ALE
SALE
FOR
ago. I never
headfresh
speedster,
Cheap,
price
Jersey
KENT A Heven-acr- e
R
ranch; two
cows and some springer cows, three to
Ford truck,
light truck. $160; one-to- n
tractor, twelve horse power on FOB RENT Modern front room with
Bert, 697-'miles from tha Barelas bridge. Phone $300,
worm drive; 5 light Bulck, $590, draw bar, twenty on pulley; three EmerIn kitchen T six years old, all tuberculin tested; can
cook
may
porch;
sleeping
wants
.
NURSE
1830-wposition, nursing and keepwill desired; no sick.
8650. 116 West Gold.
and Bulck
son bottom plows, fourteen-lnch- ;
20S be aeen at McAllister Yard, 1203 North
Phono 16S0-J- .
ing house for Invalid or healthseeker;
'OH RENT A large farm with big past- FOR SALE Used Ford Sedan and Tour- take car in exchange. E. J. Adair, 712 North Arno.
First, corner Mountain ltoad.
two years' experience In hospital. Adnill s
ure, all fenced; five and one-ha- lf
of grade dress N. C, care Journal.
WOODWORTH
ing; Dodge Brothers Roadster; Dodge West Fruit.
Newly furnished, nice, FOU PALE We are breeders
;
'cm city. See P. F, McCanna's Real Brothers renewed touring car; also MaxHulstein cows, and have on hand bo-t- WANTED By graduate registered nurse,
clean rooms and housekeeping apartV.tnte Office.
well and
een three and four hundred choice
Studebaker;
ments, by day, week or mouth. 312
tubercular Institutional work or any
truck. J. Korber & Co., Auto FOR SALE Five hundred shares nf City South Third.
cows and heifers.
As we are a little kind of tubercular
work. Georgia L.
V ANTED
Board & Room Hupmoblle
E:ectrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R. FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms crowded for room, would sell a limited Wall, R. N., 1644 Downing street, DenDept., phone 783.
The
N.
City
L.
ft
number
reasonable
T.
at
Must,
Armljo
building.
One
price.
like
Bxlde battery,
new;
VANTISD I'roteatant
home and moth- FOR SALE
ver, Colo.
fur light housekeeping.
with largo Park
Denver, Colo., WANTED
Company,
er'! care for useful ichool (irl, neir Three Ford cars, two Ford bodies. 37x5
36
American
sleeping porch, electric lights and gas; phone Dairy
gentleman,
Turk 7541,
Firestone oord tires, used; 86x414 Federal
Mcli ichooL Addreaa L. M care
no children.
410 East Central.
years of age, wishes position; 19 years
cord tire, used; 84x4 Sewed tire, and USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat FOR RENT Two
and
office
splensalesman;
experience
larg rooms furnished
other used tires, all priced right for
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vals-pa- r,
did references; not healthseekor.
for light housekeeping; porch and priPAINTING
quick sale. Inquire 407 West Copper.
Valspar Enamels on automobiles. vate eiitraiicn'.fivo.
from Cen- Foil SALE
minutes
Rock and R. I. oare Journal.
Barred
Homestesd
Paint,
Plymouth Cottage
on car line,, 702 North Third,
Red pullets.
1702 North Second.
IF IN NEED of
WHEN TTOU consider painting, phone
experienced
DRESSMAKING
Floor Pslnt. Roof Paint and Cement. Sat tral,
or other of1547rW; estimates furnished free; t.11
isfaction assured. Thos. .F. Keleher Leath FOR RIJNT Iloautirtilly furnished front Foil SALE Nlco fat geese and ducks, ficestenographer, bookkeeper
us. Southwith
communicate
work guaranteed; no Job too largo.
2404-J1057-vo or dressed.
help,
Phone
er Co., 408 West Central, phone
bed room, in private, homo, bath adEducational Exchange, Clerical
joining, furnace heat; employed gentle- WI3 P.IJV POl'LTR Y AND RABBITS of western
of ComChamber
Service
sew
Department.
WANTED Dressmaking; children's
806
man; no sick.
West Marquette,
all kinds. Phone 852-802 South merce
WANTED Salesmen
.
building, Albuquerque, N. M..
CUT TILTS OUT IT IS WORTH
ing specialty. Mrs. Baker, phone liau-Jphone 1534-J- ,
Ttroadway.
824.
have
phone
men.
WANTED
id
who
Several go
MONEY.
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Milor can obtain automr.otles. to sell C H FOR RENT Special uffer; one newly FOR SALE Entire stock puro brod S. C.
Cut out this slip, enclose with Bo linery, $00 South Broadway, ph. 1078-furnished room in brand new modern
FOR SALE Furniture
n, i. n,up, ureeuing pens or vihkiv.,
and Cooking plan's In New Mex
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835 PLEATING, accordion, side and box; Lighting
ou home, adjoining bath, private outside also a fine lot of bronze
urkefd. Mrs. FOR
ico and eastern Arismt, We glvo
SALEFurnlture'f "arXWromn
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writmall orders. N. Crane, 216 North one week's training, expenses paid while entrance; hot air heat; employed people 11. R. Watklns, phone 2416-JCall at 401 South
home; everything.
Phone 1948-M- .
Seventh: Crane Apartments, phone 814. training and while working; ft hustler preferred; reasonable.
RED POULTRY yTrds Thoroughbred Broadway.
ing your name and address clearly.
S. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
DRESSMAKING
Young csn make good money with this line Pov
You will receive in return a- - trial
9x12 rug.
beautiful
FOR
SALE
breed-In
w.
Very
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for
LOST AND FOUND
ladles' dresses a specialty; reasonable. pratlculars call pnmo 209, or write
package containing Foley's Honey Miss
reasonable; an excellent Xmas present,
V,
West Central, avenuo, LOST
&413WestAtI Ian tlo. phone I488-for coughs, 694-- Balchuck, S09M West Central, phone M. Foster, 110New
.
Oct
C.
and Tar Compound
See
Co
wriBt.
B.
watch.
J.
Townsend
at
Mr,
7th,
Penny
Mexico.
gold
Albuquerque,
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Reds, store.
Phone 12iiVj.
olds nnd croup; Foley Kidney Pills
"May" on bark.
won twenty ribbons Jsnuary, 1921; a
bufor pains In sides and back; rheuLOST
Scotch collie
answers in
dog,
MATTRESS RENOVATING
lot of cockerels and cocks now FOR SALE Heating stove, dresser, sanl-tnr- y
MONEY TO LOAN
name of "Mick." Reward for return superb for sale;
matism, backache, kidney and blad- fet, kitchen cabinet, library table,
bred from my finest ex$8.60 and up. MONEY TO LOAN On watches, dia411
to American Grocery, 1800 W. Central. ready
two rockers, book case.
r ailments; and Foley Cathartlo AiAT'flfKSS RENOVATIm!,
hibition
millings; visitors welcome. C West cot,
furfurniture
monds,1 tuna and everything valuaole. LOHT Black leather
Rug
cleaning,
repairing,
Marble.
I".
238
ten
North High.
Hay.
wallet, about
Jiblets, a wholesome and thoroughl- niture packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bed. Mr. B. Marcus, $18 south First.
tnchea long and four lnchea wide; conFOR SALE Furniture of a five-rooHABY CHICKS
HATCHING EGGS
y cleansing cathartlo for
dfng Company.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches tents will identify it as property of FROM our
house, practically new and absolutely
y
Whits Leghorns.
f,n, biliousness,
headaches, elnd
con
Fred
and
liberal
liberal
reward.
gold
reliable,
jewelry:
100.
rrollntt;
Chicks
sanitary, completo $400. City Realty Co.
$20
$13
per 100; eggs
per
LiSk'lsh bowels. Sold everywhere.
TYPEWRITERS
207
fidential Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st. LOST Fur
West Cold, phono 667.
between tho went end It. I. Reds that are real Reds. Chirks
TV pW R i TERS A 1) makes overhauled CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dia
of Barelas bridge and the south end of i $22 per 100; eggs, $14 per 100. Hatch off FOR SALE Oil and coal heti;nr st.ives
As Ions as you refrain from say-p- g
maand repaired.
Ribbons for every
chlld'a bed. dressers, wardrobe, chlm.
monds watches, Liberty bonds, pianjs, the street car line. Return to Mrs. llllt- each Monday and Thursday. Parcel post
Exnnythiiiff you keep the other chine.
automobiles. Lowest rales. Rotliman's ner and received liberal reward. Phone prepaid. Mesilla Valley Hntohery, Mrs. cabinets, dressing rase; largest stoci; of
Albuquerque Typewriter
111. V. Dundy, Las Cruccs, N. M.
122 Suth Fourth. 117 South First.
used furnlturs In city. 325 South I' l. St.
Bonded to the state. 221-fellow gucsslnff.
change, phene 808-J- .

Mcdonald

SOLD

YOUR OWN TERMS

stari:s, I'lione

ii

,

it

.m

BO KI)
per week. Mrs. TcmluTO 0 JOHN W. WILSON.
Attorney.
South Broadway.
Ho.ns 15, 17 and in. Cromwell Building
NICELY
furnished inun. with board;
1153-J- .
Phone
no
sick. 1027 Forrester.
private family;
I'I'V
Hit I AxTANIBtiMGK.
N U HcTATflTwrtTreiVepliig
pITrch",
DK. S. I
lit.TiToN,
adjoining bath. 1636 East Central.
of tiie Sfomneh.
CAN ACCOMMODATE
olio lady convalSuite.
Burnett Hullding.
613
escent. Apply Cusa do Ot'o,
West
Cold.
lit. . C. I, A It Mi.
Eye. Knr. Niso and Throat.
Foil REN I' Room and board, with
Barnett Hulldlng.
410
board.
phone ISC
Bleeping porch; first-clas- s
Office nounHat rcntril.
s' to 12
a
m
2 to S p, rrt.
nod
FOR
Large furnished riininwHh
V
table board; rates fur two people. 217 int. iS.j:i K.i'i'Y.. tvitiGirf,
Ortlce Grant lildg.. Roam in. l'llone 67J.
Sooth Fourth.
112.1
Residence
Cist
Central
GOOD liOAIllJ and sleeping porches,
Phone 571.
southern exposure; seven miles soir.n
of town. $10 per month. Phone 240S-1W.
M.
M. D.s.
SHERIDAN,
Foil REN'TMcoly furnished room
with; board, lady preferred.
518 West
I'rnflict' Limited to
1
472-Fruit. Phone
GKMTO - l ltlNAUY DISEASES
JAMESON'S RANCH ICaas location fo AND IHKKASKft
F THH SKIN
few reservations
not
healthseekers;
Unhermuii
i.nliorctory lit Connection.
available. Phone 2238-.Cilizcns Mnnk Hide. I'lionu H8II.
FOIt RENT
Canvas sleeping porch,
with board for gentleninn convalescent,
CHIROPRACTORS
$50 per month.
1207 Enst Central.
F it RENT Room anasleepinc porchT
Chiropractor.
vlth board for convalescent!; gentlo- 10 nnd ?u Armljo ItolMlnc.
men only; private home. Phone 2148-ITOMR iiOAK DI NtT lib V S U Nice,wa nil
FOR RENT Apartments
sleeping rooms; goud home cooking.
rooms
Tiir
iifleTieopinf
904 South ThIM; short walk from station. FOU liKN'f
ms
With ulceping pu rch, c
in, 413 west
FOR RENT Nice-roowlttlsleeplng Marquette.
porches, with board, for convalescents.
New small, miTern furnishMis. Heed, 512 South Broadway, phone FOR RENT
ed ap:irtmpnt, k Learn hat, hot water.
526.
t
Tn()tiirM ap.iri
7, I'M 5 West Roma,
FOR
RENT
Rooms with sleeping
fur"ileh
porches; board If desired. Also gar- FOR
cd
Ph-map;triinent with bath, cJaj in. Call
age for rent. 301 South Edllh.
r05 Nnrth
(.
mi.
H40-.T- .
u:t furnished
rooms, for
FOR RENT Furnaccd-heate- d
bed worn FO R R K. T T
liKht hiiust'k'dipjiig; aiiulis; no sick.
with private entrance to bath; luri-- e
for
1207
two.
sleeping porch,
East
FOR RKN'i'
Furnished ui;iHment; three
rooms,
l.atii nnd niassed-lFOR RENT Nice airy front bedroom,
sleeping
405 Knlil It H!-- h.
suitable for one or two; also glassed-l- n pnreh.
sleeping porch, with excellent board. FOIt KENT Two-- r "ini furnished apart-- t
A real home.
719 South Walter. Phone
ment, lp.-and cu water, steam heat.
.

lliS

Sunt li

ir,6-r-

I'.rnad

iv

FOIt RJOXT Three, furnished houeekeep-in- i:
for tubercular
ro"tns; also two rooms and sleeping
loot
convalescents; graduate nurse In attendance: rates by the week or month. FOH R ENT Tlnve-ronfurnished apart
Call 240O.JI.
modern throughout.
ment,
strictly
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St. Apply f.PO tSMijth
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates. FURRENT Yuo rouiod with bath, fur- $17.50 to $2j per week; includes private
nifihe'l
for Unlit htiusekeepiiitt. 607
room with sleeping porch, connected to S"iUh
Hotel.
Injiiire
bath ttnd toilet; medical care, medicines, FUR First,
MoITem
Two
R
KN
apartment!
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
ti couple;
pofh,
service: no extras. All rooms have .steam norooms and
fi'jfi
Snutii
gick.
UroRdway.
beat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
b'tuarn heat-e- ii
T t;J NTH
W. II, Zlegler, Superintendent.
Phone M A R V iXnA
4111.
apnrtrnents in tho highlands, com- 11 irntsh o
E1 ctHv
lul South Walter.
Foit KENT Two nice rooms and Kiaed
f"r light housekeeping.
sleeplna; pn-hFOR SALE
Garage, best location In 1M KuiHh Wnlter, phone 170-J- .
totvn.
Phone 879.
FOR F.EXT Thra rooms, shaping porch
FOR SALE Growing business. $450 will
ui'd hath, at :'iH South I'Mlth; will b
hnjidlo Address Box A, care Journal. vacant December 13. Inquire 224 South
FOR SALE Small grocery and
Edith.
Sevcnt h. FOR KENT
dwelling. Call at 810
in
modern ipart-men- t,
FOR SALE One of the best liuslnecs
partly furnished, $27.50,
properties In Albuquerque. 215 S iuih and light paid. Inquire 1501 Weet Mar
First street. Inquire at Svoy HdUI
ble.
FOU RENT New furnished apa... incut,
FOR SAI-half block from Central ftvmu car
confectionary
shop, handling high-Rrad- o
Call 1315 East Opt ml, Woodlawa
goods; good line.
ir.75-location; low rent. Address Shop, care Apartment!", or
Journal.
FOR RENT Two namis and sleeping
FOR SALE Pool room, cold drink stand
;
unfurnished prlvato entrance;
porch,
and twenty rooms In connection; good no nmill children.
North Walnut.
313
South First, FOR
lease, some terms,
It
EXT
Furnished three rooms
.
pnnnft &os-jprivate hath and sleeping porch; heat,
ROOMING
HOUSE
Rooms sit filled; water and light furnished. Apply luOa
central location; profitable Investment. WSt Cent r:i 1.
at Everybody's Candy Shop, 823 FOR KENT Apartments furnished cou-I-Iet- e
Tnquir
South Thfrd.
for litfht huiiseUiefjinjf, including
WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE tjoME IlKlits. heat nnd
U15 North Seventh.
CAPITAL- PLUS EXPERIENCE
Cratm A part in "tits, phono .114.
FOR interest In business of proven worth.
FOIt K EXT Thiv& largo rooms and
Address "Ar.bitlun,"
Tostofflce Box
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining;
6.14:
completely furnished for housekeeping,
FOR SALE At a bargain, five secondgas and cat r;'n;:a CIG West 'oal.
hand pool tables and one billiard table,
M.VIi AITO LINK
in first-clas- s
condition; also one twelve-foo- t
The orange colored cars. Entile. Elesoda fountain, A- -l condition.
In
phant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
quire nt 120 West Pllver.
Meet all trains at Entile, leaving
FOR SALE Established retail business M.
Hot Springs at ll:3l a. m. and 2:30 p. m.
In Albuquerque; paving now, and posOldest
Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
sibilities for la re profits. Price 93,000.
Owner has good reason for selling. Ad- the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
Write
for
reservations at our expense
dress A. B., Morning Journal.
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Props.
BUSINESS FOIt KALE Old
;abllshd
Hot Springs. N. M.
mercanti' business, located on railroad.
Will sell for value of Improve nents i.loo
TIME CARDS
in
Good reason for selling. If luttrest-w- l
gnnd-sfze- d
proposition addr-s- t jostiff'cs
box 5.19 Alhuouerau
MIRA

A

MONTES-ON-T-

SANATORIUM-HOTE-

L

-

iSlWNEsTCiNCES

FOR SALE

Ranches

FOR SALE Twenty-acr- e
ranch, at
Inquire 1303 South Fourth.
FOR

SA

LE

Forty-acr-

e

four mil's from city.

Gold.

aifalfarancir

Inquire 400 West

FOR, SALE Fins Valley Ranch, close In.
at lesa than Improvements cost; or
will trade for good residence In town.
Postoffice box 824 or phone C86.
FOR SALE Country home, stucco house,
seven rooms, steam heated, electric
lights; on ten-acranch; In alfalfa and
orchard. Adaress Poatofflcs box 277. or
phone 2407-RFOR SALE My seven-roohouse and
forty-thre- e
seres land, situated on the
the main road in Bernalillo, New Mexico.
Address Honafacio Montoya, Santa Fe.

Train.
No.
No.
No,
No.

1

S
T

9

TA'ES'lliOL'.N'.J Pally.
Arrive.
Depart.
Tho Scout.... 7:30 pm 8:20 pm
Calif. Llmlied.lurJO am 11:00 am
Faro Kast. .10:60 am 11:20 am
The NovhIo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
SOUTHBOUND.

No. !0
No. 27

El Paso Exp
El Paso Kxp

N'o. !
4
No.
ft
No.
10
No,

The Navajo.. 2:10 pm
Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm
S. F. Eixht. . ?:S pm
am
The Scout

I

10:10 pm
11:30 am

EASTliOIJND.
2:40
6:40
1:10
7:60

pm

pm
pm
am

FROM SOUTH.

From Kl I'iso I I; pm
am
From Kl Pas"
FOR SALE Two small ranches, close in,
So
No.
connects at Telen v.!th No. U
the best bargain in tho county", on
for Clnvla. Peoos Valier. Kens- - City and
roads, right at school; bargain for quick O
Const.
sale; you will have to hurry, 215 North
N'o. 2J connect at Helon with No. 21
Kim. phone 1914-from Clevis and points east and sojih
FOR SALE Four-acr- e
ranch, twj mitre
from postoffice, on main ditch; double
chicken
houses, t ol.i,
house, garajce,
blooded chickens and turkeys; ,iao furniture, terms. Pbont 241S-JNew

Mexico.

IS
No 30

No.

i

Ml Wr

'

--

DISCUSSED HERE
Dr. E. W. Nelson, Biological Survey Chief, Explains Proposed Federal
Shooting Ground bill.

ROBERT JONES

Coal anil South Walter
576
Phone - -

7

W LL BE CENTER

SILL IS

u"Bm

Three million eight hundred
thousand hunters took out licenses
birds in tho
to hunt migratory
This Is
United States last year!
the astounding assertion made at
tho smoker of the local G. P. A.
last night by Dr. E. W. Nelson,
chief of tho biological survey
Mr. Nelson stated that in ad-- !
dition to these hunters, probably
about two million others had hunted where license were not required.
"In spite of this tremendous
'increase in hunters, careful conservation will continue to produce
an adequate supply of game birds,"
:Dr. Nelson stated. "But tho daily
bag limit may have to be reduced."
A great part of Dr. Nelson's informal talk at the smoker was devoted to the proposed game refuge
bill
land public shooting ground consoon to be voted upon by
had
bill
the
that
stated
He
gress.
the almost unanimous support of
the American sportsmen and that
it was apparently favored by tho
legislators.
The bill provides for the establishment of a federal migratory
bird license of one dollar, to bo
collected through the postoffices
t, hn nstpii for the establish
ment of game refuges and public
shooting grounds.
The revenue will be spent in
cow a wtw ns will most benefit the
'entire country. Breeding grounds
will be specialized on and even
ones established,
"I believe tho passago of the bill
will be an even more important
event in hunting circles than the
signing of the Canadian migratory
bird treatv," Dr. Nelson stated, and
brought out the fact that it would
lie a bonanza for such states as
New Mexico, where there is littlo
esbreeding of migratory birds,
pecially water fowl.
Dr. Nelson praised the work of
in
the game protective associationstheir
New Mexico and stated that
stimulated
protective
had
activities
associations in other parts of the
west and southwest.
In an effort to establish the migratory paths of birds, the biological survey has started the leg banding of birds at breeding grounds.1
This has been carried on for the
alpast two years and resultsThoarework
ready becoming apparent. scale
durwill lie done on a larger
in" the next tew years unu be availdata on bird flights will
able. A number of interesting facts
been learned
which had already
were told by Dr. Nelson. He stated
that one bird banded on the New
on
England const had been caught
a river in Central Africa.
The smoker was well attenc.ed
and many phases of national and
state shooting discusEed.
u.

LET'S GO

A

PjlSTIIb

T0DAY

In the Great Outdoors

-

story oi

"The Girl From God's Country
Presented With

Cast, Featuring

a Notable

mpmae
LARRY SEMON
In Ills Very Latest

FALL GUY"

"THE

PRICES

REGULAR ADMISSION-

arti-ifiei- al

LOCAL ITEMS
,4 ami B.
Coal Supply Co- - Phono communThere will be a special
ication of
ana a. ivi.. iw..,b... - - - at the Masonic temple, for work.
in the M. M. degree.
of tm.
The organization meeting
was pos- Albuquerque News Boys15.
poned until December complaint ot
The supplemental
W. T.
Meta Murphey against J)r. district
the
Murphey was heard bynew
?
court yesterday. The
out in the
the divorce suit brought (learn
iu.
complaint
minplemcntnl
sfinances. The court took the ea
ounder advisement.
Ada Philbriek Phone :1S:;I-- ;the
Tho Rev. W. Oldham and
Ttev ' J V.. Nixon of Portales, the
nf Tjjs Cruces.
and B. F. Fankoy of Santa Fo left
ai.e. ...
last night for their Homes
of the Baptist
session
the
tending
board here Tuesday and Wednes-

INDIAN

.TempleeNo.A.

,

BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

At Reduced Prices

Ve

OTHMAH'S
Music and Jewelry Store
!. First

117

Phone

St.

917-- J

PIONEERS

LOCAL
Uapr. Murrav, Osteopath. P. C44-Mrs. Alejandro A. Sandoval and
and
daughter, Mrs. Lea S. Baca,
the latter's daughter, Evangeline,to
left yesterday for Los Angeles
spend the winter.
W .
r..
Born, to Mr. and Mrs.
South Lditn
1415
Dougherty,
son.
a
BODY
street,
OF
E. L. Orahood. father of Mrs. M.
L. Fox, is reported to be seriously
in' .
homo on
Ma rtnuirhter's
Jll
."
North Thirteenth street.
Organization plans for the pro
loc!tI Bernalillo branch of
George M. Post of tno incruu,
rosetl
sterirrigation service returned
Association of
n
ne
is
ilav to Laguna, wheie
Pioneers were discussed at a mect-soeHi
work.
construction
lit
gaged
several days in the city with lint,' held by the organization com-hi- s
linittee last night and tho chapter
s
family.
will be formed at a banquet and
J Lorenzo Ilubbelltheof Ganado.
city on alsmoker to be held January 25
a 'visitor in
business trip.
probably at K. of P. hall. The
will be nno of the first
Factory wood, full truck load, ;chapter
'branches
of the Pioneers Assoeia-i'hon- e
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
which was
llion of New )rcxk'
91
in Albuquerque October 19,
There will be a social and
1921.
and
neas meeting of the teachers
Although such an association has
officers of the Lead Avenue Meth- been
discussed in New Mexico for a
ndist Sunday school on Friday
M. W. number of years, the formation was
evening at the home of avenu-.
it
off
from year to year tin
Stanford
212
jpit
FlecTion of officers will tako pvas brought to a head last fall bysec,
la number of pioneers of this
Hon of the state. The state officer,
V
Lewy will return todav
U.
'are B. Ruppe. president; L. W.
the
to
sendee.
Gallrs, secretary, and D. E. Phillips,
S' iLtnn in- gation
Local chapter officer
measurer.
f"
1c
i ii'N'i' vi wnere fne vesterday
.,,..
Urtii
nteete,! nt the meetlnc Jan- win
for El Paso,
the reclamation uary :;i,
DAPi.Q
ia Vina hern emnloved by
tho irrigation office here for tho FOOD PRODUCTS FIRM
past three years. W. R.
WILL ROAST COFFEE
Chapllne are
Mr. and Mrs.
In the city for a week on their
FOR MARKETING HERE
marhoneymoon trip. They onwere
Ttiesdav.
ried in Phoenix, Ariz.,
Officers of the New Mexico Food
Mr. Chapline is a forest service ofProducts company are announcing
ficial of Washington, D. C.
the installation and operation imcoffee
mediately of a complete
roasting unit with a dally capacity
name
of the
The
of
1,r.on
pounds.
DOINGS
coffee has not been selected, but
will be chosen at a later date.
Col. D. K. B. Sellers with an auThe machinery Is a complete,
tomobile will call at every home in
unit. The green
beafternoon
VlA
the Heights Sunday
TYinrhfnP
rnffr.a Vinffi, nntfir.
tween 2 and 4 o'clock, acting for
an automatic feed, passes
the Elks, to collect any old clothes through
various processes of
ahoe.,. toys or anyining eise i .a stone and
grit removing, chaff
will go to make tno unioriunuiu
burning, roasting and mixing and
on ( Miris! mfl 4 flaV.
v.,,irr.
pntera the steel cut grinder a thor
Have the packages outside where oughly
clean roasted coffee.
they can be seen from the street
The company plans to start sale
between the hours named.
coffee
at once.
of
the
The county commissioners are to
be congratulated upon the splendid
road work they are doing on Yale
avenue leading from Central to the
!
cemetery and on Silver avenue,
which is a county road passing
Imthrough University Heights.
mediately after the moisture fell
tn rriioutf.i Tho nonnlnr Con
Wednesday night the road crews stance Binney starring in "The Case
were out with graders and trucks of Becky, from the famous uavm
nmoothing out the rough places
TiOcke. It
ulnv v
that were made by the heavy traf- is a Realart picture and a good one.
weather.
tho
fic during
dry
Tlie added attraction is a iwo-paand Ferdie comedy. "Meet

Tl

linen
STATE

I
1

nt

-

busi-jfnrm-

1

j

i":"'"

universityhghts

Theaters Today

ri

DEATHSAND FUNERALS

Santiago Gaval-do54 years old. died yesterday
morning at the family residence at
Garcia
1901 South Second street.
&. Sons are In charge of funeral arare
not
yet comrangements, which
pleted.
SOLSWICK The remains ot
Herman Solswick were shipped
iast night to his former home in
North Tonawanda, N. Y. His wi(o
them. Strom;
accompanied
Brothers were in charge.
GAVALDON

Mrs. Ora Inez
44 years old, wife of II.

S1VERTSON

Kivertson, manager of tho Singer
cewing machine office, died yesterAlday morning. She had lived incombuquerque about three years,
Mich.
ing here from Vickervllle,
She leaves two small, daughters
besides her husband. Funeral services will be held from C. T.
Fridav
French's chapel at 2:30,
afternoon, the Rev. H. S. Davidson
officiating.

,4

1
'

ARGUELLES Josefino Arguel-le- s
died last night at her apartments after a short Illness. She is
survived by two sisters and one
brother who were with her at the
end, The body was taken Crollott's
funeral parlors pending funeral ur- -

langements.

tin- -

(I'
Lyric Theater The Gold wyn cor
presents "The Invisible
poration
Power," by Charles Kenyon. It is
a production by Frank Lloyd, with
r
an
cast. Also a two-pa- n
comedy, "You'll Be S'prlsed," featuring "Snooky, the Humanzee."
I'lihtime
liin
Theater "The
From God's Country," with Nell
?
Is
cast.
an
and
Phiprnan
repeated today; also repeating
Lar"The Fall Guy" comedy, with
ry Semon as the leading star.
VI

SOUTHERN PACIFIC
SEEKING REDUCTION
OF TERMINAL RATES
AnelntMl Pre.)
San Francisco, Califv Dec. 8.
The Southern Pacific company is
of termlnc.l
seeking a reduction
rntpn from California ports to Gal
veston In the hope of winning banito
lorn hiciwh-shifor its Galveston-Ncline the traffic in seven
thnt has been almost en
tirely taken away by competition
canai,
through the Panama before
W. A.
to testimony
Diratie of tho Interstate Commerce
commission.
If the proposed rates, which ara
al1h1.r MirVier than the tariffs of
the steamship companies operating
not
through the Panama canal do
prove sufficiently attractive to get
tVio hustness. n further reduction
will be sought from the commis
sion, said L. J. spenee ot .fw
York, director of traffic ror all tn;
Southern Pacific lines.
Tho commodities are beans, rice
barley, condensed milk, cannel
goods, dried fruits and asphalt.
In the first nine months of 1921
tons went
more than 131,000
to
through tho canal, according
Snence. and only 2,526 tons by rail
and water.
The application of the Southern
Pacific company, Its subsidiary, the
r.!ikp,tiii Wnrrtfihiirp nnd San An
tonio railway and the San Dlega
ana Arizona itanway company io
reduce their terminal rates was
nnnnafl
(nilnv tiv V Tf nartnnr.
cities,
representing
on tno grouna mat it wouia nanai-ca- p
(By The

com-m',ini-

this intermediate territory

in

renehtnir Hia emr hv mil. The bear
ing will continue tomorrow.

all-sta-

be-in-

B The Auoclntcd Pratt.)
Noeales. Ariz.. Dec. 8. Andres
Villanueve, who has been representing the state of Nayarlt in the
Mexican senate at Mexico City, has
been elected governor of Nayarlt to
succeed General Angel Flores. Pro
to
visional governor,
according
word received here today. Senor
Villanueve has gone to Teplc, capital of Nayarit, to assume his new
duties, following a long conference
with President Obregon at Mexico
uuy on conanions in iayaru,
cording to the reports received here.

158

Taxi & Baggage

158

I.

D. O.
Osteopathic: Specialist.
.
2033-WStern Bldpr. Tel. 701-C. H. CONNER, M.

J,

DOCTOR
MARGARET C. BREWINGTON
Has moved her office from 115'4
South Third,
West Gold to 116
in the
Metoalf Bnildlng

can of fine honey
A
was presented to the Salvation
of charities yes- and
bureau
Army
fonliitf hv tho KmtlVi Vtnnnv rnneh
The honey was left at tho Journal
office ana was turner over to captain Guest last evening. It is to be
used in the work in which Captain
Guest and Rabbi Molso Bergman
are now

GUYS TRANSFER

CITT EI.RCTRIC SHOE SHOP
Kiiiilb Second.
rboiii. M7-Frrt Cull sail llfllvrry.

.w Ktl.E OR RENT.
houses,
Six brand new
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. II. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.
PHONES 75 or 15.

tn

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323

North Tenth.

"Albuquerque will soon be sitting on the top of the world," predicted Charles
P. O'Connor of
"Phllndnltihin.
who is interested in
the development of oil resources in
thtn vieinHv 'Tt will ha in ihn cen
ter of oil development that is cer
tain to come and tho city should
protit tremendously. wltVi
bis two
Cnlnnel O'Connor
brothers was a guest of W. C. Retd
at the Rotary club luncheon yesterday. He nnnounced that he had
anonf a pfinniiiprnhln
nmnllnt nf
money in oil work here recently
to spena
and that ho expected
much more in the near future.
AT.
Rlrtnev
Weil urirer) the Tlntar- lans to attend the first annual town
Satmeeting at the Crystal theaterIlern-don
urday night at 8:30. J. B.
asked tho club to endorse the
campaign to finish the financing
of the new hotel during the year
of 1921. The Rotnrlans unanimously adopted a resolution to that ef'
fect.
K. J. Baldrldge reported on the
park meeting at Las Cruces, showing that It was purely for the ten
J. J. FoleV. K.
finntnprn counties.
T. Chase and Roy Stamm were ap
pointed a a committee to arrange
a Rotary program on business
methods which will be presented
next month.
Clinton P. Anderson urged the
local club to secure the
Pfian. Amnrlllo. Clavton.
nf
Roswell, Raton and Las Vegas in
a special train to the 1922 convention at Los Angeles. The suggestion was seconded by Rotarian
r?nlieit T. Pnrker vice nrpsident. nf
company
the firm of Field-Parkof El Paso, a guest of the club.
Announcement was made, that
Ttntnrinn Chorion Bnrhoi had com
houses in the
pleted twenty-eigpast year and that he planned to
build a house a week during the
The. rlllb showed its
flfiminp vni
appreciation of the announcement.
er

ht

GOUNTYPOULTRY
SHOW TO START

01 JANUARY 12
County Association Forms
Final Plans for Exhibit;
Frank E. Buck, of Oklahoma City,to Be Judge.
All

birds to be exhibited at the

poultry show to be held in the city
hv the Bernalillo County Poultry
association on January 12, 13 and
14 must be
entered at the snow
rooms hv 10 o'clock on the evening
of January 11, according to tno
final plans adopted by the associa- tlon at its meeting at the county
agent's o'fico last night.
Frank E. Buck, of Oklahoma
City, a licensed American associa
tion Judfje, has been secured to
"rarte the birds and will start Judg- ing on the morning of January 12
at 9 o'clock.
Indications are that the entry
list this year will be the largest
ever obtained in the county. It is
thought that there will be at least
125 Rhode Island reds shown and
probably that number of several
other breeds.
One of the features of the exhibition will be- - the egg display and
will be
Ribbons
demonstration.
and in
given for prize eggs single will
be
numbers and the public
to
how
demonstrations,
shown, by
tell the age ana general yaiuo vi
eggs.
Walter Pomerank read an Interesting paper on "Light Breeds
their characteristics and advanta- L..i
,..
.
..
The question or sealing i.rivmei.v
marked egg crates In order that
tho consumer mav know whose
goods are being purchased was dis
cussed,, but no action laKen. in
meeting adjourned until December
check on show
5 when the final
plans will be made.

S"

Let Us Send a Man J

window
replace thnt hroken
Alhniinftrnnp fitimher t o..
First
North
423
421.
Phone
To

FOGG,

The Jeweler
Jewelry

Just out of the high rent district.
Opposite
903--

MEDICATED ANI SILPHUK
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance
Shampooing and
scalp trpatments a specialty
?all for appointment.
MRS.

122 S.

Best on the Market.
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
4

and

B.

.

Bets

FOR SALE
Dirt, CHEAP, Dirt

and

$15.00

Special , for

Saturday
and

COMPANY.

up.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Only
Hams

Sugar-Cure- d

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Bacons,

25c Pound

Groceries
Fruits
Vegetables,
Meats, Fish

Oysters

North First Street.
Phone 190
(hone Cs Your Order Wc
Will do me Rest.
201

CHOCOLATE

mm con'EE
Sold at this. Store.

we sch

Skimmer's

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Product.

If you like powerful drama,
mystery and suspense a
charming love idyl, romantic settings, and a tremendous struggle between two
men, don't miss this picture!

'"

We raised our own hogs and
butcher dally and deliver to
your door at the following
prices:
Home-mad- e
Pure Sausage
0e
per lb
23c
Fresh Hams, per lb
25c
Loins, per lb
20c
Shoulders, per lb
loo
Lard, per lb
PHONE 1915--

ADDED

rt

PERCY & FERDIE Comedy
REGULAR . PRICES

CONTINUOUS

Fo

c1 GODWfSfTlCTURBj

VANN
Snitln Fe

Inspector.

R'j

ms

DUCKS

Why waste your time looking
for them, when all you have to
do is phone B14-.-

6

Service.

Quality.

HOTEL
ELMS North
First.
300

Finest rooms in the state
steam
heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, 4 to$10weeK
Transient rate $1.50 single;
J2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
,
double $3.00.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegas
Press Brick and built by owner.

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.
one block from
two

modern,
from Central.

FOR SALE
Fine brass bed, springs, mattress, ivory dresser, chiffonier,
wall mirror,
table,
dressing
three chairs, oak and maple
gas range, electric
rockers,
washer. Wilson heater, Banltary
couch, pad, Roman bench, 6x8
Wilton rug, fumed oak buffet
china closet, four pillows, down
comfort, army blankets sleepd
chamois
ing bags,
vest, puttees, medicine chest.
wool-line-

South Seventh

and

Ninth

modern.

Gold.

W.

First

117 S.

Phone

917-- J

25 Cent Taxi
Prompt Day and Night Service

RUGS

Moccasins. Baskets,
Jewelry. Gems,

Laces.

Postoffice.

I'm
d
going to kill

him!"

Phone

17

and Closed Cars.

STAGE

Call

9lS

1883

,

COLDWYN PRESENTS

FRANK LLOYD'S

PRODUCTION
RELIABLE
& JEWELER'.

MATCHMAKERS

205 W. CENTRAL AVE..
it..J..l.i-...i- i
is.

Sat., Dec. 10

CHARLES KENYON
SUPERVISED AND
BY
DIRECTED

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

1

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

,

.

am
In Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
4:00 pm
Santa Fe
In Albuouerque 7:80 pm
Albuquerque

.

7:45

Phone 600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Cigar Store.
Singer
210 West

Central

COAL
ADDED

THE VERY BEST FOR KITCHEN, RANGE
61TERIOR SERVICE EVERY ORDER GUARANTEED
Unloading from Cars All Week.

PHONES

A

FREE

We will give it away to our customers the day beYou may have your choice of
fore Christmas
either Black Diamond Gallup, Swastika, Sugarite,
Brilliant or Commercial Lump the' best coals sold
in Albuquerque. Save your numbered Delivery
Tickets and See Our Window at 115 South Second

Street for further information.

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
Phone 35

Two-Pa-

rt

Phone 91
,

Sflili"

Comedy Featuring
THE HUMANZEE

SNOOKY,
REGULAR

5

and BCILDING MATERIALS OF QUALITY
Tracks. Bring Comfort to Your Home.

5,000 Lbs. COAL

ATTRACTION

"YOU'LL BE

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

FREE

a relentless detective.
A melodrama with a
!
real
heart-theme-

Established

Orchestra

4

H

A gripping story of a
man and a woman who
were hounded to the
very gates of Hell by

"There's only
one thing left

Tradlne Post,
timirUTIC
VVrVlVJIl 1 indlBn Building to

ARMORY

LUMBER
Let Our

'i1

CURIOS
NAVAJO

Benefit Christmas Fund For
Children of Sick Disabled
Soldiers
Given by Amerloart Legion
State Auxiliary ,

GALLUP

M

Con Make Good Terms.
If you are intending to buy
investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phono 1949--

Opposite

BRASFIELD

.."

blocks

--

DANCE

v

1YI

WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
215 South Second St.
Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Swiss and English
American,

TO 11 P. M,

1

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Requirement
Time Service

Engraved Free

J.

liFE

S. First Street

Southwestern Poultry Co.

Music by Sandstorm

Two-Pa-

FOR SALE

Two-Ste-

DIME

ATTRACTION

Two Diamond Rings at Great
Bargains if sold at once. These
stones are perfect in cut and
pure white.
One Is
and tlio other 4 Knrnt
3ee these. You can buy them
at loan prices. Apply

the Santa
Department.

Society Walk
That Cat Step
p
Chicago
Waltz Hesitation
Registration by Appointment
207
WEST GOLD

419

"

Biiiif

EE
A

of

YORK'S LATEST
DANCES

r,

"xrtECnSEorDECr-.Y,-

A picture that will thrill and mystify you. Based on the!
famous David Belasco play by Edward Locke.

REPAIRING
Armstrong Dancing WATCH
Must Meet the Rigid
Academy

mm

IS'1''''1'!-

in

OUR

NEW

v

CgBSTARCE

Fresh Country Pork

213

SPRINGER TRANSFER

'

FRENCH IVORY
Toilet

.1AQC.1, Prop,
r,08Vi V. Central

(IK.-i--

Mil Ai

TODAY

Fourth,

Fresh Lump Lime
Phones

TERRY

Postoffice.

J.

In Bulk

Open

3 7

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Con
Phone 939.

'hone

VILLANEUVE CHOSEN
NAYARIT GOVERNOR

SMITH HONEY RANCH
AIDS SALVATION ARMY
ten-pou-

OF OIL FIELDS

Phone

.

all-st-

If It truly "pays to smile," May
Robson kept her audience at the
Crystal last night declaring
through the whole cveninR..
She was east in the. role of Freedom Talbot in the comedy drama.
"It Pays to Smile," an adaptation
from the story ot Nina .Wilcox
Putnam, and her handling of its
humorous situations nnd bright
lines no thoroughly charmed the
folks across the footlights that U
must have convinced the comedienne that clean humor was still
prized at its true worth. audience
A large share of tho
watched the first act from the ex.
treme rear of the house, as the
muplay slartpd right on time and
sical numbers were lacking. Then
formovement
there was a general
ward and tho crowd settled down
to two more acts of sparkling fun.
It was the old game of the foreign duke who doesn't amount re-lo
much, only it was played with
verse English. Duke dl Montiventi.
played bv Russell Hicks, may not
havo Inherited nobility, but he
His
achieved it In tho production.
voice, beautifully pitched for romantic passages, could only be
for
used a little, unfortunately, Rob-son
the play was chiefly of Maya
fact
and for May Robson,
that did not cause any consternation on tho part of the audience.
Pinto Pegg (Henry Crosby) was
a fine old Calif ornlan, making up
in good nature and hospitality
what he may have lacked In culture. Orrin Burko was well cast
in tho role of Sebastian Markeim.
buyer of art treasures and smuggler of them when necessity com-of
manded.
Peaches,
daughter
Pinto Peggy, had the vivacity of
the west, even though she lacked
some of the beauty which California press agents have been trying
to convince others tho coast maidens invariably possess.
was smoothly
The production
staged and rapidly presented. Tho
house was large and tho hearty
laughs registered would seem to
attendance
a record
indicate
should Miss Robson include Albuher
upon
itinerary for
querque
next year.

mi

FUESlt

PLAY0F SMILES
(livl-de-

CRESCENT GROCERY

S15 Marble Avenue

Phone

REFUGE

AS EVER

DELIGHTFUL
IN

It's a Keal Soap at 10c a bar it is Economy Soap. There
is quantity and quality.
10c
Kinso is in stock again; package
And now wo have Quaker Milk Macaroni and Spaghetti.
and
others
all
better,
The goods that is different from
and the price in now 10 per cent lower; per package. . .18e
25c
at
Cream
'Whip
Farrands
d
fancy boxes are first
Blue Ribbon Figs in round
3""
class California Figs
Fresh Spinach today.
at
AVeok-En- d
Good
Chocolates
of
Sale
The
TOMORROW
5flc for a pound box will lie on.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER B. W A B D

R0BS0N PROVES

MAY

SHIS DUKE CITY

MIGRATORYGAME

SOAP

NAPTHA

FELS

"yf

December

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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PRICES

For Ycor

Fuel

GALLUP LUMP,
GALLUP EGG .
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood
Combine satisfaction
and economy by usinj?
Cerrillo3 Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.
.

HAHfl GOAL

C01PMIY

